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VOLUME IV.
some historical
character, and to describe the
exact nature oi his
mark; also to give my
opinion as to the locality aud data of the battle of Armageddon. He was as
slippery as an
eel, too, and whenever his attention was drawn
l° any personal
of
a passage, he
application
gilded off at once into generalities and arithmetic. For more than two years the mao worried me almost daily. Not that he remained
in one place all the lime, but that he was always turning up unexpectedly. When he wr*
discharged for the first time, I telt as relieved
as Siubad when be bad shaken off the incubus
that sat on his shoulders. But, in a week or
two, on entering another ward, a soft, insinu-
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“We at length reached the point at which it
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the Novelties of the

On the First of

morning’s track,
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Company

November,

with the

Laws of Maine,

No.

147

Middle

a

St.,
7

Have
1

on

hand the largest assortment of

a

C

La

hit of flesh removed from hie hand by
a collision against a stone; Ihe pressure of
the rope had left black welts on my arms, and
we all experienced a tingling sensation over
the hands, like that produced by Incipient
frost bite, which continued for several days.—
I found a portion of my watch chain hanging
round my neck, another portion in my pocket
—the watch itself was gone.”
On the 16th of August Professor Tyndall
made an expedition in quest of his watch,
which was found after a rather perilous search.
“It had remained eighteen days in the avalanche, but the application of its key at once
restored it to life, and it has gone with una

wavering regularity

ever

since.”

A Troublesome Patient.
terrible nuisance to me. He was
always reading the Bible, and always putting
questions which I could not auswer, by which
means he considered that he was
lessening me
in tne esteem of his lellow
patients. In jusI
must
to
tice
myself
mention that the questions were always of two
kinds—namely arithmetics! and millenarian. He would read the
enormous
with
Kings
persevciance cover
sheet after sheet of paper with elaborate calculations respecting the aggregate amount of
men killed in certain battles, and the subsequent effect on the population; and if alt these
people had lived, whether more than twelve
thousand of each tribe might not have been
seated in heaven. Another day he would come
up with bis “I beg your pardon sir,”—be was
always a well spoken man—“but coaid you
tell me the number of miles which the Israelites walked duriDg the forty years lo the wildThen he would produce his inevitaerness ?”
ble paper, to which he had transferred a vast
addition sum worked out of some map which
he had found ia the library, and straightway
display the superiority of his scriptural knowledge. I never saw such a man for reading the
Bible, and for ingeniously missing every moral lesson that could be drawn from It. Sometimes he would request an exact account of
the events which were to take place at the
was

a

millennium, related in chronological order,
and substantiated by texts; ask me to Identify

precisely

the beast in the

apocalypse

with

,

French, German, English

Oliewing

Scotch

and

<5z>

subscribers having

FALL AND WINTER

1100

PACKAGES

CLOTHING!
A

For

men

and

May be found

-A..

3yE.

Boys

Peter’s Choice Nataral Leaf.

Anderssn’s Navy,
Old Homestead,

And

Pants, Tests,

Furniahing Goods,

Septao—dtf

Wm.

AJSIEL M. SMITH, 171 Fore St.

Nos. 13 and 15

.AN

Annual Statement
OF THE

OF

Office

1
Executive Chamber,
Augusta, Nov. 1,1864. J
I commend the above appeal to the loyal charities
of the people of the otare.
Sam del Cony, Governor of Maine.
Nov 4—dtf

Portland Office- 31 Exchange Street,
VV. D LITTLE,

IIIKTIOV

General Agent for Maine.

(Successors

‘A Rare Chance for Business”
ON

In all iti

St<^re;

Col. Benjamin H. Hinds,
273 F Street,.Washington, D. C.

Grand Trunk Railroad.

Col. Robert B. Corson,
Walnut Street,
Philadelphia, Pa.
Col. Frank E. Howe.
Broadway,.New York Cityk

Inquire of CHAS.

S.

NOTICE.
To the Subscribers to the Capital Stock qf (Ac
Northern Pacific Railroad Company
the urdeisigned, the President and Secretary of the Beard of Commissioners of tho Northern Pacific Kai.road Pen pany, in pursuance of t e
d rections given in the Act of Incorporation, her by
give notice to the subscribers of tbe Capital Stock of
said Company, that, we appoint Tuesday the sixth
day of Deofmbernext, at ien o’clock iu the forenoon, and the Boom nnmbeird twenty-two (22) in
t ie Merchants’ Exchange Buildinr, on State street,
< |ty of Boston, Hass., at tbe time an* place tor tbe
first m eiugof said subscribers, for the pur(oseof
electing thirteen Directors for said Corporation.and
transecting any othsr business that may legally
come before
pERHAM, Presld.nt.
A BIEL ABBOTT, Secretary.
nov!7dtd
1854,
15.
Not
Boston,

B a n Is..

8. A..

,h,mJoslA(I

Da*

Conservatorium

TKAOHXB

Dissolution.

Musik

OF

zu

nov8dtf

Leipzig,

THE

Street. Portland, [Maine.

Oot 81

THE

3tawlBw

SPANISH NOBILITY

Post Offick. Portland, I

—-trsn tbb

of" the* Western

—

ARCTUSIME,

the
western malls, on and after Nov arrangements,
•?**»
*
vrtU olo*e at
,th> wtn
this office at 1J o’clock r. u.
nov&dSw
A. T. DOLE, P. M.

—

CANADA

OB

BEARS’

GREASE!

For the growth and Inxurianoe of tbs hair.

Board.
be

I

Beware (f imitation., and sso that the signature
and name andp ace correspond.
novlldlm
For sale by tne Druggists.

On Saratoga, Christiana and Eugenia shape, 60

OnJocky Crown and English shape, 60 cents.
Blocking Felt Bonnots, 60 cents.
Fur coloring, 20 cents additional to the above
prioes.
Milliners prioes in proportion.
sept22 dtf

BRADFORD ft HARMON,
Pension and Claim Agents,
(Established in 1861.)
continue to devote their speolal and excluSTILL
sive attention to the proseention
of Claims for

Pensions, Bounties, Arrears of Pay and
Prize Money,
And all other claims against the Government, h y.
ing been duly licensed therefbr.
taP* All advice free. Terms as low as at any oth
er Agenoy, and no
pay required until the olaims are
obtained.
Offloe 88 Exohange street, Jose Block.
F. BRADFORD.
Z. K. HARMON.
June 81.—dtf

House for Sale I

3STo. 77 IMCldLdIo St.,

ATKINSON & INGERSOL,
be purchased at a bargain. This is the most
central Eating House in the city, and has a fall run
of customers. It has also one of
Can

Dow’* Celebrated Soda Fountains,

[Late Songey, Cooper f Co.)

Ship

i

There is

no

better location, or

ran

HOUSE,

of custom in

in

Portland.
Parties wishing to purchase will please apply at
ATKINSON a INGEKSOL’S,

seprndtf

So. 77 Middle Street.

Christian^ Commission.

Chairman, T. B. Hayes, receives Stores at 118 Mid-

dle street.

Commercial street.

Secretary, Henry

H. Burgess, recedes Letter* at
Commercial street.
Andrew J. Chase,
Dr. W. ».. Johnson.
Jnnel8dti
from

ASSOCIATION,’

To Merchant Tailor* and Cntter*.
HAVE left with Mr. W. D. James, No. 63 Middle street, Portland, ooples of the true science of
drafting garments. Mr. J. fully understands the
theory and practice as well as I do, and can communlcat as well to others.
OTIS MADISON.

I

Portland, 8eptl6,1864.

No.

prepared to fhrnish ail the neoessary information, and supply those who may wish with the rules,
at Mr. N. 8. Gardiner's, No. 63 Middle street.
W. D. JAMES.
Sept 18—Mm

ant

A LL persons
accounts against
A. ths estate of the late Joseph Gray, will please

call at No 6 Sonth street for settlement, wltbo it deJ- C. SHtiRiDAN, Administrator.
Portland, Nov 4,1864.- dSw

Instructions

■

—

the Flute.
8. JOHNSON, formerlyoi this city, proposes
to

MR.

on

give lessons on the above instrument. Can
at present at the store of Messrs. J. L.
8haw A Co., No. 87 Federal Street, between the
Vo H a 1 °'®Iock. Terms, tlU fci 24 lessons
Oot. 26—lm*
be

seen

Tower Buildings

STATE OP MAINE.

11—d6m*

FIRE

JONES &

Re
Western and C

vers

CO.,

AND

Roofing

FOR FLAT ROOFS.

PORTLAND.

|anS3 dtf

|

Jnnoldtf

I

No. U Union Street.

ALBERT WEBB * CO,

JOHN LYNCH & CO.,
AND COMMISSION
Granite Btorea,

Flour
Grocers, Corn,
HEAD
MERCHANTS.

Cewuereial Street,

Portland, Me.

__UK
Alexander D. Reeves,

Tailor JSe

MOODY,

Draper,

98 EXCHANGE

GENERAL

COMMISSION

and Grain.

or KEKRILL’S WHARF,

Commercial street.

DOLE Sc

dulbch-

—

(Opposite hesd Widgery Wharf,)
John Lynch, )
Peteg Barker, j
PORTLAND, ME.
ThOB. Lynch ) Janeldtf

ST.,

Manufacture! to order and In tbc beet manner. MB
itary and Navy Uniforms, and Boye Gar.

MERCHANTS,

monte.

septtdtf
JOHN F. ANDER80N,

Surveyor

K.

mohl7 dhwtf

LEMONT,

Preble Street,

Bath, Me.

XAIUVAOTDBIB OP

Sleighs,

I

\

_

Preble street, (Near Preble Honee,)
PORTLAND, ME.

.,

_

k

Arbroath.

epIJdtf

Bale Room, 110 and 113 Sudbury St., Bottom, Afate.
Juneltf

WILLIAM A. PEABCE,

M. PEARSON,

PLUMBER!
MAKBB OF

Plater, Force
AMD MANUFACTURER
OP

SILVER

WARE,

Silver
augfidSm

T7VKRY description of Water Fixtures lor Dwolp ling Houses, Hotels, PubUo Buildings, Shops,
ho., arranged and set up In the beet manner, and all
orders In town or oeuntry faithfully executed. All
kinds ot jobbtngpromptiy attended to. Constantly
on hand LEAD PIPES, SHEET LF AD and BEES
PUMPS of all descriptions.
ap9 dtf

Old

Carriages, Carriages I
Bui

and Neatly Finished.

J. P. LIBBEY, No. 20 Preble Bt.,

J- T. Lewis <5z>

fer sale, at his establishment, a variety
of Carriages made in the neatest and meet substantial manner.
The assortment comprises all the
different styles of Light Carriages, and they will be
sold on the most favorable terms. Persons intending to pnrobase Carriages will find it for their inter
est to oall and examine before buying elsewhere.

OFFERS

/

Manufaeturers and Wholesale Dealer! in

New Bedford Copper Comp’y,
undersigned, agents of the above Company,
THE prepared
to furnish suits of

j!

P.

£w£:

PORTLAND, MX.
lylldtf

TRUNKS,

Bolt Copper, Bolt Yellow Metal,
Spike*, Nailt, fe.,

\
Edward Waite,
William teiria,
U F Deane,
Wm U. < badbonrne,
8 8 Fain er,
James rreeman,
Drake k Daria,
James hearer,
ferity k Basse),
Southard at Woodbury,
J E Jo can,
K H Bowker,

VALISES,

Manulketured and fbr sale

WHOLESALE and RETAIL

OURAN

ORIGINAL ESTABLISHMENT.

HO.

T,

165

BRACKETT.

Sl

MIDDLE STRLET.

All orderi in the oity or from the oonntry prompt
It filled.
septSSdtf

Wholesale Dealer In all kinds of

COFFEE, SFICES,

Exchange Street.

126

Salaeratus * Cream Tartar,

Hugh

Ntw Caffe* and Spice Mill*, 18 and 15 Union street,
Portland, Me.

M.

inform

o.

the

No. 69

Manufacturers

of ail kinds of'

FRAMES
—

Oil

you

—

Paintings, Engravings,
Looking Glasses.

Edward Hail,

Gregory Croeton
IPPinkham,
a J Pettengill
J G York,
Daniel O Davie,
William Anderson,

Albert Chase,
Samuel Bounds.
Stephenson k Co.,
Thomas Connor,
Alv.n Neal.

lsaao c pai k,

Pater GnLm,
Joseph Hill,
John T Palmer,
bhubal Menyman,

Clsir,
Hesry 0 Timmons,

Wm H Ayeis
Chaa Dyer,
Dyer k Pieros
Andrew J Chase,
Ohae Sawyer,
Nathin S Dayee,
Elisha Wheeler,
Chaa F Knapp,
Mioah Sampson,
S'ephen C Mnntey,

;

Furnaces

and

Knapp,
An) Ford.
McGIlvery, Kyaab rail#,
George Bnrnham k Bos, Littlejohn A Chase,
Chandler Berms,
O M Mokeraoa,
Thoe T Losing
Joseph U White,

it would seem ..if our shippers ought te bar. ..
much regard lor the internet of thr.t own irrnds
and neigh bora aa for their Cabau e.ue artel w te
•p oiaU) lathe former only aak it
l- Bantand ri, hi. But if they oraJar to «
feetlj
operate wih the iator tor the parptaeof
.iictftg -«■
o-otu te: ma and isfliettog u posltiv.
lijatt ape,a the
the form r, it ia very mnch to bo regretted, but teaa 'Ter be tubmitted to.

tlTi OF POBTLAND.

paired

re-

faithful manner.

Grateful for former patronage, he hopes by strfct
attention to business, and fair dealing, to receive >
share of public favor.
Oct. 38—dtf,.

generous
*

Manufacturers of all kinds of

_

Ivl O XT L DUST OS

MATCHES

—»o*—

Of the beet quality mannfkotnred and for sale
by

Portland Match
FORE
*
Portland,

Comp’y,

STREET,

Ail orders In the
city,

or

Maine.

from any part of th*

| wo^e our tag U respected, promptly Oiled.

a

new airoet.

or

Commlttoe
on

Laving out
New Sta

BlackmerN Concentrated

WINE,
Fermentation.

poasessea a mild
mil body.
lrom choice iniilaenoQs truits; and In m its purity and peculiar mono ot prep-

and dt liciou*

lt,i» prepared

flavor,

aration, possesses remarkable
healing propel tes.
bathing more rotatable. Hoiking more Invigorating, bathing more Strengthening.

new.
a

oat

Cam b V, B<s worth,
Wit. U Stbwabt,
Ctbub K. Ladd,
Jno. D. SivewitAB,
William u. ooclb, J

FH.UIT

17* Second hand STOVES bought, or taken in
at short notice, in

^

CSC
public wuy
city beglnntrg at the
present terminus of Hanover street and continuing
>o Kennebeck street:
Andihe Joiut Standing Committee rf the City
Council on laying out new streets, la
pnieuame of
an order of the
City Council, piss'd ou tho 'entacay
ot November, will meet for said porpose ok Monday,
the21st day of mot at 8 o’elock In the afternoon, at
the terminus of Hanover stress, the p'aoe of beginning, then and there | roeccd to view and lay oat
said new street
All persona lntores’ed will take nodes and govern
themselves see r.logly.
Given under oar hands this 18fh day of Not. a.
d. 1884.
Jacob McLsllab,

Ranges,

STOvne, Ranexe. Fcxaacxs, and Tin Wau

wlat

\uat

Tin’and Hallow Ware.
exchangoior

David MeCa mon,
John W Giouther,

Gbaa Kinney,
Joshua siroot,
Walter M. r > man,
A B Webber,
Ljroan S Clerk,
Koe# A Slurtivaat,
Yoton A Hale,
J 8 Winslow,

Jonathan k

In all its branches. STOVES, of all kinds, of the
and most approved patterns.

Exchange St.,

»

Cbaa T Smith,
Jamea H Lee,

Emery Cushing,
Ghae B Varney,

neweet

B.J.D. LARRABEE & CO.,

Cbaa Merrill,

Made Without

Stove and Furnace Bnsincsa,
1

TP Bibber,
Henry C small,
Thomas Meant,

Geo W Davis,
Samuel G Davie,

E G Willard.

novl4dtd

hi! friend* and former customers
that be has taken the Store A
WOULD
Us Exchange
on

J N l>a d.nbrock,
U Marts ok,
B Y Hands 1.
it LUilk Held.
Geo W Lluis Beld,
D U Atherton,
Tboe B aois
B M Martin,
B J Willard,

Jamas Bain.
Wat K Toyd,

H L Davis,
Adams k fork,
Charles Fohes,
L D Cole,
Norton Mover,
Chaa F Ingraham,
Wm Beater,

126

IPhinnev,

Street, where he Intend* to oarry

ChieLpher Kilby,

of th« City council to lay
NOTICE
for the
of the

Traveling Bags!

GBAHT’S COFFEE A SPICK MILLS.

G G Da l, 7,

ia hereby given, that it ie the istentioa

AND

at short notice and delivered at any port required,
McGILVHBT, KTAN A DAV18.
Sept 6.—dtf

Coffee and Splcee put up for the trade, with any
address, in all variety of packages, and warranted
as represented.
Coffoe roasted and ground for the trade at short
notioe.
O'* All goods entrusted at the owner’s risk.
msrehlOdtf

Sot. 1 tmd 1 Free Street Stock
(Over H. J. Libby h Co.,)

Metal&Oopper Sheathing,

G-RAN

George liatkell,

1 B \erney,
Jciuus Poland,
James L Hoke,

Kieh Ssmnel 8

AND FURNISHING GOODS,
Chamber!

J.

Co.,

READY-MADE CLOTHING

tantfJSdtf

Yellow

Closeti,

Warm, Cold aad Shower WJ««, Wash
Bowl*, Brass A Silver Plated Cocks,

_

Firmly

Cushman,

Hollis St.

All kinds of Wore, snch as Knives,* Forks,
Spoons, Cake Baskets, Caaters, fco., plated in the

Re-finishing

and Water

NO. 194 EXCHANGE STREET,
PORTLAND, ME.

»8» Congress St., Opp. Court Borne, Portland, Me.

best manner.
Ateo, Repairing and
Ware.

Pumps

Portland, N vember 7,186*.
The undersigned, bhipowueis, Brokets, Mas.ert
and Managers of vessels, hereby agree and plidge
thorn.elves each to the other, net tu obsr er heir
ve.sels lor the island or Cuba, upon an. other terms
than todellver their cargos! alongs de the re-set
there, lice of II gt Ur age eseaptmg long lumber
wh oh is to a ed ashore by the ship crew and that
no charter shHl oe made on private te-ims, uncer a
torts itureo one thousand dollars.which is to be aid
by theparty breaking 'his agreement, to the O’he
signers ibertoi. And Ih eba nnan of illa meelin
is hereby authorizeu to militate nil necessary legal
i
proeeeurnga to collect the same,
John £ Donnell,
Thomas L Libber,
David Ktazer,
Hoberi M York,
Ku» eel Lewis,
Jam,s U Hutchinson,
Frank Miliaen,
Samuel Lola.

Henry Luring,

ao.iadt._

»iIvor

signed the to.lowing agreement.

Uanuailk Woodbury,
Boyd k Hanson,

Canvas,

Superior Bleaobed 1
9,110
“W 5SLTS
800 do All Long flax “Got|
eminent oontraot,”
800 do Extra All Long flax I
800 do Navy Fine
-J
Delivered In Portland or Boston.
Bath. April

A

Under this agreement the ofar'erfng of re «e'«
has
goae on satistaomrn) untn wilhcn a ft w uays, whea
sino gentl m u liomCuba win are iuteic t u
la
the lighterage and «argc< * and corrigible,, ol cargoes, armed her ,, nun we boiicve inloim.a «sr
•hi* peri that this agieem i.tmuathe innu.lcd, and
maaiera mast be held re.pom ible f. r the
itf bierr -e
of all oarg. oa. Our shippe, a
appear to hate > le.ned
at caee to this demand without
or atc'n.ui.iug
tcmdiiag to commit owners and meta,a, and iba
flrst iutimaiion tie/ receive out u the annouucemant in the fiiee Curtent, of the 6th mat
that the
shippers here had agreed to requhe of thim auoh
terms.
U would seem that fair play nrd manly dealing, as
wells tnemn.cal uependence ot paitnt ou, hr ,o
hare prevented oar Hoppers trom yie.dtug to the detuann o Csbin Hau.es, un 11 they hsa conlerted
wnhowneisof vessels or their a gem- and ni.do
seme ssilafaot try arrangements with them.
As nothing ol the sort w as done, the ow ners, mastats and brokers felt oallea upon to protect their own
interest and establish etch to.ma as Ju t ce aid
■oh-pre.eira'icn rtquired ol them, socoidiagjy they
held a meeting on the 7th ms.., at the ccm-tingrot ms ot Messrs. Boss A btartlvsnto ceuaioei the
subjeot. This wu largely attended, ana (apt. Chs.
H. Chase was cnoseu Ch&itman, aud Wm. Bos,
Asq secretary. Alter a cartlal and canui„ ooi .lderst.onclihe matter, it WSI voted in.i trey oenld
not.njastlae to thcm-el.es submit to the <erms
whiob the Cuban aentlenen bad as (we believe,)
dictated to cur shippeis. And In order to reduce
this veto to a binding obligation, they drew ap and

Uufis

JAMES T. PATTEN A GO.

KIMBALL,

McGUvary, Bjam

haviS.

W W Mauris,
WnW ocdbury,
Chaa. U uaeke 1,

-FOB 8ALM BT-

Portland, Me.

and

Engineer,

Tima gnum.

Scotch

Carriages and Sleighs on hand and made to
order.Junelbdtf

P.

and Civil

OFFICE, CODMAN BLOCK,

Carriage Manufacturer,

C.

1

E. HERSEY, Agent,

genryA.
Jonee,}J
B. W\ Gage.

jr.

Portland, Sept. 1,186*.

WATER-PROOP j

Gravel

Granite Block.

Webber.

J. b Winslow.
Charles Bartlett,
Chas Li 1 John
Boeert JJyer,
Chas. h.c'ha»e.
A. D. to hidden.

-AMD-

of

h.

Dav d kt aer,
Ed war u Jd*ll.
Y a >n A U la,
K ss A fcturiivant,
8. F. Hai.oa.1,
E. G. kork,

Cuarles eawyer,
Win. B. Boyu,
Greg Cros on,
B W.C Iffo d,
Bla .a Wheeler,

WOOD,

INPOBVED

A

Walter Men j man,
J. GUiuau Kued,
G W. Davis,
E. A Marvlok,

bus. Means,
Thus. A, Ubby.
tlenry C. email,
Charles loom 1,
Win. Ver Is,
L>. H. Atherton,
Boland lotk,

FELT COMPOSITION

adian Produce,

137 Commercial Street,
Charles Blake, }

SOFT

WARDEN’S

LlVJSlRPOOXi, ENG.
Nov

The Trade supplied with Black Walnut, Imitation
Bose wood and Ebony, and Gilt Oral Frames, Oar
Aughsta, Nov. 1,18M. J
manufacturing facilities entble us to furnish all arAn adjourned session of the Executive Council, ticles in this
line as low in priocs as can bo found
will be held atthe Connell Chamber, in Augusta, on
elsewhere. Wt invite purchasers to call and examMonday, the twenty-first day of November Inst.
Attest:
I lne oar very One Engravings of whieb we bare a
EPHBAIM FLINT JK„
1
uovidtd
Secretary of State.
*pVH,U
Urge variety,
Kxbcutivk Dzfaktxskt

Clark,

faloanite Base,’'

8. ROUNDS A SON.

Iebl6 dly

North*

Picture Frames and Looking Glams.

lay.

■

1

Photographs, *

Having received authority from Mr. Madison, I

Notice.
having unsettled

the

rrue.

Joshua Boia d.
Geo. W Co/glas,
By man 8.
Auuse* J. Be, lien* 111,
W.ltar W.hook,

deBvered to any part of the oity.
Ornoi CoxnitoiAL St., head of Franklin Whsu-1.

this

oity. For one Becking business it will be found the
beet opportunity ever offered in this olsss of business

OP TH1

in whioh the expenses are controlled by a disinterested Executive Committee,
Apply in person, or by letter, to GEORGE 9,
EMERY, over the Portland Post Office, 8d story.
«Isw1t

1-----

HARD AND

Brokers,

Which draws orowds of customers.

FOR A FIRST-CLASS EATING

SO

“MAINE WAR CLAIM

--

—

Congress St.

Portland Army Committee

PORTLAND.

the war Is that of the
F)K

NO. It CLAPP’S BLOCK

Hou8e wil1 hereafter bo eopdiioted
by Tbe «ubscr»ber.
W. M. LEWIS.
Nov 17—dlw

ean
*“

WILLIAM P. SONGEY & CO.,

AT

312

on

B.

Joseyh Mountfert,

MOUNTAIN, LEHIGH, HEZILTON,
SUGAK LOAF, OLD COMPANY LEHIGH, LOCUST MOUNTAIN. JOHNS, DIAMOND, Wf.BiJTKR and BLAC K HEATH. These Coals are ot the
very beet quality, well screened and picked, and
warranted to gi,e tatiefkoUon.
hlso fbr sale beet of

dtf

cents.

ROOMS, U. S.

The Cheapest Agency
collecting all olasses of olainu arising

as

Congress

1864,

Be»J.

CHEAP FOR CASH !

■

Hats for

Bleaohery,

insert ArtifloiaJ Teeth

to

Shot el Merry man
E. J. 4 lnkham,
Leorj J>. Gieajr,
James Earn,
C. C. iiiiil&y,
James U liatehl-son,
John W. liuaU.tr,
John E. him ay,
Lewis Mit i_*u,

John Berry,

jisard’s",„

Board at United States Hotel.

Carriages

Treasurer, CyrusSturdivaat, reeei'es Money it 76

re

oi

Felt

j

are

101 Middle st.,

existing between tbe Piano Forte & Musical
partnership heretof
THE
lsndlordsof the American House,
Theory,
Hubsoribern,
November

Exchange Street,

PHOTOGRAPH

of

der

Sweetsir’s

aye h.’s

EMERY,
late

No. 88

Work exeonted In every part of the State.

Geo. HAtair,

fcamuel Foie,

Jam inUon,
William Anderson,

Dr. Jf. H. HEAJ D
disposed of hli entire Interest In hh
Offioe to Dr. 8. C FEKNALD, would obeertully
recoommend him to his former patio ata end the p«bD®“lon* **pe'
lence, is proper‘'
ed

OFFICE NO. 2 CLAPP’S BLOCK,
MARKET SQUARE-

use

One-half of the Establishment

and Has inn aiied the bu.i eisot mors than 12,000
pe sors to the! entire sati iac ion.
Cl'>imants can a' one see the advantage of entrust ng their business 10 those wuo nave had long
expcrieuce, and are well and extensively known.
Z. K. 11 ab Mo it,
J. D. SBAVEY.
Hr. J. D. Soavey will continue the Insurance business as heretofore.
oct23tt'

This Bank is prepared to receive subscriptions to
the new 7 8-18 loan in ana a of $59 and upwarda,
paying intereat from date of subscription to August
15th, the date of the new loan.
The notes are convertabie at the end of throe
years into specie paying 6 per oent. 5-JO bonds.
One-eighth per cent, will be allowod on all amounts
of $1000 and over.
B. C. bOMEBBY,
Portland
ug. 1,1864.
dti
Cashier.

WE.

Blocking

Bdwa d Gooding,
1. U. Vaiue/,
B. U. Dans,

SURGEON & PHYSICIAN, wool) AM) COAL

apr!8 dtf

the old stand In

Mb. Haumob has been constantly and exdn"ively
engaged in t'e bnslress for the past fifteen F are,
and ft now ths oldest practitioner int'ie Country:

Government 7 3-10 Loan.

UFxxx Stuxt.

in constant

H. S. EDWARDS,
No.849} Stewart’s Block, Congress St.

and seamen, until their money Is ree ved from the
United States

Pet. 24—d»w.

FEW First Claes Gentlemen boarders
accommodated with board at

are

BUSINESS, Eating
at

promptly and faithfully adjusted.
No Charge for Advice and Information.
No Charge Until the Claim it Collected.
Charge! at Lore at Auy other Agency.
In case) of Necessity will asais; relativhs of seid'eri

oot8dtf

Oanal

continue the

All claims against the Government, suoh as ran
bions, Bouhtiks. Back Fat and Fbizb Hobby,

BEWALL GROSS,
Upper Gloucester.
GR08S, at 84 Commercial

street, Portland.

SEAVEY,

Bradford If Harmon,)

branches,

Jose^Block,

Also, 40 ACRES OF LAND of the very best description. The house is 9tt stories with a piazza; it
Also a large Ell
contain* ten large finished rooms.
well arranged and very convenient.
is
and
finished
for
a number of
The stable
large
horses; there are also two large sheds adjoining.
a
The above are well adapted for hotel and stable,
i he store is in good shape, and there is no better
place for trade in Cumberland County.
The above property is situated in the plasant village of Upper Gloucester, twenty miles from Portland and within two miles of three Depots on the

Agencies.

&

PENSION

account

and

to

Will

of my health, I will pell at a bargain
the following property, consisting of

friends;

OotO—2w*

to

uted to our brave soldiers in Hospitals
All donations of the above articles may be sent to
me at Portland.
Free transportation has been provided overall of our ilailroicis running into the city.
The Potatoes should be properly barreled and marked to my address:
“For the Army of the Potomac 2nd Pensacola/*
GEORGE R. DAVI3,
estate Agent for Maine.

none.
Losses adjusted and due,.....
44
elaimed and unpaid..
$7 0 00
*, reported and unadjusted,. 6,980 00
E. H. Kellogg, President.
J. N. Dunham, Sec’y.
Sworn to Nov. 1st, 1864, before me,
Henry Chickering, -ustice of the Peace.

House, Stable, oat-buildings

1

respond to our bra/e soldiers, it is proposed to raise Two Thousand Bbls of Potatoes, Apples,
and Vegetables, and forward the same to the Maine
Agency at Washington and Pensacola, to be distribready

Total Asbktb,.$246,232 48

lGdtf

Agency,

APPLICATION

..

nov

Maine

of

Exchange street, Portland, Me. j
having been made from our Maine
agents at Washington, and 2nd Maine Ca airy,
Pentaooia, for artities of Vegetables for our Maine
Soldiers in Hospitals at City Point, Washington and
Pensacola; as the loyal people of this State are ever

Invested as follows, viz:—
InU. S. 6-20 Bonds, valued at.$25,376 00
In Mas»achneetts State Bonds, valued at.. 18,416 71
In Hank Stocks, valued at. 28 266 c0
in Railroad and G* s Co Stocks, valued.**1,676 00
44
Loans on Mortgages of real estate 44
96,816 01
44
44
Loans on oollater&l securit es,
48,0)8 90
Cash on hand and in Banks,. 9.607 72Cash in hands ef agents and in transitu,
14,268 17
Personal property and other investments, 8,2<0 97

THKfol

A

the best instruments of their olass in the world.

.Jim b?

HAVING

_____jnneltf
S. C. HUNKfNS, MfD^

TRAN SHEW r PRICE LIST

53

Surplus Over Capital $96,333,48

wing State Agents for the relief ol sick
and
oun ied
Soldiers, will promptly and
cheorluh furnish any information, either personally
or by lettor, an- assistance to soldiers and their

iSS?.'

No. 144. Middle Street,
PORTLAND, MR.

E.

in the concerts oi
the most distinguished artists—as Gottschalk and
others—as well as in the
iras in the prinoipal cities, whenever such instruments are required. Price
836 to 8600 each, these instruments may be found
at the Musio Hooms of the subscriber, where they
will be sold at the manufacturers’ prioes.

APPEAL

SCHUMACIER

jnnelddm

Nearly all the most prominent artists in the country
have given written testimony to this effect, and these

el b«Ld

175 Mlddl
P fcreet.
Sbbbbbbobb.Dr*. Baco t and Bu*ll>,
Portland, May H, 1998.
»,

Fresco and Banner Painter,
fcW

We. the underaigned, ahipmantera and' aren a for
owner*,heresy .gi*s that cn ana a Ur the nrat dar
01 Bepumeer
1&, all caraee. lad. n
or
-l*rli be deliv ltd and reoeivid
^*l£!**4Ha
ide wl v,Ul*’
tun reaoh cf veracla tackle*,
aleig
earns loo
long lumber, which la to be lowed to the
veaaeia crewa,
according to the cua oma el tne b*“
orirn
cipla port* in tne n niton Bute*.

DENT1SI,
No.

No. 6 Galt Block, Oommero'al Bt,
Andrew T. Dole,
I
ME.
PORTLAND, „„
Franklin C. Moody, J

MASON & HAMLIN

iPeonle of Main©.

Capital Stock, all paid in, $150,000.00

DR. S. C. FERHALD,

FLOUB, CORN AND PRODUCE,

Organs

l p‘¥*rj-

Premium Paged Account Books.

MADE EXCLUSIVELY BY

Are

Trimming! alwayi onhaad.

And W holesale Dealers in

FOB

Tailor,

Bw.of

The Cabinet

instruments

Patriotic & Benevolent

PITTSFIELD, MASS.,

Made in oomplianoe with the Laws of Maine.
November 1,1864.

Federal Street,
second to none in
turning ont Good fitting
Garments oi »11 styles snd fashions. His prices

dissolved by mutual coBEC&t on the first day
D W. Babkkr,
current.
W. M. Lewis.

Exchange St.

TO THB

Western Massachusetts Ins. Co.,

KERRY,

Military

Allen, Jr.,

Nov 8—dim

ressonuble.
Parties furnishing their own cloth will hare the
same made good in care of misfit.
*■ Thankiul to friend* for past
patronage, hop'ng
for a continuance ol tbe same.
<*r~ Parties from the country will find this a good
market and "A Tailor always Reddy."
Not 7—eod 1 m

194

,

Having XABKBD DOw, the prise of Cigars and
Tobacoo, as well as other goods, to conform to the
prise of Gold, and being determined to reduce the
ttoclc, I call the attention of the trade to the same.

All ef which win be sold low for Cash, at the old
stand of Lewis & Smith.

j

McCarthy & berry,
No. 96 Exchange Street.

Killiekaiek.

LIABILITIES.

State

samgles

May Apple,

Needles and

mmii

No, 68 Exchange Street, Portland, Me.
Jnneldtl

jnneldtl

Undercoats,

IS

133

Magnolia,

Beady-Made Overcoats,

107

Maine

Shanghia,

nice Custom

ARE YOU ALL READY ?

are

Work.

:ont'

may8dt1

A CARD.

Wholesale

Have yon seen the new style CRIMP ED-FRON1
BUCKLE BOOT, now made by McCarthy k Berry t For neatness, oomlort and beauty, it surpasses
anything ever got up in this city. Call and see it;
always on hand at the old stand of M. Mc7
j

Jr
i.vjiivblr

AND MANUFACTURER ON

OKAS. J.

inuAiS ^Jdi,

WOODMAN, TRUK A CO.,
AGENTS,
Mo*. >4 and i(.Hi Idle Street.

Bookseller, Stationer,

efor

Navy,

Provisions,

SEWING MACFrIN ESI

DAVIS,

And

Selected from New York and Boston markets

and

our

10

Ueaetrer^^,."*. f*
aloug-idJ{hi‘t^miU‘‘t

SINGER'S

FLOUR & GRAIN DEALERS,

the

OW Ladies’ work is from the oelebrated Barts
Manufactory of New York.
For Gentlemen's wear we have the best assortment
ever offered for sale in this oity; such as fine Frenoh
Patent Leather Boots; Glove Calf and Calf Congentlemen’s wear; Patent Leather Con-,
and Calf Congress Balmoral, and new French

Davis’ Nataral Leaf,

Army and

on

Ladies, Gentlemen, and Children's Wes

Gee Deane h Ce. Cavendish,

We would inform our flrienda and the publio that
wk intend to keep the best the market affords, and
Okn sell at the lowest rates.
Our Custom Work we guarantee and warrant to
fft at all times. We would also rail attention to onr

eept27—dtf

No

Merry,

that our work shall not be second to any in the United dtates.
We hare also completed a stock of ready-made
work of the flrst quality, lor

W m. Bel tea’s Dew Drop,

Groceries,

PORTLAND, MIC.

L.

SLAKE,

In all Its branches, and haring all the facilities for
yetting np amt class work for gentlemen and ladies,
wear, are now ready to execute all orders with Beatness and dispatch. Our work will he made of the
best of imported stock, by the best of workmen, and
warranted to give periect satisfaction. It is our aim

Scott’s Celebrated Nary,

SMITH’S,

the

BOOT AND SHOE BUSINESS

John Anderson i Co.’s Solace ud Amulet.

at

7th day of May !
copartnership under the name of
on

For the purpose of carrying

Chewing & Smoking Tobacco.

Clothing 1

a

McCarthy &

OF

SPLENDID ASSORTMENT OP

Fall and Winter

formed
THE

u

a'’“">rr “f
iheir careoea
**’’*
it voted into the Ugh ara
ihair
Uli.
wtlh
01.au.ng ;
u*v'1
when the Ughtera dr iver it 0. eheie
Iheau lighter* are owned by panic i
there a d mantnoir 0,-cW and are arm tune. chim. d o. IT.
na * b
1 ng distance to a landing pi. ce and
uharg o uv.r night, or be diacharyed oy ai hi
aunoat, slid tne con cquei.ee ia a moal
that a portion 01 tne nguiei a .ouda rr« loot •> t o tu
and U.e viMtiaad nwnera are r quiied to pay
In o her word., the owueia anu mnitr, 01 v.aocli
are r.qaired to injure lb* titl h u.neaa 01 tu.
Ugmerme. ana the hont aty of all e.heia
living aiuag
shore, ot emph yed to take tne account
,
▲uded to t. i* ,he charge tor lighterage ha* nearly douulrd wl.hlu a lew year* and i. i.kely to rdvanoe to any anas whicn iniercatou
partita there
may ree U to e.a ge.
had.r time circumstance* the
tcre aid
aliipma
ageuta of owner, epen icraultatiea eniered Into an
ugreem-nt S-pt. 1, l.td, ij, relation to the mutter,
and tor th pu/ioaeoi
g.ving no.ice t<* ai. cone mod
th.y canned 11 to bo pnotlabea w.th tuentnuacf aign,
“
*“ order tnat .‘ntre may
oe no mi apprehension about 1U
telma, ,t la In trted
in thin
statement, v 1:

J

A. a. noonas.

SHIPPING, FORWARDING,
And General Commission Agents,

BUSINESS ADVERTISEMENT

Sept 29—eodtonov21

ee

ROGUES

fc

_

____jnnelddm

-aud-

Liberal discount made to the trade.

Merchant

Smoking

TOBACCO!

Moscow and London Fur Beavers.
All of which he will make up in the neatest manner
at reduced prices. Call and Examine.

Plates of all Sises Be-Set.

H.

CWB.BogS. }

Copartnership Notice,

Esquimaux,

They have also a large variety of Photograph
Lhtmieale, Cota, Camaras, fe., fc.
*** Mantle and Finn Glasses made to order.
Wi'h the facilities afforded them they can get up
any piece of work in their department of business
as well and as cheap as can be done in Boston or

ML.

I

&

novl6

DeUvered to order In any part of the oity.
TW former oustomers of Messrs. Sawyer A Whltare
noy
respectfully Invited to give us a call.
RANDALL, MoA LUSTER A CO.
Portland. .Tnne 13. ISfti —dlv

Beavers, Pilots, Chinchillas.

Stock and

New York.

Superior Coal for Blacksmiths.
Alae, Hard and Soft Wood,

Ever brought to this city, consisting of

de Ivor

ui

coorae la

88 Commercial afreet, Thomas
Block,
aOBKBT BRALBT, )
o.m.booltob, (
PORTLAND, MM

No. 61 Commercial Street,

Coal !

A

Ee Daiea.
_

White and Red Ash,
Diamond and Lorberry,
Together with the best quality of

Cumberland

IMPORTED HAVANA CIGARS!
Pert Million,

—

He

N

Gentlemen’s Fall and Winter Wear,

Portraits & Pictures, i

ni had

XI

T

Flour, Provisions

Je Boots.

DEPARTMENT,

we preserved our speed, a few seconds would
have carried us.
None ot us suffered serious damage. H.
emerged lrom the snow with his forehead
bleeding, but the wound was superficial. Jen-

O

Tice Custom

Looking-Glass

John's,

La Flom.

LARGEST AND BEST STOCKS
OF

prepared to supply their
publio generally, with a

Old Company Lehigh,
Sugar Leal Lehigh,
Hazelton Lehigh,
Locust Mountain.

j

Pocahontas,

moment, but

A kind of condensed memory, such as that
described by people who have narrowly escaped drowning, took possession of me; and I
thought and reasoned with preternatural
clearness as I rushed along. Our start, moreover, was too sudden, and the excitement too
great to permit of the development of terror.
The slope at oue place became less steep, the
speed visibly slackened and we thought we
were coming to rest; the avalanche, however,
crossed the brow which terminated this gentler slope aud regained its motion. Here H.
threw his arms around his friend, all hope for
the time being extinguished, while I grasped
my belt and struggled for au instant to detach
myself. Finding this difficult, I resumed the
pull upon the rope. My share in the work
was, 1 fear, infinitesimal, but Jenui’s powerful strain made itself felt at last.
Aided probably by a slight change of inclinaliou, he brought the whole to rest within a
short distance of the chasms over which, had

Begalia,
So Glovo,
Manilla,

Flour, Grain

AND WHOLESALE DEALERS IN

WELL PICKED AND SCREENED

one

MIRROR, PICTURE AND OVAL

In New England—purchased before the very great
and could see
advance in all kinds of materials—are prepared to
those iu front of me half buried in the snow,
soli at
aud jolted from side to side by the rots
WHOLESALE OR RETAIL,
among which they were passing. Suddenly
I saw them tumbled over by a lurch of the Lower than
any other Establishment
avalanche, and immediately after found myin the eity.
self imitating their motion. This was caused
The services of Mr. H. Q. SMITH, formerly of
a
second
crevasse.
knew
Jeuui
of
its
exby
Boston have been secured to superintend the
istence, and plunged right into it—a brave
aud manly act, but for the time unavailing.
GILDING
He is over thirteen stone in weight, and he and
they can assure their customers and the public
thought that by jumping into the chasm a generally that ail work will be done in the SKA Tstrain might be but upon the rope sufficient to BST and mott WORKMANLIKE MANNER.
check the motion.
He was, however, violently jerked out of
OLD FRAMES RE-GILT,
the fissure, and almost squeezed to death by
the pressure of the rope. A long Blope was
To look equal to new.
below us, which let directly downwards to a
brow where the glacier suddenly fell in a declivity of ice. At the base of this declivity
Cleaned and Varnished in the bat style.
the glacier was cut by a series of profound
They have also rooeived a fresh supply of French
chasms, and toward these we were now rapidImitation of
ly borne. The three foremost men rode upon i
EBOJiY AND ROSEWOOD FRAMES,
the forehead of the avalanche, and were, at
times, almost wholly immersed in the snow;
which they off.r at lowest rates.
but the moving laver was thinner benind,and ;
Jenni rose incessantly, and, with desperate Rosewood, Black Walnut, and aU Kinds ot
energy, drove his ieet into the firmer subGILT FRAMES,
stauce underneath. His voice shouting ‘Halt!
constantly on hand.
Herr Jesus, halt!’ was the only one heard

during the descent.

Boston and New York

Clay,

Tip Top,

Punch,
Cheroots,
Conchas,

Beavers, Cassimeres & Doeskins,

it.

1 was quite bewildered for
immediately righted myself,

York,

Maine Wharf, are now
former patrons and the
fine assortment of

La Bitioa,

Black Ska,

Also a fine stock of Cloths, sunh ad German and
American Moscow and Castor

EVAN S BLOCK,

Hbnbt

aomoof the

thipmaaier.
in*m,pUeU 01 lu“‘
UIL‘

auoremfmeum'lid
limtonguior,*ai^u";r“a®u‘»r Peru to ueli.ei
b°
ed Uoeel
JipcSm'J,i*.VoST‘'tb*‘*10
lhe
tape.ie,
hip muteia ha*
laiur
tno only one'w.
u? -JnfJJ V1*1*4®
**““
tain Jaat and corr?c‘ *“b

W HO L9BA lb Oului ib

PAPER HANGINGS.

ooonpied by Messrs. Sawyer f Whitney, head of

Superior,

American Basle,

No. 171 Fore Street.
i

Becio,

Eminbtte,

C4.SH."

F.

just returned from
HAS
with
of tbe

I

j CLEVELAND Sr OSGOOD,

lision with

de

No. 104 Middle Street,

Capital $261,602.36

PICTURE_FRAMES

j

Floba

ci»o».'Sl^h1“.‘,*

.hei.-

ara
co-

many u net aao, e sac ok. Ac., to Ilia island
“'her oily is cur
country, andmr. turn iiuquantum* ot »uga: ana inoiass. a.

,.“•y
ll i,*r*e
cOs?.._?**—yractluo natatoAutoin

and Oats.

BKAULET, MOULTON

Maine.
_jnneldtf
JOHN T. KOGKKS A CO.,
Commission Merchants,

]un*13d3w

subscriber having purchased th. Stook of
Coal and Wood, and taken the stand
THE
reoently

Espaniola,

a.

*'

er*Can loaded with Corn In boll free ol oharge.
Warehouse No. 120 Commercial Street,
And Crrr Mills,
Deering Bridge.

'Wholesale and Retail.

Coal and WoortJ

Seventh Beginent,

Bunker Hill,

“NET

Augustus

1864.

Exchange

few seconds, when I came into colsome obstacle, and was rudely tossed through the air, Jenni at the same time being shot down upon me. Both of us here lost
We had, in lact been carried
our batons.
over a crevasse, had hit its lower edge, our
great velocity causing us to be pitched be-

with

Portland, Ang 10,1864.—dtf

Capital Stock all paid in $600,000
Sniping

promptly on my face and drove my baton
throngb the moving snow, seeking to anchor
it in the ice uuderneath. I had held it firmly

oustomers'

OF HARTFORD, CONK.,

:

Portland, Jan. 8,1884.

Dealers and consumers are requested to examine
this stook, among which are the well known brands

season.

TEEMS

filled with snow, but thiB had been
Over
melted aud refrozen; so as to expose a sloping
Invested us follows, vis:
wall of ice. We were all tied together at this
Cash on hand at d in Bank*..$26 1/3 82
time iu the following order; Jenni led, 1 came
next, then my friend H., aniutrepid mountain- Specie on hand and in Banks,.7,726.98
eer, then his friend L., and last ot all, the ! Cash in hands of Agents and in transitu,.. .47.62u.72
in hands of Agents and in tramp u.. .11.a 3,88
guide Walter. After descending the rocks j Specie
Eoanaon personal and collateral security,. .64 69010
lor a time Jenni turned aud asked me wheth- ! Loans secured by Beal
Estate,.46,760.00
er I thought it best to adhere to them or to try I Uniied States Trust Co. Stock.10,(100 00
the Ice slope to our right. 1 pronounced in I 1240 Shares New York Bank Stooka,.81 000.00
1865 Shares
Bank Stooks.160,866 00
favor of the rocks, but he seemed to misun- I 708 Shares oHartford
her Bank Stocks.49,600 00
derstaud me, and turned towards the coulior. ; 400 Shades
Holeyoi e Water Bower Co.12 000.00
He cut steps, reached the. snow, and descend- j 20New B itain water Bonds,.11,600.00
ed carefully along it, all following him, appa- i 10 Hartford < ity Bonds.11.000.00
100 Connecticut State Bonds,.1C4 000 00
rent, in good order.
Other State and City Bonds.118,000 00
Alter a little time he stopped, turned and
United 8tates Stocks.107.942.60
looked upwards at the last three men. He | Accumulated interest on Loans,.8,090,41
said something about keeping carefully in the
Total Assets.*861,602,86
tracks, adding that a false step might detach
Total Amount of Liabilities.*40,428,76
an avalanche.
The words were scarce utterPremium Notes.none.
ed when I heard a sound of a fall behind me,
Dated at Hartford,Hov. 8,1864.
then a rush, and iu a twinkling of an eye my \
Hehbt Kellogg, President
two friends and their guide, all apparently enWm B. Clabk, Secretary.
whirled
me.
I
suddentangled together,
past
Portland
Office
31
Street.
to
resist
their
in
but
i
ly planted myself
shock,
an instant I was in their wake, for their imW. ». LITTLE, Agent.
petus was irresistible. A moment afterwards,
novlldSw
Jenni was whirled away, and thus all five of ; __‘
I
us found ourselves riding downwards wtih uuj
controllable speed on the back of an avalanche
which a single slip had originated. When j
thrown down by the jerk of the rope, I turned

yond

t

promptness, fidelity and despatch are unexoelled.
Onr Stock is large and deairrhle, presenting ail

Statement

Phoenix Insurance

car

War Times.
J. B. STORY, No. 23 Exohang. St.

NOTICE.
the undersigned, haring sold

WE,

of

OF THE

was ouce

thus lor

Furnishing Goods,

dubcbiptiob,

our Stook ol
Coax, and Wood to Uesara. Jtandall, McAlister f |to., do choertuUy recommend them to our
former oustomers.
All persons having demands
against ns are requested to present them tor settlement, and all persons indebted to us are requested
to make immediate payment at the old stand where
one ol the undersigned may be found for the present,
SAWYER A WHITNEY.

ever

250 000.

No. 87 Middle Street.

novt

immediately afterwards got upon some
steep rocks which were rendered slippery here
aud there by the water which trickled over
them. To our right was a broad couloir, which
and

dent’s

A»g 27-dtf

be found in the State of Maine, the entire lot

to

comprising

Don't forget the number, 106 MidAe street.

glacier:

our

SON,

And Dealers in

STOREj

as

mention.

A

DOMESTIC CIGARS

Merchant Tailors,

Velvets, Bugle Trimming*, Bu'tons, Wcelen
Goods Gloves, Laoes Ve Is, Cottons, Bio sons, Hosiery, fco., do., an endless variety too numerous to

Professor Tyndall sends to the London Times
narrative of a rather exciting adventure in
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be made to bave all orders
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on when every other mode of treatment tails.
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once
who use It
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others.
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Good far the invalid.
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a supply con. antly on hand for ikmily tie.
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iy Lively times—at the cheese-mongers,
iy They have good skating in Montreal,
ty London is now connected with Salem and
Jerusalem by telegraph.
jyThe report of Gen. Canby’s death is believed to he erroneous.
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“We know that after the agony comes the “Kennebec," has taken exception to some of
recent article upon the
after the crucifixion comes the
LVE\|\ti PAPERS.
| the suggestions in our
resurrection, and those eyes that at this moand our
accommodations,
railroad
of
hearts
question
that
ment weep, those
every day
Monday Morning, Not. 31, 1664.
allow us to say that If we needed
break, see above all the storm, above all the friend must
From ti'eto Orleans—Ecacuation of Mataof our views as to what the
of
the
turmoil
war, our country
blood and
any confirmation
moras by the French.
to be, as Bhe is to be, in her
right interest and convenience of the people of tue
The circulation of the Daily Press is larger as she was
cotton mills in Fall River have been
iyThe
New York, Nov. 19.
in
her
left
hand
law, and burn- State require, in this regard, it would be found
than any other Daily paper in the State, ar 4 hand justice,
By the steamer Morning Star, from New
put in operation.
ing torever in her eyes the light of universal
double that of any other in Pot Jjtnd.
for
we
learn
we
have
a
to
that the French troops
right
iy Why is the tail of a dog like the heart of a Orleans 13th,
liberty, In which this land and all other lands in his communication;
have evacuated Matainoras, leaving the inhabhas given the best reasons that
he
that
eternal
have
infer
shall
in
tree
T
peace.”
advance.
Because
it
is
farthest from the bark.
I'UKS—83,00 per year
itants to take care of themselves.
can be adduced in qualification or denial of
iy A supplementary draft has been ordered
At Brownsville, Texas, there is a small rebel
Of* (trading Matter an alt Fear Page*.
the propriety of the changes indicated in our
in Penobscot county, to make
Ur. Lincoln’s Re-election.
force, who apprehend an attack from the Unup a deficiency.
that their imperial friends
article as desirable.
|jyDepreciated paper—rebel currency and ion troops, nowfrom
The attitude of the Louitville Journal tothe neighborhood. There
have withdrawn
The Eebel Oorner-Stone.
First, he thinks passengers with Boston copperhead journals.
wards the present administration has been
is nothing to prevent our officers occupying
tickets
are allowed to stop over in
through
National
Mr. Stephens, the rebel Vice President, and
re-elecSailors’
tyThe
Fair is to be kept Brownville.
well known. It opposed Mr. Lincoln’s
Portland one day—but, if not, there are, he open until Tuesday
one of the brightest ot Southern intellects,
The recent Treasury order declaring Kew
evening.
tion and gave its support to Gen. McClellan.
sentireasons for denying such a
jyThe National Sailors’ Fair in Boston has Orleans an insurrectional district and prohibprivilege
But now that the voice of the people has been says,
published to the world the following
iting trade to that market, has been counterhe had made
without implying hostility, on the part of the been a perfect success.
the Journal
ments, and that, too, long after
with such emphasis,
proclaimed
manded, and commerce is again permitted.
the sejyj W. Marshall, the disooverer of gold in
and ex- roads, to Portland. If the practice is as our
a very able and logical speech against
It is stated that Gen. Cauby’s wound is of
bows gracefully to the popular verdict,
correspondent “thinks” it is, the answer is California, still lives at Coloma, a “poor but re- such a nature as to prevent him from taking
cession of his own State. Speaking of the presses confident and bright hopes for the futhe saddle for six months.
the Journal, is “overperfect—but why add the remarks which suc- spectable citizen.”
rebel Confederacy, he says:
ture. “The result” says
The reported capture of a large number of
is
that
®*It
ceed
?
Hon.
reported
Francis
is
different
Charles
the
to
the
voice
of
the
madefer
If,
however,
practice
Its foundations are laid, its corner stone
whelming, and we
cattle by Col. Farrar, which the rebels were
Adams
is
desirous
of
duties
relieved
his
from
truth
of
that the negro is
what he has supposed, as he admits it
being
The secession
rests upon the great
trying to get across the Mississippi fromTexas
spoken so potentially.
as Minister to London.
not equal to the white man; that slavery, jority
may be, and there are “reasons” for it, why
to supply Hood’s army, is confirmed.
was the result of a minority’s refusm0vement
to
the
subordination
superior race, is his natuOf The St. John papers complain of the
were they not given so that the public could
to
the
verdict
clearly-expressed
submit
to
condition.
normal
al
and
ral
This,our new govprevalence of small counterfeit coin. We are
Items from Southern Sources.
ernment, is the first in the history of the ! of the nation. Mr. Lincoln had received li determine whether they ought not to be equalsuch a nuisance in this region.
New York, Nov. 19.
world based upon this great physical, philo- 866,462 votes, while 2,463,811 persons cast their ly good against stopping over at Portsmouth, happily spared
jy A waggish boarder calls it “going it
The Tribune’s dispatch from the army of
sophical and moral truth.
are informed,is now permitted?
we
for
as,
and
Douglas,
suffrages
Bell,
Breckinridge,
itrong’’ when his landlady puts two plates of the James, 14th, says information from RichThe speech, from which the above is an ex- so that Mr Lincoln, though obtaining a miSecond, “Kennebec” replies that it is not butter
mond to-day render it pretty certain that Lee
upon the table.
delivtract, is indeed a remarkable one to be
is detaching part of his troops for service elsenority ot the votes, was constitutionally elect- quite true that no train leaves Portland for the
winter
lySound
shouldbesentto
apples
only
ered in the latter half of the nineteenth centu- ed, having received a
majority in the electoral interior till afternoon, inasmuch as a train the soldiers. Any others will be of no value to where.
Rebel papers betray evident trepidation
of the
ry, when the true democratic doctrines
*
colleges. He is now a majority candidate in does leave in the morning for South Paris them.
concerning Sherman’s movements.
New Testament are supposed to be pretty well all essentials, and most heartily do we beseech and Lewiston; but, pray, are those places in
The defeat of Gen. Gillem at Bull’s Gap is
ST An atrocious conundrum from the Boatin the
understood, and to have some influence
the high and mighty Ruler of the universe to the interior of Maine? Waterville, Farming- swain's Whistle:—What is worse than raining announced in the Richmond Enquirer of the
16th. by an official dispatch from Lee. He
world. But it only shows us what the bright- direct and
prosper all his consultations to the ton and Bangor, we suppose, then, must be on pitchforks T Hailing omnibuses.
says:—On the night of the 13th Breckinridge
est genius may do when operated upon by bad
safety, the honor, and the welfare of the people, the outskirts.
iy John B. Gough’s new lecture, “Fact and burned Bull’s Gap, when the enemy attemptInfluences.
No doubt, our friend says, when this train
and the establishment of peace and happiness
Fiction,” occupies an hour and three-quarters ed to escape. At 1 o’clock on the 14th he
struck their column and routed them, taking
can be extended, without loss to the road, it
Human bondage the corner stone upon
in delivery.
upon the best and surest foundations. It was
several hundred prisoners, ten stand of colors,
which rests the Southern Confederacy! The from no factious opposition to the President i will be done—and, we suppose he means, not
BTA man was convicted of stealing $700 in
six pieces of artillery with caissons and horses
Nevada
For
think
till
then.
we
the
fact that it does thus rest is much clearer thsn
and
for
hours
it
lately,
ourselves,
public
that we opposed his re-election. We believed
hung
twenty-four
complete, fifty loaded wagons, with teams and
that
to
it.—
after.
attempts
justify
convenience should count for something, and
the philosophy
ambulances with medical supplies.
that the President erred in interpreting the
we
now
d)
after
four
see,
nearly
Ex-Gov. Hammond died at his residence on
But what
iyA dealer in refuse lumber proposed to
law and the constitution; that he had mistak- that a corporation which depends upon the
years of war waged in behalf of this corner en the limit of executive authority, and had State for its charter and for the enforcement purchase the Chicago platform for firewood, Beach Island, S. C., on Sunday last.
stone which the builders of the Confederacy
interfered with both the other co-ordinate of its rights, Bhould be wilting to do some- but he found it had been so long steeped in R.
The Exchange of Prisoners at Savannah.
did not refuse ? How stands now the foundaG. whiskey that it wouldn’t burn.
powers of the government, and, therefore, we thing In return, though it may not always and
New York,, Nov. 19.
tion of the great rebellion? Is the corner
A
friend
to
who
has
a
ty
kept
dog simply
could not continue our advocacy of his meas- Immediately pay. But in this matter our conHead correspondence
Herald’s
Hilton
The
still
stone
firmly embedded in Southern soil ? ures. No honest man can condemn us for this viction is firm that such extension might be give an alarm when clothes-line thieves prowl
from
says all the rebel prisoners taken down
around his yard, proposes to save expense by
Is the superstructure raised upon it, so beauFortress Monroe by Col. Mulford were flrBt to
The unparalleled majority which he made, not only without loss, but to the permacourse.
tiful to Southern eyes, Bafely constructed and
be transferred to the authorities at Savannah,
hanging up a chain of sausages in his kitchen.
nent advantage of the roads.
has received we accept as an evidence that the
S. Cushing, Esq., Treasurer of the P.
which would be concluded by Thursday of
ETJin no danger of tailing ? Is it not shaken by
American people do not fear his policy as tendthis week, when Col. Mulford was to comThird, our friend considers the remarks we & K. Railroad, was presented on
last,
northern
and
Thursday
does
not
its
founevery
breeze,
mence receiving the released Union prisoners
ing to the subversion of constitutional liber- made to the effect that the people of many of by some of his old friends and
neighbors with —in ail about 10,000.
dation tremble as with an earthquake since
ties, and we shall look to the future of his ca- the towns between the Kennebec and Bangor an elegant silver tea-service.
It is understood that negotiotions are in prothe result of the late Presidential election is
The bitter rancor which has do not receive the benefit from the railroad
reer with hope.
ty A lad named Palmer of Boothbay, while gress to exchange a large number on the Misknown in rebeldom ?
and
be
been excited will, we trust,
allayed,
on beard the schooner
from Waterville to Bangor which they anticiWashington, at Rock- sissippi.
Again, may we not ask with much proprie- not be again aroused. The nation has decidEight Union officers arrived at Hilton Head
as answered when he says there is a
was seriously injured on
land,
pated,
Thursday by the
who
have
ty,
dug round and pried up this cor- ed that it was not expedient to “swap horses”
Monday last, having escaped from the rebels.
accidental discharge of a gun.
train which runs daily between these
freight
ner Btone?
Who has rendered it unsafe as a
They confirm the worst of the previous acwhile crossing a raging stream, and we must, places, by which passengers may go to Banty The store of Mr. W. 0. Fuller, Rockland, counts of inhuman treatment.
foundation for the Confederacy? Who has
in
to
the
old
trust
our
was
entered
thieves
on
from
and
return
the
same
Waterville
safety
therefore,
nag,
by
gor
Thursday night, and
broken it in pieces ? Who, we ask in ail sethe hope that he will be able to bear us over
goods to the amount of several hundred dollars Gen. GUlern Defeated by the Sebels, and 400
day.
but
those
who
laid
it
and
built
Men Captured.
riousness,
upthe torrent of civil strife.
Let us look a moment at this: a freight taken therefrom.
on it? True, as Gen. Butler once said, “SouthLouisville, Ky., Nov. 19—2 40 A. M.
“We are enlisted during the entire war for train with a passenger car attached, leaves
tyThe Richmond Enquirer calls on Vioe
ern rebels are the greatest abolitionists in our
Intelligence deemed reliable, but the accuthe preservation of the old Union and the old
WaterTille in the morning, and arrives at President Stephens to resign, “if in his eyes the
this mornracy whereof cannot be determined
whole country!” They have proved thembetween
him
antagonism
and
the
adResisa
star
undimmed.
existing
without
11
A.
rethe rebel Gen. Breckwe think, at about
fiag
single
recently
Bangor,
M.;
and,
very
says
ing,
selves to be so, and now seem determined to
ministration is too violent to permit of co-ope- enridge, with 10,000 men, attacked Gen. Gillem
tance to a law because the law is distasteful
turning, leaves Bangor at 11-2 P. M. So it is
pulverize this “corner stone” and scatter its to a
ration.”
near Ball’s Gap, and after a desperate fight
be
interest
or
can
never
true
that
men
on
the
line
of
this
party,
particular
living
road,
lost 400 prisoners.
dust to the four winds of heaven.
iyThe Belfast Journal is advertised for sale. defeated Gen. Gillem, who
They palliated. Thus we opposed in its very Incep- may, if willing to ride at freight train speed
The number of killed and wounded is not
have been made mad, and now the world betion the policy of arming negro troops, but
and subject to freight train detentions, visit Copperhead papers, like last year’s almanacs,
stated.
gins to witness the legitimate results of such when
No fears of an invasion of Kentucky, as conauthorized their enlistment, it Bangor by rail, spend two and one half hours are slow of sale. They should be sold«to the
Congress
madness. All the abolitionists of the North
for
the
are
valuable
soap-boilers.
They
chiefly
sequent upon this reverse, are apprehended,
became a duty to submit to the law. It is tar
there at dinner time, and return the same
as the military authorities are fully prepared
combined, aided by those in Europe, could better to
large quantity of lie they contain.
acquiesce temporarily in the require- day.
to meet any advance of such a force into the
not have given this “corner stone” such a
Anderson ville where so many of the Fedjy
ments of erroneous legislation than to place ourAnd this Is all, all that can be said against
State.
eral soldiers are held as prisoners, is in Sumter
disastrous shaking in so short a lime as the
the earnest desire of the business men oi
selves in factious opposition which may have a
county, Georgia, about forty miles west from
Evacuation of Rome, Oa.
slaveholders themselves have given.
I tendency to produce seditious movements. The
Maine that the' railroad trains within the
Macon, and is laid down on some maps as AnNew York, Nov. 19.
But the slave oligarchy is not yet satisfied.
true corrective is in the popular intelligence, State should be arranged for their better acderson.
Gen. Corse, the Union commander at Rome,
have
not
done
for
the
They
entire deenough
and the stern arguments of experience. We
commodation 1
gy Lieutenant-Commander George A. Stephens Ga., on the 10th destroyed such buildings
struction of their “peculiar institution;” at
have now to co-operate with the President as
We are glad to see that this subject is at- has been detached from command of the Fon- there as would be of use to the rebels and
abandoned the place for the purpose of withleast, so it seems. They now seriously talk we have done in the
past, to crush out the re- taactmg the attention of the people of dif- toosuc, and is waiting orders. The Poutoosuc
of conscripting the slaveB, putting arms into
drawing to some important point.
and
to
bruise
the
head
et
the
bellion,
serpent ferent sections of the State. They are all in- is the gunboat that laid idle so long at Eastport
The latest rebel accounts from Hood say he
their hands and sending them to the front.—
! which has struck its fangs at the peace and seis in a position to march into Middle or West
terested in it, and yet they would make no when sent after the Tallahassee.
This question produces much excitement in 1
that the report of the
curity of our Union, and we must do this in unreasoable demands upon the Railroads.
gy The most popular lyceum lecturers have Tennessee. They admit
rebeldom at this time. Some strenuously adcapture of Decatur by them to be a hoax, statthe most effective manner, without putting on
raised their prices this winter.
ask that at least a fair trial should be
Beecher and
They
vocate the measure, others as strenuously oping that the attack on that place was a ruse to
any drags to impede the war chariot of the
given to the experiment at the earliest period Gough have $150 an evening, and the gentle- get Hood’s army trains well past it.
pose it, while Jeff. Davis goes betwixt and bemen who formerly asked $50 now demand
nation in its proud swoop toward victory.
practicable.
tween. What the result of all such agitation
President Lincoln on the evening of the elec$100.
A Very Doubtful Story.
We are happy to be able to close these obis
difficult to conjecture. The dismay be, it
jy A New York correspondent of the London
tion was serenaded in congratulation of his
New Yobk, Nov. 19.
servations with some very sensible remarks
cussion of the subject shows clearly that the
The World’s Washington correspondent
Morning Herald has just revealed the fact that
from the Kennebec Journal.
success, and In a short speech he said he berebellion is tottering to its fall.
the notorious “Essay on Miscegenation,” was
says the French Minister had an interview
; lieved—and he trusted without
personal interThe Portland papers, the Price Current and
with Secretary Seward, in which he renewed
It seems to us that conscripting and armthe
work
of
democratic
writers
after
as
was
all,
est—that the welfare of the country required
the Daily Press, are discussing the propriety
the offer to place the services of his Governing the slaves may be attended with no small and the best interests of the nation were to and the necessity
suspected at the time.—[Boston Advertiser.
of increased railroad faciliment at the disposal of the President, to facilidanger to the cause of the Confederacy. Ne- i be subserved by the support and indorsement | ties for travel in Maine. It is natural that all
iy “Crowbar,” in the Argus, indulges in a tate negotiations with the South. Secretary
i those who are interested in the growth and joke about his “umbrellas” and “Lincoln Seward told him he would consult the Presigroes are far from being fools, oppressed aud
of the present administration; that he earnestdevelopment of Maine, should feel a deep in- friends,” but it would require a microscope of a dent, and invited him to another interview in
down-trodden as they are, and we believe the
believed
the
of
last
ly
consequence
Tuesday’s terest in ail the means which will subserve powerful
the matter.
authorities at Bichmond will hesitate a long
magnifying power to disoover its point,
these
ends. Our State is as yet in its infancy,
work would be of lasting ad vintage, if not
as it weuld to see McClellan’s military victowhile ere they put guns upon their shoulders
Matters in the Shenandoah.
and
a
watchful
and
a
eye
helping hand should
the very Balvation ol the country.
ries.
bo given in aid of its progress. There is a
New Yobk, Nov. 19.
and teach them how to shoot.
“There is a deep solemnity in these asser- bond
of common interest which should UDite
gyThe Advertiser sags “It is a striking fact
The Herald’s Shenandoah Valley corresIt is possible that desperation and madness tions and in his thankfulness to Ood for the all the
in
fraternal
and
in
main
the
parts
that three of our ex-Vice Presidents
good will,
genI
portion of Early’s
Aaron
pondence says
erous and mutual efforts, rather than
may conscript and arm the slaves, but nothmanifest approval of the people, while disnursing Burr, J. C. Calhoun and J. C. Breckinridge— army were in the vicinity of Woodstock, in a
wretched condition and mach discontented.
ing short of that can drive the rebels into the claiming any taint of personal triumph and local jealousies and seeking rival schemes. became, each in his
day, a leader in treason.” When Early made his advance last Saturday
We are pleased to find in the present timely
inauguration of such dangerous measures.— without impugning the motives of those who discussion
It
a full
may also be truthfully added that “each, in
of substantial inhe thought Sheridan had been weakened, but
In view of the dark prospects before them, I opposed him. We detect no self-commenda- terest in all the recognition
points in the welfare of the his day,” was a leader in the Democratic on learning his mistake he beat a hasty retreat.
they may say, “Slavery has gone to the devil tion in this speech, but a confidence in the whole. This is the right spirit. In this sign party.
Early’s retreat is regarded as an abandonment
of the lower part of the Valley.
anyhow, and we may as well do one thing as position of affairs, and we cordially trust it we can conquer, and make our State prosof Louis Phillipe lately marjyA
grandson
perous and worthy ol the love of all. The
another.” Jeff. Davis, in his recqpt
ried the eldest daughter of the emperor of Bramessage, manifests that he feels himself to be master suggestions which the discussion has
Sherman Marching on Savannah.
brought
has paddled around the “vexed question” very I of it.”
to the special attention of the managers of the
sil, who will be empress of Brazil when Don
New Yobk, Nov. 19.
in
now
railroads
the
State
are
and
anon ignoring
adroitly,
worthy their ear- Pedro dies. Another grandson of Louis is to
advocating
The Herald’s Hilton Head correspondence
nest
attention.
at
They seem, generally least, marry the other Brazilian princess. If our rec- of the 15th says a report has just come down
The Hew Confederacy.
it, very much after the fashion and style in
to be reasonable. This much is
that
the river that Sherman was marching on Saollection is not at fault, the present empress is a
which McClellan approached the Chicago
Our neighbors over the line, after all their in whatever the railroads can aidcertain,
the business
vannah, and that the inhabitants of that city
platform. Both have acted as if they were in outcry and preparation for Independence and of the State and the conveniences of the daughter of Louis Phillipe.
were fleeing in dismay.
a great
a Federal union, have brought forth a scheme,
people, they should do so as a wise investestimated
loss
in
the
recent
fire
quandary.
jyThe
by
ment which will be sure to bring, at no disFiat lux was the cry of the people after Mcwhich has no parallel in history, where any
Princeton, is $40,000. The fire was discovered
Maryland Election.
tant day, its sure reward. As the suggestions
Clellan had written his letter of acceptance, such objects are aimed at.
in the gang saw-mill belonging to Messrs. Belare not of a nature requiring any popular
|
Baltimobe, Nov. 18.
but no light was received, and the election of
The official majority in Maryland for the
By the scheme proposed, all the members movement, it will not be necessary for us to more & Young, whose loss was about $5000, infor
while
sured
we
most
is
and
the
Union ticket
7482.
sufferers are Put$2000. Among
Father Abraham buried the Chicago candidate of the “Legislative Council,” corresponding copy them,
fully
cordially
eommend the subject and its manner of nam Rolfe $4000, insured for $2000, gam’l
so deep that no sound can reach him.
So it with our Federal Senate and consisting of
treatment to those most practically interested.
Fastidious.—The New York Commercial
Darling 12,000 without any insurance. C. Waite
will be with Jeff. Davis when the spell of his eighty-two, are to be appointed by the crown,
reads President Lincoln a ludicrously serious
& Co. had an insurance of $2000 in gold; Copemilitary power shall have been broken, as andfor life l
Mr.
lecture upon the use of slang phrases.
land and Duran $1000, no insurance.
broken it must be, and that ere many mcons
Died of Disloyalty.
Even the Speaker of the “Legislative CounLincoln is a rough diamond, and we doubt
”
Funeral
services
over
the
the
remains of
shall wax and wane. Let Jeff. Davis say cil” to be appointed by the “general govern|y
whether all the deucediy foine fellahs in
We would ever tread lightly over the ashes
could polish him. The people unwhat he may in Bpeech or message, let him
ment,” or crown, till otherwise provided for of the dead, aud withhold all unkind words late Bev. Geo. Knox were held at Lewiston on Broadway
derstand him, and can appreciate his sound
which were participated in
whistle his most fascinating melodies to keep by Parliament!
in speaking of the departed. When Michael Thursday forenoon,
sense, sterling honesty, and unwavering patby Rev. Messrs. Inman and Wood, Lewiston,
his own courage up and that of his coadjuAll the Judges of the Superior Courts in
riotism, even if he does shock the pinks of
disputed with the devil about the body of Mo- Drs. Shailer and
Wilson, Portland, and Rev. propriety by saying that the emancipation of
tors, the rebellion must collapse and the stars each Province, and of the County courts ol ses, he did not bring a railing accusation
Mr. Gurney, Topsham. The last resting-place Maryland is
a big thing.”
and stripes float in the same southern breezes Upper Canada, are appointed and paid by the
against him. We would be equally consider- of hiB remains is the Riverside
to
An editor In “ Modern Athens ” says t{ie
Cemetery,
where now floats the Confederate rag.
crown!
ate and tender in refering to the body of a
which place they were followed by a large num- above, and we say “ bully for him!”
When
The Judges of the court of Admiralty, now defunct
Among all the signs of the growing weakCopperhead. But, ambiguity aside, ber of mourners and friends.
Mr. Lincoln talks to the people who meet to
are
ness of the rebellion we have
to
be
paid by the we have to record the sad yet joyful death of
recently wit- ; receiving salaries,
(ESTThere is do doubt remaining but that serenade him, be makes himself one of them;
nessed in southern skies, there is none more I crown 1
that zealous young copperhead, the Farming- Sherman has started for Charleston, Savannah,
comes into their atmosphere, and they underThe Lieut. Governor ol each Province is
significant than the agitation of conscripting,
ton Patriot, which, under its youthful proMobile, or somewhere else, with one of the best stand, appreciate and love him. The New
arming and emancipating the slaves. Viewed paid by the crown I
prietor, and enjoying the brilliant illumina- armies that ever moved at the word of com- York editor is not the
only one whom that
The “general Parliament,” which is made tions of “Squire Plllsbury,” might bo likened
in ail its aspects and bearings, this movement
mand, and no fears need be entertained, but that “ big thing hit unpleasantly. It struck
upof
the
the
slaveholders is pregnant with great up
among
“Legislative Council,” or senate, to the old widow Tabby’s pig:
he will strike where he aims,a most terrible blow
on the delicate nerves of the editor of the
possibilities. The adoption of such a meas- and the House of Commons, or House of Asof
rebeldom.
Time, and that not Advertiser, in this
upon the head
"While It lived it Uved In elover.
city, with grating effect,
ure may lead to most fearful
When it died it died all oYer.”
far distant will tell the story. We have only to
consequences._ I sembly, have power to make laws “for the
and his well-known modesty received a severe
A boon long and unrighteously withheld
welfare
and
and
of
the
peace,
wait
good
hopefully.
government”
patiently
may
The case of premature death noticed above
shock.
not, when given, placate the ire and quench I Confederacy—to levy taxes—coin money—
EfA correspondent of the Calais Jldvertiter
It naturally
a serious refletclon.
suggests
the fires which have been so
The Douglas Estate.—The executor of
long burning in j provide for the national defence—and in calls to mind the great mortality among cop- states that Mr. Knowlton of Liberty, a comthe hearts of the
missioner sent to the army of the Potomao by the will of the late Stephen A. Douglas has
oppressed, down-trodden short, exercise all the rights of sovereignty,
have
of
them
Hundreds
perhead newspapers.
and enslaved. Such fires
Gov. Cony to take the soldiers’ votes, was arto Mrs. Douglas over $7,500, and to the
except that of declaring war, entering into
may be smothered
“gone up.” This state shows no greater pro- rested by Gen. Foster on suspicion of being one paid
for a time, but a little breeze,
the
two children over $7,000—being proceeds from
treaties,
making peace &c.—provided
genblowing from
than
other
states.
In
portional mortality
the right quarter, may re kindle them into a
of the bogus agents from New York, but he was
eral government or crown has no objection!
the estate after paying ail the debts.
Maine, out of Portland, there is not a single able to afford satisfactory evidence of his aublaze that will scorch and wither, like
And this, our neighbors, who are so ready
burning
or
daily,
tri-weekly
his
arrest
semi-weekly. thority, and of oourse
was brief.
He
llva, everything green and beautiful in its to see the imperfections and absurdities of our copperhead
Within a year throe have died; one at AugusjyThe undersigned gives his exclusive attentook the matter quite complacently, and felt
course.
Federal system, this, they believe to be a Detion to collecting Pensions, Bounties, Arrears of
ta, one at Bath, and now one at Farmington. good-natured over it.
We know not what vials of wrath
and Prise Money, for Officers, Soldiers,
claration
of
for
all
the
ProvinPay
Independence
may yet
The one at Belfast has shrivelled up to one
be poured upon the heads of
Seamen, or their Heirs. Office, 821-2 Exchange
slaveholders.— ces of Great Britian, and a prodigious imits old proportions, and the one in Saco
Ungenerous.—Br. Gilman of the Portland St., opposite Postoffice, Portland.
Wicked men are sometimes left to be their provement upon our Yankee scheme of Con- half
W. 8. SAWYER.
intimates that it will follow suit. Nothing of
Press, la copying the patriotic and magnaniown executioners.
Should they put weapons federation! Well—if they are satisfied—all
Rtfertncet—Hon. Samuel Cony.Gov. of Me.,
mous act of young Hainea of Maple Grove,
kind is manifest in Union papers. They
the
Wm.
Hon.
Pitt
Fessenden,
Sec’y Treas’y.
Into the hands of slaves to fight those who are we have to say is, much good may it do them!
who persisted in going as an unpaid substitute
oot. 13 d 6m.
live, thrive and look fresh. Why the differ- for his
drafted brother, takes occasion to slur
striving to sustain* the nation’s life, these
J.N.
this:
the
__
ence ? Simply
people are loyal and Aroostook by saying that “it is a green spot in
weapons may bo turned against those who
SPECIAL
NOTICES.
This brilliant dedesert
are sick of disloyal papers.
the
of deserters, bounty jumpThe Prospect Brightens.
furnished them.
The remark is as unmer
fender of the faith is dead; dead as a door ers, and cowards."
Such a demonstration would not be an
As the smoke of the presidential contest
ited as it is ungenerous. When Aroostook
Carriers of the Daily Press are not allowed
nail. Jury of inquest divided in their verfalls to do her duty by way of sending her
anomaly, uor furnish anythiag new for the pa- passes away and its results become known,
to eell papers on their routes.
on
the
between
brain,” “copper share of able-bodied, patriotic and brave de“nigger
dict,
we can almost see, with the naked
ges of history. Such things have been, and
eye, the
head” and “found empty.” The old fenders of the flag, it will be loDg after the
haven of peace and prosperity not far in the in the
may be repeated. Jeffdrson said, “I tremble
bones of Aroostook’s traducer are crumbled to
story is urged by way of apology :
for my country when I remember that God is distance. Our securities are
CATARRH,
dust. If the editor of the Press thinks Aroosdaily increasing
“We have decided to suspend the publica- took abounds with cowards, ail he has to do
justl” And slaveholders of the present day in value as the fact becomes established, be1o All Whom it May Concern
—‘‘Sympathy with
tion of the Patriot with the present number, to undeceive himself upon that point is to take
have evon greater cause to tremble than the yond all
makes it not only a duty, but a
peradventure, that the unity and au- till the times will warrant us .to resume it another trip this way. He will not be likely those in affliction
“father of Democracy” had when he made thority of the government
pleasure to mo to s'ate that after suffering for thirty
are to be maintainto fare quite as well as on a former occasion.
again.”
years from that loathsome disease. Catarrh in the
the above exclamation.
ed. Gold will ceme down as confidence in
then we have been practicing the arts of
Since
head, and alter using all the remedies of the day, I
Resume again I- So said the Augusta Age;
If the rebels receive the
Pioneer.
logic of events as our national securities increases, and all the so said the Bath Courier, but suspension to war .—[Aroostook
became so prostra* ed with the disease that I had
a demonstration
against slavery so powerful necessaries of life will have a downward ten- all such means
Both of the Presque Isle papers have pitch- taken to my bed. and given up all hope of a oure,
death, and a death that is eterthat it cannot be
overcome, they may be will- dency until a poor man cau purchase as much
ed into the Press lor an intentional compli- and while in this situa ion, I providentially heard of
editor:
Patriot
the
nal.
Says
Dr. Wandsworth's "Dry Up," and by the advice of
ing to hasten in final fall and to seal its de- with the proceeds of his daily
ment paid to that patriotic county. One of
labor, as at any
“We have a large circulation that must be
many friends, Ipiocnreda bottle of the medicine,
struction themselves, in the hope of
of
editors
the
assistant
time
in
our
nations’
“Bro.
the
Press—not
history.
placing
Crom which I fonnd Immediate relief. 1 have used in
supplied while we are suspended.”
their condition before the Powers or
Gilman”—spoke of a noble, ghnerous and pat- the la t three months, three bottles of it, and am
Europe
is to be suspended as well
The
then,
editor,
in a more favorab'e light.
riotic act in that county as “a green spot in BOW comparatively well and doing my canal work;
They know as
It might save the state a painas his paper.
Quiet after the Stormwell as we do that the moral sentiment of the
and I ascribe niy cif re solely to the us: of the medithe desert of deserters, bounty j umpers and
and
do
Never In the history of this republic have ful labor if several others “would go
civilized world is strong against human boncowards.” The act was so refreshing in con- cine; and 1 would cheerfully recommend it to all
his own suspension he
those afflicted in like manner, belie* ing, as I sinceredage, and that such a sentiment in this en- the loyal people submitted more gracefully to likewise.” In view of
trast with too much that we read of and witly do, that if will in all cases give immediate relief,
of
lightened ago is constantly gaining strength. the voice of the majority than in the last is mindful of his friends, and says:
the
ness in almost all parts
country, that it and <s a perfectly rate remedy.
Should such a demonstration be made by the presidential election. And we have no doubt
“We are happy to announce that we have
But
was thought worthy of special mention.
Dated Kariville, sept 10, 1864.
the
our
“second
sober thought” of thousands who nearly completed arrangements whereby
rebels in arms against this government, we
ABIGAIL BABCOCK.”
the editors of that “green spot,” not seeing It
a
with
readers
able,
are
to
be
large,
supplied
ahould hail it with joy, whatever we might voted against Mr.* Lincoln, approves the reit was Intended, lash
which
in
the
in
the
of
sound
and
light
right
truth-telling paper
"We, thenndersi -ned. hereby certify, that we are
think of the motives that prompted it. Good sult, and that they inwardly rejoice over it.
themselves into a perfect fury, and regard It as well acquainted with Mrs. Baocock, publishing the
stamp.”
he great
is sometimes educed from evil in the great
statement, aid know her Ip be a person
problem of self government was
foregoing
whose statement is pericetly reliable, and we fur.
This, doubtless, points to the Advertiser, a slur upon their section of the State.
settled more
events of the
decisively than at any period
ther state that we have used the medicine in our
was
world, and we have learned to since the
Webster
once
Daniel
so
holds
When
it
by
pointed
which
many dead men’s bones that
families, and have no hesitation in sayiug that we
take them as they come.
revolution, over which result the
b'lieve it to be a sure oure fey Catarrh, and cheera Southern gentleman to a drove of Jackasses,
has been christened the sepulchre of defunct
We believe the conviction is quite as strong liberty-loving people of the world are red with that disease.
There are snakes—old mother passing through Washington, and sneeringly fully recommend it to all afflict
newspapers.
E. Volnky Chapin,
joicing.
as
it
South
at the
Is at the North that the
shelter their young by allowing told that they were *** constituents, he repliLester Hayward.
snakes—that
shackles must be broken and fail from every
EarlviTe, Midison Co N. Y.
jy"./lr. Bichard Hildreth, American consul at them to run down the parental throat, but ed, “yes; going South to teach school.” We
And when that day
slave in this
been
have
in
found
them
their
of
none
back
having
The
the
real Dry-Up may be had of the Proprietor D.
only
Trieste,
member of the hope
very bad health for
pantry.
the Advertiser is
way
H. Burrinoton, Providence, R I ; also or H. H.
comes, as come it must, and our Union is remany years, is now said to have become hopefamily yet discovered, that thus shelters deqtd from the South, into the editorial chairs of Hay, Druggist, Portland,
who will supply the trade
stored and plaeed on a firmer basis than it
oa liberal terms.
I 4roo»tQ0*,
norlSeodkeowtJm
lessly insane.
copperheads.
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DOMESTIC PORTS.
SAN FRANCISCO—Ar 18th inst, ship mmrj
Mm
York.

special notices.

Montreal Ocean Steamship Co,

Boston.

rsTaioLoaiOAL

PORT ROYAL SC-Ar 8th, s«h Express. Elliot

Boston.
Also ar

HAIR

ENERATOR!

REG

ITS MODUS OPERAHDI:

immediately beneath the scalp there are very
small bodies called Glands ;or more commonly Roots
of tho Hair. It is from these Glands that every hair
of the head is formed and socreted As long os the
bodies also remain
soalp is tree from gdiesase thesenatural
healthy, and the hair keeps its and otherappearance
diseases afwhen
humors
But
color
and
fect the scalp these glands become involved in the
turns
hair
and
the
gray, dry
gradually
same disease,
and brittle. Sooner or later the hair begins to fall
will
if
not
arrested,
produce
off, and in many cases,
complete baldness.
To remedy this pathological condition of the
glands, and create a new and healthy action, the
Physiological Hair Regenerator has proved a per-

fect success.
It
It is not a “Dye,” and will not stain a
will positively “Restore Gray Hair’’ in all cases
to its original oolor. It
of
new
a
growth
promotes
hair in all oases on Bald Heads when the glands or
roots of the hair are not
disorganized.—
completely
It prevents the hair from
falling off, and removes all
dandruff, heat, humors and itching from the scalp.
It
the hair soft, moist and
perfectly healty.and
It is
gives it a glossy and beautiful appearance.
highly perthmed, and as a dressing it has no superb
or. The
Regenerator" ig warranted to produce the
Above results «naU cases, if not tlie money to be
refunded. With it every “Gray Head” in New England can be restored in less than thirty days.

particle.

N. H.

Sold at wholesale and retail by W. W. Whipple,
Square, Portland, Sole Agent, and by
sept9 64 eodtojanl
Druggists everywhere.

21 Market

To the Sick.
ELIZABETH B. ADAMS, (formerly Chamberlin,)
M. D. Analytical Practitioner, 214 Congress, corner
Pearl street. Consultation free to all, from 9 to 12
a. m ., and 2 to 7 p. m.
A regular graduate from the Boston Female Med
ical College, with 10 years succcessful praotice enables her to offer hope to the sick and especially to
females and children afllioted with chronic diseases.
Her remedies are purely vegetable, chemically prepared, and the certainty with which they oure diseases of whatever form, causes them to receive, as
they merit, the utmost confldenoe of the sick. Midwifery attended to as usual.
Dr. Adams, is assisted by Dr. J. Wesley’Kelley, oi
Boston, (sole surviving founder of the Amalytical system) who is in attendance at her olfioe the second
Tuesday and Wednesday of each month.
Nov 3—d&w3m

Surgeon of the “Royal Maternity
Hospital," Edinburgh.

Residence—corner of Cumberland and LooustSts.
EK“Office hours, 9 to 11 a. x. and 2 to 4 r. x.
ootl7'2m*

tar~Epileptic Kite can be Cared.—Dr.
Lookrow haying become eminently suooesslnl in
curtug this terrible malady, invites ill aimUarly afflicts!, to oall or send for circulars ol references and
testimonials of numerous cases cured of frem one to
twenty-four years standing. He derotes his attention especially to diseases ot the Cerebro-Spinal Axis,
or Nervous System, and solicits an investigation of
his claim to the public confidence.
He may be consulted at his private residence No.
141 West42d street, daily from 10 a. x. to 2 p. x
except Saturday and Sunday. Address all letters to
Da. V. B. LOCKROW, New York.
oct7d3m
Care of P. O. Box 5116.

4.700 AmericAn Hold.2171

.do.217]

1.000 .do.219
I 5,000 U S Coupon Sixes (1881) .1161
2.000 .do.1101
16,600 .do.1101

28 000 United States 5-20's. 104
1.700 .do (small). 106
184 United States Coupons.216)
400 .do.116
1.400 .do.116)
20.000 U S Cnrreuoy Certificates, (Oot).. 96)
9.000 .do (Oct).
96)
3.000 .do (Sept).97
1.000 .do (Nov).96)
6.000 Ogdensburg2d Mortgage Bonds.26
1.000 Rutland 1st Mortgage Bonds.67
700 Vermont Central K R let Mort. 81
8 Boston and Maine Railroad.,,...180)
8 Portland, Saco k Portsm’th R R.Ill)
6 Western Railroad.162
16 Miobigan Central Railroad.126
50 Eastern Railroad.
104)

city.

Ship Australia—931

WINDSOR NS.

coal, to James

tons

Sob Noel—110 tons ooal, to order.
EXPORTS.

j
|

MARINE

SPOKEN.

barque Theresa Clark,

NEW ADVERTISEMENTS.
Oil Co.
$300,000.

Far, $5 each,

Subscription price $2 50 per share to original Subscribers, and no lurther
Assessments.
each.

is the cheapest and most favorable Oil proper./ yet off.red far profitable and sale invettmant in tee great) Alleghany valley,
it oomlsts of
about 900 acbkh in the noted Oil Creek Counties of
Cattaraugus and Allegany N. T, and in close proximity to the Erie Ka lroad. It has been carefully bsleotedf, om an area of 33 MILKS, including 14
farms, which give the richest show of oil derelopement in the entire region, and iooiuding to
mountain lends, unless for oil wells, there are already three « ette in progress, one of which Is down
430 feat on the 'Moore rarm,” wi’b an abundant
sbowofoil. A remarkable natural cil spring also
exists on this farm, near the well, constantly yielding gaa and oil of extraordinary quality, being ot a
greenish hue and like the celebrated Mtcca Oil,"

This

'■

veryra'uable

lubricator, commanding

aa a

NEWS

more

proximity

SMITH,

—

Marrett.
Brig 8 G Troop,
sene Oil Co.

(Br) Macomber, London—Kero-

Brig Catharine, (Br) Smith, St Pierre, Miq—John
Lynch k Co.

Sch Geo B McClellan, Keene, Waldoboro—master.

Sunday.November 20.
ARRIVED.
U S steam cutter Mahoning, Webster, from a cruise
Brig Eudorns, Piukbam, Pictou.
Sch Noel, (Br) Marsters, Windsor NS.
Sch Montebello, MoClintock, Boston.
Sch Americas, Blanchard, Boston.
Sch Eliza, Coggins, Lubeo.
Sch Israel Washington, Jr, Small, Lnbec.
Sch Index, Cousins, Sorry.
Sch Everett, Phi lb rook, Matinicus.
Sch Rescue, Andrews, St George.
Soh Majestic. Hall. Jonesport.
Sch Coral, Kent, Bangor.
Sch Traveller, Mears, Bristol.
Sch Fairy Queen, Prior, Bristol.
Sch A I Franklin. Duran, Boothbay.
Sch Elna, Blake, Boothbay.
Sch Arrival, Farnham. Boothbay.
Sch Fairplay, McKowan, Boothbay.
8ch Enterprise, Daken, Grand Menan for Boston.
Sch T R Jones, Hammond, El sworth for Boston:
Sch Rough k Ready, Aohorn, Bangor for Boston.
Schs Dayspring, Gray, and Chery, Dodge, Bangor

for Boston.

Ship George Turner, 618 tons, built %t Westbrook
in 1849, ana recently purchased and refitted
by

Messrs Lyman fc Marret, has been sold to parties in
Boston on private terms and will hereafter hail from
that port.

NOTICE TO MARINERS.
FRENCH

QUAY ANA—FIXED

LIGHT

ON ENFANT

PERDU.

Information has beea received at this office that a
light has boen exhibited trom a lighthouse recently
on Enfant Perdu rock, at 6 miles
NJ W from the entrance to <he Port of Cayenne.
The lieht is a fixed white light, placed it an elevation of 83 feet above the mean level of the sea, and
should Ue sepn in glear weafher from a distance of X8
miles. The tower is iron and quadangular.
By order:
W B SHUBRIOK. Chairman.

DISASTERS.
Scb Lookout, Wakefield, from Portland for Baltimore, put into Newport 17th lust, with lose of fore
and maiutopmas'a.
Sch American Eagle, McFarland, from Calaia for
Bridgeport, DU- into Jlolmea' Hole 18th. with loaa of
deck load or lumber,
encountered a gale 4th

inat, off Chatham.

having

fishermen.
Ar at Newburyport 16th inat. ach Hannah Grant'
Taylor, Bay Chaleur.
Ar at Gloucester 14th Inat, ach AuiterU'i, Rogers,
Bay St Lawrenoe.

15 Central Street,
AND

JESSE A. LOCKE,
46 O on grass Street,

------

Boston.

nov21

dlw

Pittsburg and Boston
Petroleum Company 1

interest

producing
Company
sufficient to pay dividends from .tin start.
THIS
all
iniormatlon in
has

an

aotnal

reCirculars, giving
necessary
gard to the property of the Company, can be obtain*

ed at o«r office.
8 too a at $2.60 per
ment, for sale
Nov 19—dlw

by

share, not subject to assessWM. H. WOOD St SON.

CHARLES CUSTIS * CO.,
DBALBSB IB

GENT’S FURNISHING GOODS,
293 CongrettB Street, (Morton Block,)
CHABLBB COSTI8,
TtiOMA.8 Lohg, Jb.

DADfl (II) BB
rflilliiP, 11.

_nov21dtf
Casco Street Seminary.

Winter
thl#8ohool
THE
diet unit Mittet, will
andcontlnue ten weeks.
Aoo
Term of

for

commence

38,

Young LaMonday,

on

There will be t department for Children under the
of Mire Mary K. Hall.
Vise H. HAWKKS.
Portland, Hot. », 1864 no- 21d3w

charge

—

Steamship

Neva Scotian
otl

l.eiicrs Remaiuiuic I'nclatmcd
the Post Office at Portland, State of Maine, 2lsr,
INday
ol November, 1864
gfT* “To obtain any of these letters, the applicant
must call for ‘advertised lettersgiv* the date of
this list, and pay one cent for advertising.
ty““If not called for within one mouth, they will
be sent to the Dead Letter Office
LADIES’ LIST.
Allen Bcthia M Mrs
Johnson Mat Ida J
Ash iiellen
Ki cade C ithuriue mrs at
Alton Julia
Na'i nal house
Artbu Maris
KnigntWmW mrs
AveriJl Rachel
Li^by Blaocb L
Bradford * ddie Mrs
Locke Car ie mrs Brown
Bacon A M Mrs
st
Blauchsr X A Mrs
Lord Chirlotto N mra
i.ee Ellen ▲
Briggs E P Mrs
Baines Ellen L
Lord Liz*.e
J
Bu<ta Francis Mrs
Lewis Lira mrs
Burnham Harriet Mrs
Lang maid mrs
«
Bally Isabella oor MlddULarribt* Sophronia
A Franklin fit*
Montgomery A J mrs
Barnett John W Mrs
Mac donald Annie
‘J
Barrett M’nnie 2
Moiutcsh E iz N mrs
Bell Mary Mrs
Mctja&ue Lizzis
Bragdon Samuol U Mrs Montgomery Edit
Boriell or EozzsU Sosau Morse Jennie P Free st
M Mrs
McClintcok Jennie F
Baker miss
Medk:lf Louisa mrt
Helen
8
mrs
Me Main Marg’t High st
Boothby
Burnham T W mrs
Meighte Rotann widow
Norton Charles P mrs
Butl< r William mrs
Natter Franoe a U C alia
Conary Lizzie M
Nicholas
Frances
J U mrs
Chapman
Cntter Hannah S
Nickerson Leander C mra
Cates James mis
2
( arlton Louise 2
Nelson Let ilia
Creisy Mary mrs
Kicnols Minnie
Ch se Marietta
Noyes William E
CveM riamrs hauocck stO’Brien Catharine DanChafln Orin mrs
forth 8t
« ole hichard mrs
Owen J«h" Wesley mrs
Collins Knth Cape Eliz
O'Regan Johanuah
Christmasfi mrs hancockst Plummer Clara £

Dyke Abby L
Duran Ann 2

Dunning Andrew

mrs

Perry John
P»He Mary

Flllsbary

mrs

J

Mi

mrs
a mrs

Derha Car/a
Pa ke* Mary E mrs
Davis Caroline 8 mrs
Parrot Pbilena A m •
D*vl« Hat'ie N
Pblucey 8argent mrs
Dennison Lewis mrs
Pe ers Sophia C
Davis Sophronia mrs
Perley Sarsh C R
Davis Sarah mrs cape E IzRobineon C C mrs
f.verleth E'lzabeth
Rowe Helen
Fowler Almira mrs
Richards mis 40 free at 2
Kan '.all Robert H mrs
Bridget
Flarherty
Fairbrothcr Blanch L
Sawyer C r.stiana mrs
Fraser izzieC
Stanley NellieC
Foss Lettfo Ancle
Starkweather EKz both
SmtbFdkmrs lor Anna
Fogg MarUa mrs
r ike
Fenly Mary E
Stevens Geo M mrs Oxfd
Fogg Mary E

Ko-sMary
Foss Mary package

st
QeoAmrssalen st
Smith Harriet N mrs
Spencer L' uiaa
Sconcia M L mrs
bhieMs Mary Ann
fipagi» Mattie J
Sawyer Harali 8
Stillings Wm m ■

8awyer

Finn 8 rah
Freeman Susan

Fah»-y Thomas
Fitch Wm mrs

mrs

Gray

Andrew mrs
Grauam Annie U

Grealy Bridget
Graves Nillie mrs
Griffin Ellen

Tibbets A'bby C
T*< me* Caroline A

Green Emma
Gardiner E A m'S
Gould Joseph kl in

Hall Ady
Hanscom B F

Turley Ellm
Tcry mra 8 centre

st

Trumbull Mary A
Susa
Vanner Roantba
Warren Annie mrs park st*

s

Toner

mrs

Hill E. la U

HenidyEilenmrshanoookWhite A S
st
Wh tely Annie Lafyetteet
H

Howard Geo

William* anaie
Weston A M mrs
W'inUrsFffle
n r
Whee er Etta M
Williams L’zzie N mrs
Whee er Ida F

mrs

Humphreys H mrs
Hay man Mary mra
Horgan Mary
Hillman Mary m*f

Hill Mary A

Higgins Mary

T mrs

Mary Ann
Higgins
Hail W K mrs

tre

Working Capital, 125,000

the

Portland, Nov. ill, 1364.

Jordan Sarah

FOREIGN PORTS.
Old at Malaga 26th alt, brig Harriet Baker, Crowell, Cadiz and Boston.
81d ftn Cape Coast
8opt 28, barques Arthur Pickering, Roberts, and Kedar. Dri.-coll, for leeward.
Ar at Kingston, Ja, Oct 7th, barque Ann France*,
Moore botue, Mac bias (and sailed 2d inst for In outNew York); 18th. brig L W Katou,
port, to load for
Mason, New York (and sailed 27th for an outport);
2lat, Conquest, Redding, Calais, (and sailed 3d inst
lor an ontport); 6th inst. Bird ot the Wave, Crocker. do; Wm Allen, Stubbs, Machias.
Sid 20th ult. sch Nymph, Foster, Now York; 3d
inst, barque Edw Hill, liallett, do.
In port 9th inst, brig Bird of the Wave, Crocker,
for New York, Idg.
Sid fm Bermuda 8th inst, brig Henrietta,Hodgdon,
New York.

—

CLEARED.
Steamer Potomac, Sherwood, New York—Emery
k Fox.
Ship George Turner, Sears, Boston
Lyman k

To be suoeeefed by
the 3d December.

Boston.

Shares at

«3u
*

11UGH A ANDREW ALLAN,
6 G. T. R r
Passenger Depot.

jor dan Caroline
Jordan Emma J

Spring
CAPITAL ST0CX~

weonimodationa)

i

CJd 17th.
Catawamteak, Uix, Yinalhaven,
Philadelphia
BATH—Ar 18th, ship Mayfl >wer, Goodwin, from

Indian

SATURDAY, the 26th
ately after the ar-

tmroed

Payable in Gold or its equivalent.
For freight or passage apply to

load for

Nov 1, lat 42 51. Ion 58 50,
from Liverpool for Boston.

on

on

54,387 gallons than double the price ot the ordiuarv * etroleum
On the1 'Taloott Farm’ ia a wc U down 576 feet, with
a fine sbowofoil and gas.
hear this well Is the
-*famous "Indian Spring," hlch flows oil in large
Eemaraable
outflows
of oil exist on the
quantities.
MINIATURE ALMANAC.
''Xetcalf Farm,” on which a well Is now being borMonday,...November SI.
with
arioh
ehow
of
oil.
The first oil is reached
ed,
San rises..
7 00 High water, (p aa).... 4.33 at JVty feet on these lands wherever borl-g has
8an sets. 4.33 Length of days.9 83
Two
been dons.
engines are now constantly at
work on the wells.
The rare oharacter of this oil glees immense value to thi‘
property, being so superior a- a lubricator.
to the Erie Railroad enables the
Its near
oil id be delivered in the market at SI,50per bh1. lest
than from Qi Creek. Pa
PORT OF PORTLAND.
the very low eoet of this property to the sub tori tiers for the large an-mnt of boring territory, toSaturday.November 19.
gether with the valuable improvements upon it. and
ARRIVED.
the ears quality of ire oil, must command the at
tentioa of ail to its unrivalled advantages for lure»tSteamer Lewiston, Knight, Boston.
meat and profit.
Steam tug U S Grant, Banian, Buffalo via Welland
The prinofpai part of the stock is already taken;
canal for New York.
when closed it it propo cri to organise under the
Barque C B Hamilton, White, New York.
of tbs State of New York.
lews
Boston.
Brig Mechanic, Hutchinson,
Subscription books are open tor the sale of the
Brig J H Dillingham, Mudgett, Boston.
! balance el the stock, and amp ul ot the petroleum
Sch Danna Anna, Chase, Havana, in ballast.
oat be even, and fnll particulars obtained at the ofSch Olive Elizabeth, Hamilton, Boston.
Sch Geo Brooks, Wallace, Boston.
fl<* °f
Soil W Crawford, Higgins, Newburyport.
LINCOLN &
Sch Tiger, Lewis, Bristol.
Per brig S G Troop, for London
Kerosene Oil.

Kl-i—1

November,

|•

to

sch

Nov

IMPORTS.
TROON.
L Farmer.

Naples.

|

19, Mrs Hannah, relict of the late
Capt Atwood Marwick, aged 79 years.
In this city. Nov 19, Mary King, youngest daughter of F H and C R Cross aged 1 year 10 months.
In thi< city, Nov 19. Mr Robert Starbird, aged 76
years 6 months 18 days.
in Limington, Nov 20, Shuah Burton, wife of the
late Wm Burton, ot Gorham, member of the Society
of Friends, aged 88 years 8 months.
In Bath, Nov 18, Mrs Sarah Anderson, wife of
Hon Elisha Clarke, aged 52 years 10 months.
In Bath Nov 18, Mrs Betsey J, wife of Otis Andrews. aged 33 years 7 months.
In Bangor, Nov 14. Mrs M Emerson, wife of Isaiah
Emerson, aged 58 years 10 months.
In this

|

Jones. Portland.
Ar 18tli, schs Luoy Ames,Flanders, Boston; Quail,
Brewster, do.
4Sld 12th, schs H K Dunton, Jameson, and Union,
Pendleton, New York.
Sid 16th, briga G L Bucknam, Rhoades, Washington; Henry Leeds, for New York; Cosmos, Talbot,

2.400 .do (small).110)
300 .do (Coupons off).104

Liverpool.

oay from Montreal
til aLu “i 1,18 Previous
Glasgow and Liverpool—
,“2?nd8rrT.
to
*tl# to MO.

o.i:‘eb.“,(“0<>r,1,“*

Eit.

16,(XX).do.110]

VJh

I Bieerign,

BANGOR—Ar 14th, brig Atlanta, (new) Dow, fm
Searsuort, to load tor Cuba
Ar 18th. schs Porto Rico,Wentworth, Salem; Kate
Autrey. Jacobs, Portland.
Cld 18th, ship Ella Norton. Nor.on. Liverpool;
schs Challenge, Tapley, Fall River; Ada Frances,
Perkins, and Madonna, Coombs, New York; PbilanHomer, do.
KLAND—Ar 16th, schs Harriet.Poat, Boston;
tte Ann, Andrews, do; Harriet, Dyer, Gloucester; Augusta, Gregory, Portsmouth; EFurbish,

Board, Nor. 19 IB

and

Tin steamship PFRUV1AN, Capt.
will »‘il Irom this port tor
-f: (••iLBallanliQe,
1

rV-T

™

Boston for Tremont.

Boston Stock List.

DIED.

■

corieWCA; brigs EmmaO. West, Miragoane; Valencia, Small, lurks Island; A F Larrabee, Tra* r,
Philadelphia; schs Mayflower, Foss, St George KB;
Clara Merritt, Montgomery, Philadelphia; Wm R
Genn, Parker, do; Agne^, Lord. Ellsworth; Henry
A, Wade, from Waldoooro; Iowa, Wentworth, U*y
Head.
Ar 19th, ship Mountain Wave, Hopkins, Cagliari;
soh C C Farnsworth. Rich, Bangor.
Below, ship Susan binks, from Calcutta,
f id 19th, barque P K Hszeltine, Turner, Philadelphia; brig Chariena. Niokei*. Portland, to load for
Cuba: sens Chas Dennis Nickels, Fortress Monroe;
Geo Henrv, Wood. Surry
SaLEM—Ar 18th, schs Canova, Fullerton, Calais
for New York; Vandalia.Sawyer, Mill bridge for do;
Julia Anna. Bullock, Bangor for do; Golden Rule,
Sylvester, Bangor for Boston; J N Lane. Smith, do
for Neponset; Challenge, Bullock.do lor N Bedford;
Leo nee a, Spofford, do for Lynn; Ada 8 Wiawol,
Gonld, Bangor; Frederick Haven, Farnsworth, do;
North Cape, Waters on, Belfast fbr Boston; Albatross, Calderwood, Rockland; Neponsot, Snow, do;
Abbie, Knight, from Portland tor Fortress Monroe;
Nevada, Mann, do for Philadelphia; Lcokout, Wall,

Late Resident

In Cornish, Aug 80, by Rev R Atkinson, John S
Edgcomb and Mrs Augusta M Chase, both of Pargonstield.
In Cornish, Nov 6, Enoch T Smart and Mary F
Walton, both of Limerick; 6th, Moses F Norton and
Ruth A Towle, both of Porter.
Io Brunswick, Henry M Bowker and Miss Hannah F Simpson.
In Jay, Nox 6, Ezekiel T Ludden, of Dixfield, and
Miss Jennie T Eastman, of Rumford.
In Norway, Nov 18, George E Horr and Miss Dora
M Stevens.
In Hampden, Nov 9, L A Emery,Esq, of Ellsworth,
and Miss Anna S Crosby, of H.
In St Albans, Oet 27, John W Parkman and Miss
Lucy A Seaward.
In Waldoboro, Nov 5, Oliver B Russell and Miss
Sarah F Williams, both of Warren.

<.

Bridgeport.

DeW.BARSS, M. D.,
Graduate of the "University of Edinburgh,” Scotland,

—TO—

Londonderry, Glasgow

Saturn Tickets granted at Beduced Bates.

timore.
Sid, schs Lizzie W Dyer, Seven 8isters. E H Nash,
John Boycton, Ottoman, Harbinger, and others.
Ar 18tb, schs Anvil, Wilson, do for St John NR;
Sarah, Drisko. Bangor for Washington; Light Boat.
Ames, do ft>r Baltimore; Emily fr wler, Hawley. 8t
George fbr Centrevllle, Md ; Maroellns, Gray, from
Ellsworth for New York; Charles Carroll. Elltns.
Rockland for Newport; American Eagle,MoFarland,
Calais for
BOSTON—Ar 18th, steamer Niphon. Kemble, from
off Wilmington; barque Iltlen Maria Tufts, Mela-

ANDREW

9I1RRIED.

!

Cld 18th, sch 8 T King. Clendennin, Calais; N C
Harris. Leighton, and Billow, Emery, Boston.
Ar 19tb, ship Jas Cheston, Bryan, Rangoon.
NEW HAVEN—Ar 18th, brig B Young. Cook, fin
Calais.
PROVIDENCE—Sid 19th, sch Andrew Peters,
Lord. New Kork.
BRISTOL—Ar 18th, sch John R Mather, Collins,
Cardenas.
NEWPORT—Ar 17th. schs Planet, Dermot, from
Rockland for New York; Jas H Deputy, Sturges.
Portland for Albany; Lookout, Wakelie d, Portland
for Baltimore; United States, Janvrin, do for do;
Frances Ellen, Whitman, and Marion A Gould,Trim,
Bangor.
Also ar, brig Edwin. Allen, Boston for Nowburg;
schs Saxon, Tapley, do for Albemarle Sound NC;
Whitney Lord, Hayes, Bangor for Baltimore; Cosmos, Stetson,Rockland for New York; Harriet Rogers, Carpenter, and Frauces Ellen, Whitmore, from
Bangor.
Ar 18th, brigs Sea Foam, Coombs, tm Bangor for
Washington; Marshall Dutch,Coombs, do for PhilaaeJphia; schs Dolphin, f.om Machias for New York;
Jas rildeu and Fair
Winu. Ellsworth for do; Kate
Wentworth Bangor tor
Alexandria; Harriet Fuller,
Hamilton, Portland for PhiladelDhia
HOLME8'8 HOLK—Ar 17th, whs Jenny Lind,
bray, Portland for New York: H K. Duutou, Jameaon.and Hallaa, Oxton. Uockland lot do: Maine.
Brown, Calais for do; Caroline C, Pomeroy, do for
Now Haven; Saxon, Caaetdr, St Andrew. NB lor
New York; 8 8 Lewis, Harris, from Belfast lor Bal-

75 cents per
Bottle.
TIBBETTS BROTHERS,
and
Chemists,
Proprietors, Manchester,
Druggists

6.900

I

for Boston.

Pric%

Canadian and United Statee Malls.

the

passengers booked

of Batb

Bates. New York.
Sid 11th, sch Lucy A Orcutt, Butler, Philadelphia.
BALTIMORE—Cld ltfth. brig Echo, Benson, for
Ponce PR; seh Wm Arthur, Loring, New York.
Cld 17th, sob Red Jacket, Arery, Providence.
Ar 18th, brig George Burnham. Thornton, from
Port Royal 8C.
PHILADELPHIA—Ar 17th, ship Ontario, Hosmer. New York
Cld 17th, brig Glendale, Guthrio, S W Pass.
Below 18tb, barque rathliuder, Robinson, from
Pensacola; sch Nellie Tarbox, from West Indies.
Cld 18th, barque Dresden, Reed. New Orleans.
NEW YORE—Ar 17th, brigs Harah Crowell. (Br)
Crowell, Guautanamo; Rosa Abbott, Wilkinson,
Bahamas; Daniel Bone,Tucker, Portland for Baltimore; Canima, Marshall, Providence tor Rondout;
schs W H Mitchell, Eaton, 8huleeNS; Rachel Beals,
Moore. Amboy for Boston; Romeo, Foss, Newburg
fordo; Gertrude. Colwell, East port; Sinaloa, Kefton. Machias; Gen Meade, Dinstnore. Lubec; C H
Nash, Hinckley, Boston for Albany; Danl Webster,
Matthews, Providence.
Cld 17th, brig Simcoe. (Br) Higgins, Havana; sch
Robin, Hopkins, Elizatethport.
Ar 18th, sch Geo L Green, Rich, Georgetown DC

keeps

Salx at thb Bbokxbs’

Carrying

6th, soht Jessie L Leach, Endicott and

Tantamount,Darla.Philadelphia; 18th, City

Winslow J E mrs 2
Wa ker Mary L mrs
Webber Mary A mrs
C E to it
Wallace Octavia B
cen-Yarra Isadora

mrs

W
mrs

ma-

st

GENTLEMEN’S LI8T.
Ames Addison L
Lewis Albian
Adams Benj
Labia Benj
Andrews BerJ W Jr
Lord C MoC Lieut
Archiba.l Geo W
Lester Edwin L
Allard John Gross at
Leve.que Godfrey Mona
Antol e Jas W—2
Libby Isaac
Arnold John
LystcnJobn
Amoioit T artist
Libby Jas N
Hennu'.t Albert P
Lean t Jas A
Black Cfc Co
Latendie Tr>fle
Bullard Chat
Locke Richard S
Bali Cbas H
Lane Trios K
Litr eUald Walter K
Bradbury D W t
Beaziey jidw
Lsrrabte W il Lieut
BoeworlhEP
Merrill Cbas il
Babb K C Lieut
Maitey David 2 Brown's
Hell Freeerick
court
Morse David T
Barger Henry Fore st
Brook Jas DagtGB Re; Me rill Edw
nolus
Malt Ered K
Meierre Fadarro
Brady John
Boioe ratrick lor mlasMabon Geo
Catharine Bain
Mercer Godfrey
Ballarn k/btF
Morse Henry O 80'.b Mo
Beale Salem
Rest
Bell Kami H tor 8arah MMerrill John
Bell
Myers J C
Bradford Thoa
Morrison John
Bake man V C
Merrill Lem.el 0
Broo s Wm A Co
Myers Mr t eatre
Clar v Albert
Monets Capt for miss Han.
Cobb Albert T
nab Humphreys
Me hane Nic
Chad.ey Benj Capo E
Cook Cyrus
McIntiroTiuo
CarruthersD F Kxch’ge stMurray Thoi boiler mak'r
Coffin D M
Norton Cbas A
Crosby D Warren capt L Nelson Geo
8 A
Noyes Jas
Chase Danl
Nichols Jos B
Castle Dsn I
Neitertte d I hos
<
Cioard Felix
>*good Ambrose T Capt
Caster Geo for mrs Luc/ Pitu Albert F —2
A »ha«

Packer I B F
Potter Cbas H
Colman John
P. rkius Cbas G
Clark Joseph H
Poor David Ml
Crookett Jos D
Paine David C mr or mrs
Parsons E A
Craig Jas G Capt
Clark Jos H
Packsrd Frank B
Cole Richard for miss Eli-Pendleton Geo
za Wilson
Parker 1 W
CKudmanSN
Pba an John for mra Ellsn
Cummings Kami for mrs Pha an
Plummer Jeremiah 8
Abigail Lennan
Carter Willis u
Facta d Joseph Capt
Chase Wm H
Pears o Nat hi Dr

Crockett G 8 Lieut

Coombs Wm

Carney Warren O
Doherty Andrew W
DanlY

Dow

Doyen iP

Deering J R
Donnell Jas

Daly

Raynel. Dana;

John

DeWire Jat
Deland Stephen D
Dame 1 hoe
Douglass Wm H
Dutch Window 8

Dodge Wm

Pearc Natal
Powers Pierce
Parkes Wm tor Chis Jas
Quinn
Plummer ZF
Rankins anthoay 8

T

Randall Frank A
Reed G G
ReedJohn H for mrs Har*
net

B Reed

Rice Ti>os blacksmith
miss Susan
Jordan
Russell Wm bight edicer 2
Rioe W 8 8
Roife Wm lor

Henry A Lt
CliiDgwocd Isaac
Eastman 1 W
Stackpole A
Buffer J O Major
Sawyer Abel H
Emerson Jonn B
Sawyer Albert at 8tephen
Elders Lutber
Tukey’s
Elloor K'o ard Ijar MarySlisbee BenjF
Smith
Spaulding Senj
Eveleth T B for miss Dc-Sweetrer Benj
lia I Eveleth
Small Cbas A-2
S'anvood Chat
Floyd Alford
Freeman Albert C—2
Smith F M Capt
Sbaurenton Geo
Fabyan Abbott L
Smith Henry 8
FlekettJohn
Farnam James N
Siieth John
Farwell Jost
Steele Jet
8 afford Jas
Forrt th O C—2
Faulk' er Sami F
Shaw John Henry
Frost Sami C
8 wett John Jr
Franklin Thos
Sbeahaa Jas
Gale Denis
Stewart Jos H
Green Danl for Edmunddweets jr L for mis E W
Molsns
Jenkt
Glkbins GBR Co
Scott Mans' ll
Gurney Henry
Sweetser Moses L
Goodrow Joh
Small otli
Gilman 81mon F
Sewall Klobard N
Goold Wm H
Smith Waldo B
Griffin Warren
Bkay Wm
Gray Wm O
Tukey Cbas
Gammon Zachariah
Tukey t h is F
Hawkins A M
Taylor Edw Lt
Harria Augustus for missTorrey Frank If
Ellen A Farris
Ammons Henry G
Hall A F & Co Colon st Toymouis Henry
'1 urley Jas
Hsmblet Chss
Thoweu Jas
Hunt Cbas M
Thurston Stephen
HaysDavtdP
Thurston Thos Capt
Harris D Y
Haskins D G
Tslhot Thos M
Barris Geo
Yangban A nthony
Eaton

Weed Alex

Harmon Geo F

Hsdskins Edw
Whitmore Abraham W
Hanson J for miss Sarah Whittier Chan F
Willard Caleb
P Frizzel e
Bauson John H
C N Rev
Whitney
Ward Oltaa
Hobbs John A
J
Warren
J
Cant
Humphrey
Dennli
HanuafordJohnS for mlxWhlle F H Lieut
LoniseHannsfordCap' EWood Francis T
Howard John with oom-Wilscn Horaoe
biuation troupe
Whittemore John O
Harris John ojr Cong and Walsh John York -t
Pearl sts
di
do 18 Laroh st
Heggartv Join C
Winslow J C k Son
Hearu John
Welch Michael
I »gsley Jeremiah
Wallace Moses W
Wallace Resoell
Walker 8etb-2
0
Wh teTImothyDanforthst

*222

jgl'l't

5“dd b J,rtel

w“°s*'*

Johnson 8 p

W,m« Wm H
Webb Wilber J
Hoight Muriy
Weloh W H
Whitney Wm
RrtrhtHtauy B
At North Bridgton, Me.
Libby Frank for Godirey Yeaton Chss F
Maasev
Winter Tarm of this Institution will com- I
SHIP LETTERS.
mence on Tue.day. Deo 6, 1864, under the eonF enoh Albert b sob 41b rt
tinned care of Mr. Charles K. Hilton A. M, long
bmith Capt James brig Catharine
known ns h thorough and popular Teacher.
THOMAS M. MEAD, gec’y
Cl Itoi B ohnrd tob Clara Norton
Nov 21,1894 -d2awfwtd
Sprague Josh an H 2 oh Clara Not ton
CJidord Kiohard sob Cl era
Small Bori 1 ship Detroit
Winter Term of Gorham Semina v will
Edwin shin Detroit g
Qommcnch Tussday the 2gth or Not. 18m Air- Eldridge
A bert Capt sch Eugene
to
Bray
for
W.'G.
Catalogues
^3
T
Lord A M
ply
PrinSelomaa
Edgett
JOHN WATERMAN Sec'v
capt sob Eva
olpal, or to
X‘
Bridg s Hot&co ba-k UoatVr
Gorham, Not21,18«4.-dlw
Grant Leonard ospt US s trrey sob Jas Hnl| 2
8moot J 8 U 8 8 Ksntnea 2
P wets Edw R ensign USS Maumee
Wanted.
lady, who resides with her parents, to at- Havens Capt brig (T* HavenH soo rhilanthropst
IMf"» V “fee. The sitnation is pleasant and Homer Hv
Hopkins Reuben 8 sch I'hi'snthrt pljt
permanent. Apply
at the United Statee Hotel, room
Brown Joe' ph A brig Ren,haw
no»31 eodlw*
Ptoa Franklin U b 8 State of Maine
Guptiil Nannm Capt brig Snow Bird
Wanted.
Clark Eldridge son Union Flag
Faulkner Wm brig Wanderer
or middle aged woman, to do the work
GIRL,
Prate Henry brig Wanderer
*■ a small fnmi'y
An American p-efe red—
Molntlre L C aodag matter USS Yaiitie
Most oome weU recommended. Addrtse (Haas, Box
«*. Portland.
Bovlldtf
L. T. DOLE, Postmutex,

BR1DGT0N

THE

THE

AVoung

_

A

ACADEMY,

S™6*'1 Harris

&

Co

PORTLAND AND VICINITY.
New Advertisement* To-J*ay.
Pittsburg and Boston Petroleum Company.
Charles Custis & Co.
Casoo Street Seminary.
Wanted—A Girl.
Gorham Seminary.
Brldgton Academy.
Indian Spring Oil Co.
Wanted—A Yeung Lady,
Montreal Ocean Steamship Co.
Letter Lift—A. T. Dole.

Widows' Wood

Society.

doyear was:—From contributions, $2077.51;
nations, $087.14; interest from funds, $481.40;

expended durtotal, $3240.05.
ing the year was about $3300. Legacies to
the amount of $600 have been bequeathed to
the Society during the year, which have been
added to the permanent fund, which now
The amount

year were elected.
President—N. F.

They are
Deering.

aB

ensuing

follows:

Vice President—William Senter.
Secretary and Treasurer—Samuel Rolfe.
Auditor—Martin Gore.
Purchasing Committee—Martin Gore, Paul
llall, Samuel Rolle.
Paul Hall was elected Wood Distributor,
but declined accepting the office, and Messrs.
Deering, Senter, Rolfe and Gore were ip.
pointed a committee to employ a suitable person for Wood Distributor.
IOUS

THE DIFFERENT RELIGPARISHES.

First Parish.:.William Willis.
Second parish.. .*.to. J. Gilman.
Third Parish .rani Hall.
Chestnut St Methodiat... .Cyrus Sturdivant.
St Strphens.Wm. C BradJev.
1st Baptist.Nathaniel F'rtw«r‘h.
High Street.8 C. Chase.

....

Congregationalift.Wm. Campbell.
voted that it was

annual contributions be

Parishes

expedient that

the

taken in the several

early in January

as

as

practicable.

Oar Skating Park.
The meeting held on Saturday evening, at
the old City Hall, for the purpose of considering the expediency of establishing a Skating
Park in our city, was well attended, notwithstanding the attractions elsewhere.
John Neal, Esq., was selected chairman,
and favored the audience with

teracting

remarks on

skating

some

very in-

and other gym-

nastic exercises.
It was voted that it
a

Skating

of three

was expedient to form
organization, and a committee
appointed to report officers tor

Park

was

the same.

The committee report as follows, and their
report was unanimously adopted:
President, Charles Fayson; Secretary, G.
C. Tyler; Treasurer, Wm. E. Gould.
Executive Committee—John S. White, C.
H. Farley, J. L. Shaw.
Finance Committee—Thomas Shaw, Wm.
H. Fessenden, Phillip H. Brown, Samuel
Chadwick, Wm. F. Chadwick, Geo. O. Gosse,
Elias Thomas, S. B. Thurston, M. N. Rich,
W. H. Dennett, F. R. Harris, Charles Crosrnan, William Senter, Hamilton Ilsley, Geo.
M. Howe.
We are glad to see this matter progressing
We see no reason why it should not
so finely.
be

complete
Subscription papers will be placed at Merchants Exchange, Crosman’s,and otherplaces,
success.

a

where all

can

contribute who wish.

Ken. & Port. Eailroad.
To the Jtditor of the Prttt:
There have been several

suggestions

made

in your columns for the benefit of the above
named road. I am about to make one in
which I have no doubt all will agree, both of.
public; and that is,that their

the road and the

advertisement on the outside of your paper be
corrected to correspond with the facts. It is

provoking to go to the Depot at 8 P.M.
expecting to get east, and find that train was
very

withdrawn sometime ago.
have felt as

As I felt on my

I suppose many others
the various errors in the advertise-

disappointment

ment have been

On this

so

practically brought

to their

shall agree, as the advertisement appears every day, let it convey the
right information, and it will be gladly hailed
minds.

we

Many Passkngbbs.

by

Portland Soldiers’ HomeThe following soldiers were admitted and
left the Portland Soldiers’ Home for the week
ending Nov. 19th:
Admitted—Samuel P. Burnell, Co. F, 16th
Me.; Adarial Turner, B, 24th Veteran Reserve Corps; John Clough, H, 4th Me.; John
G. Tibbetts, M, 1st Me. Heavy Artillery;
Henry Luce, E, 1st Me. Cavalry.
Left—Samuel P. Burnell, John G. Tibbetts,
left tor Regimental Hospital: Adarial Turner,
John Clough and Henry Luce, left for their
Wm. H. Plummeb, Agent.
homes.

Court—Nov. 19.
Mary Chambers was brought up charged
with larceny of a quantity of lead, the property of C. Staples & Son. She pleaded not
guilty, but the evidence showed the contrary,

Municipal

and she was fined five dollars and costs.

Re-

to pay she was committed to jail. Mary
has been before the Court once or twice before

fusing
for

petty

To

ENTERTAINMENTS

Madison, Wis., Nov. 19.
The official returns of this State gives 7000
majority for Lincoln on the home vole, and
with the soldiers’ vote will be 15,000. Congressmen Staud 4 for the Union and 1 Democrat. The soldiers’ vote elects Paine in the
1st district by from 200 to 300 majority. The
Senate stands Union 13, Democratic 10; Assembly, Union 09, Democratic 31.

of June, 1861, the blockade of these
ports shall so far cease as determined from and
after the 1st day of December next, that com-

offenses.

Lady Friends.—We think we are
doing a favor to the ladies in recommending
Burnett’s Cologne water to their attention, as
Burnett & Co. have so
we have tested it.
good and extensive a reputation, that were
this not a more recent manufacture of theirs
it would seem unncessary to allude to it
particularly—for nearly anything bearing the
label of these famous Chemists can be safely
considered the “ne plus ultra.”
The following quotations will fully establish
ocr

the merit of Buruett’s Cologne water:
One of the best Colognes ever made is Burnett’s, of Boston. It is equal to the Farina,
and is much cheaper. Full confidence can
be given it. We Bpeak from actual experience.—Baltimore American.
Burnett’s Cologne is equal to the best imand elegant
ported. It is put up iu aa neat
style, and wins for itself favorite place on
the dressiog table. Its intrinsic merit* really
justify the high reputation in which it is held.

—Providence Journal,
Burnett’s Cologne has attained a most enviable reputation. It compares favoi ably with
many brands of the veritable “Farina.” The
article Is of high proof, and Is a refreshing per-

fume.—Boston Transcript.

Tuns annual meeting of the St. Andrew Society of Portland, for the election of Office
Bearers, was held at their hail on Wednesday
evening, #th inst., and the foliowipg gentlemen were elected for the
ensulQg year;
President—Thos. McEwen (re-electedl.
1
Vice President—Win. Taylor.
Treasurer—Alex. Taylor.
Secretary—Alfred Robertson (re-elected)
Assistant Secretary—James Motherwell.
Chaplain—Rev. Alex. Burgess (re-elected).
Physician—Dr. H.T. Cummings (re-elected)'
Managing and Standing Committee—E. h!
Gillespie, Geo. S. Hay, J. J. Boyd.

Store Breaking.—Police officer Foster
mercial intercourse with them, except as peryesterday afternoon arrested a lad named sons and things, and information contaaband
Curran for breaking into the shop of Mr. C. .of war may from that time be carried on subB. Hamilton, on Commercial street. He ef- ject to the laws of the United States, to the
fected his entrance by breaking the cellar limitations of and in pursuance of the regular
ones which may be prescribed by the Secretary
window. He was sean in his operation by a of the
Treasury, aud to Such military and
son of Mr. Ansel
Lothrop, who watched his naval regulations as are now in force, or may
hereafter be found necessary.
movements from his father’s shop on Fore
The Post Office Department has re-estabstreet, and seized the fellow as he came out of
lished the Post Offiee at Helena, Ark.
the cellar, aud held him until an officer came
and conveyed him to the lock-up.
Treatment of Federal Prisoners at the South
—The Destruction of Jit la nta—Movements
Curran is an incorrigible boy. He was beof Gen. Sherman.
fore the Municipal Court in September for
New Yobk, Not. 20.
An Atlanta letter of the 10th to the Herald,
larceny from Chenery & Read’s shop and was
fined a small sum, which his mother paid; and mentions the arrival of escaped Union prisoner from Andersonville, who confirm the statewas subsequently arrested on suspicion of bements of rebel atrocities towards our prisonin
another
bat
was
dising engaged
larceny,
ers, and who also states that in travelling
charged lor want of evidence.
through Georgia he found that the harvests
had been gathered and the barus and wareTheatre.—Warren’s Comedy Company houses filled. He says there are but very few
in the interior, thus showing
closed up their brief season in this city on rebel soldiers
that there is plenty to subsist an army on,
Saturday evening, on which occasion they while but little resistance can be offered. The
were greeted with a full and
fashionable last train from Atlanta bound north was to
The only troops
leave there on the 11th.
house. No company has ever had a better
in Atlanta on the 10th were Slocum’s corps.
run here, all things considered.
A portion of
A Chattanooga correspondent of the Herald,
the evenings it was stormy, and other evewriting under date of the 15th inst., states that
nings they had to contend against very strong he had just arrived from Atlanta. All the arfoundries and rolling stock in Atlanta
counter attractions, but nevertheless
they senals,
had been destroyed. All the factories, mills
were greeted with delighted
houses, uspally and foundries from Chattanooga to Atlanta,
crowded to the full capacity of the hall. We
and miles beyond, have also been destroyed.
hope they will And it convenient and for their The railways were gutted and torn up, and all
the
iron put beyond use or profit to the enemy
interest to repeat the visit soon, and prolong
in the rear. Atlanta is no longer of imporit to a greater length.
tance, and the country for miles around is
This evening they open in
Biddeford, where wasted beyond the possibility of service to the
they will doubtless meet with a generous re- rebel army. Atlanta is in ruins, and its
streets will be soon overgrown with grass.—
cpetion.
For weeks trains coming north have been
Affray.—About half a dozen men, seamen filled with Government stores and refugees,
and the scenes at the depot have been those of
principally, got engaged in an affray at the confusion and
suffering.
foot of Exchange street at midnight Saturday.
Another account says Gen. Sherman had
One of them, David Mourt, steward of the U.
his headquarters on Monday last at Kingston
S. Survey vessel, got struck in the mouth with with the 14th corps. He had issued an order
the
that they were about to pass
a stone, which cut his
lips badly. He was telling a troops
country heretofore unoccupied by
through
picked up by the police in an insensible state either army, and they were expeeted to suband conveyed to the lock-up, where Dr. sist on the country, taking all the mules and
Thayer dressed his wounds. He did not horses within their reach.
The 14th corps was the rear guard of Shercome to his senses until 6 o'clock Sunday
man’s army, and moved from Kingston on
and
then
knew
of
what
had
morning,
nothing
Monday last.
A statement is printed here to the effect
happened, except some faint recollection of
that Sherman’s army left Atlanta in two colgetting into a row with some persons.
umns, one on the 9th and the other on the 10th,
At a special meeting of the Mayor and Al- moving eastward, the former via Macon, and
the other directly towards Augusta.
The
dermen, held on Friday last, the following first column
was heard from on the road tonamed gentlemen were drawn to serve as
wards Macon, driving everything before it and
Traverse Jurors at the November term of the destroying everything as it went.
Supreme Judicial Court (criminal), to be held
on the last Tuesday of this month
from. Japan and California.
.-—Stephen
K. Dyer, Charles H. Fling, Aaron W. LoveSan Fbancisco, Nov. 19.
Official advices of'Oct. 18th from Yokohajoy, Lothrop Skillings, Alfred Haskell, Daniel
ma, confirm the report of the opening of the
M. Philbrook. The Traverse Jurors come in
inland sea of Japan by the allied fleet, after a
Tuesday, Dec. 13th.
brief engagement. The allies lost twelve
killed and fifty-four wounded, and the JapanIndian Spring Oil Company.—We refer ese from two to three hundred killed and
our readers to the advertisement
to-day in our wounded.
The steamer Sea King, chartered by Miniscolumns of the '‘Indian Spring Oil Company,”
ter Pruyn to accompany the fleet to represent
which bids fair to be a most favorite
property the United States, did good execution with
for capitalists, from the rare quality of its oil, her
32-pounder Parrott gun. She was afterits large territory for boring purposes, and its wards sold to the Japanese government for
$108,000.
very low prices to subscribers.
The indemnity to Americans is expected to
Portland Kerosene Oil.—This oil has reach $200,000. The commissioners of the allies were to meet the Japanese officials at
obtained a high reputation, not only In the
Kanagawa Oct. 19th, to adjust the amount of
home market, but also abroad. Last week the indemnity to the various nations.
The forts are to be dismantled.
It is becompany shipped 64,387 gallons to London, on
board brig S. G. Troop. Smaller shipments lieved that the Japanese government will
henceforth be able to keep the unruly nobles
were also made to other places out of the
in check.
Advices from the Mexican coast represent
country.
that the people are divided, though the empire
Social Levee.—Attention is called to a is gaining ground, and Manzanilla will soon
notice In our advertising columns of a Social be occupied by its supporters.
The Costa Rica Indians bad rebelled against
Levee at Lincoln Hail, over the engine room,
Alvarez.
on Monjoy Hill, for the benefit of the sick and
The Governor of California has issued a
wounded soldiers. A good time may be exproclamation calling for another regiment of
volunteers, in accordance with a requisition
pected and a good cause aided.
from the War Department. The new regiwill be used to garrison the harbor deSeizure.—Deputy Marshal Merrill, on Sat- ment
fences of San Francisco.
to All up
urday, made a quarterly visit to the shop of the ole regiments goes on Recruiting
briskly.
Abner Paine, on Green street, and seized
therefrom a small quantity of poor liquor.
From the Southwest,
Louisville, Ky„ Nov. 19.
The Annual Lecture for the benefit of the
The Chattanooga Gazette learns that Major
Aged Indigent Home will be delivered at Gen. Meagher has been ordered to report to
High street Church next Sunday evening, by Major Gen. Stedman for duty, with instructions that he be assigned to the command of
Rev. Mr. Hewes, of Park street Church.
all the troops belonging to the 15th and 17th
Just What is Wanted.—Men’s Under
Shirts and Drawers in great variety, for sale
by Charles Custis & Co., at Morton Block,

Congress
Warm

street,

corps

Tueiday Evening,

Key West.

The Key West correspondent of the Herald,
wiitiug under dates of-the 12th, states that a
rebelsteamer with 400 bales of cotton on board,
is blockaded up the Suwannee River by our
boats, and another up Crystal River.
The Freemans’ Journal has been excluded
from Key West and that department by order

The loss of Gen. Gillem’s forces in the reBreckinridge is estimated
at 400 wounded god
missing. Qillem is safe
at

•

Bnoxsville,

There have been heavy rains here and at
Nashville to-day. The water is twelve feet
deep on on Harver’s Shoals, Cumberland river.
Cairo, III., Nov. 19.
Memphis dates of the 17th <av
reports
place Beauregard with a eonsld'rable rebel
force at Corinth, and that Forrest would join
him there.
The rebel Capt. Thompson was conscripting
every man he could find in the neighborhood
of Germantown.
There were about 4000 rebels at Mt. Pleasant, Miss., twelve miles from Collierville. This
is the only large body of rebels near Memphis, but there are several small forces not far

Nice.—The largest and best
assortment of Men’s Gloves ever seen in this
city is now on sale at Morton Block, Congress
*
street, by Charles Custis & Co.

■Tue American Illustrated newspapers for
this week have been received at the book and
Ex-

Foreign Exports.—The total value of
foreign exports from this port last week
amounted to

in this district.

$111308.07.

Longstreet
reported
Holly Springs.
There was a monster Union celebration at
Memphis on the 10th in honor of the re-elec-

OPT OF THE Market.—The article enquired for by a very genteely dressed woman of
an enterprising Grocer on Congress street.

are

at

tion of Mr. Lincoln.
Ninety six parolled Federal officers arrived
at Memphis on the 15th under the escort of a
rebel commissioner of exchange.
The prew of the steamer Cheejeffian, captured on thp Tennessee riyer by Forrest, were

For the Ladies.—A splendid assortment
Of rich Roman Scarfs just received by Charles
•
Custis £ Co., Morton Rlock.

paroled, and had arrived at Memphis.

leligions and Ecclesiastical Item?.

Yortew* .flepn,
The great Roman Catholic Cathedral of St.
New York, Nov. 19.
Peter and St, Paul, in Philadelphia, which has
I he 1 ost s Washington
dispatch says adbeen eighteen years in building, is to be dedi- vices from the
of
the Potomac state that
army
cated on Sunday next All the Catholic cler- the rebels yesterday refused to
exchange pagy of the United States and the Canadas, are
Gold closed this afternoon at 2.20. Gold at
invited to be present. It is the largest Catho* the evening
Exchange opened at 2.18, rose to
lie church in the United States, and cost a mil- 2.20 1-2, and closed at 2.19 3 4.
MasterB.
on
Accounts—John
Committee
lion of dollars, The dome, whose wall* are
Philadelphia, Nov. 20
ton, H. H. Hay, Peter Morrison.
ten feet
The ceremonies attending the consecration
thick, is 210 leet high, and is surmountDuncan
Installation Committee—William
of
St.
and
St. Peter’s Cathedral were
ed by a
Paul’s
huge gilt cross. Itiside it is fifty -one celebrated
James Affleck.
to-day with imposing effect. More
across.
■phe reports of the different committee* feet
I than 200
Prjesti participated,
:
The New
were highly satisfactory,, likewise that of the
--:Hampshire Congregatiopalistc
a
propoie
■pressure;;, whigh showed that all demands
monthly Religious and denominafrom Charleston.
tional
magazine, at one dollar a year, to sucagainst the Society had been paid, leaving a
Washington, Nov. 20.
ceed the late
A private letter from the fleet off Charleshandsome balance to carry forward.
Cotigregational Journal of that
ton says:—Recently, steamer pontio, sighting
State, to be conducted by one
publisher and a blockade rupner, slipped ner cable and gave
Patents.—Among the patent* issued for editor.
phase without effect. Returning subsequently
(bn week ending JJot. Ifftb, we find the folThe Winter Street
Chapel la fiath t^g. to get her anchor the rebels opened on her,
lowing in this StateElijah D. Johnson, Jr., Jng to the Winter Street
Marshall or Beach Inlet, to
Congregational either from Fort no
q( Augusta, for machine for cutting soles for phurcb, was dedicated on Tuesday
which she paid
attention, until a lOt-inch
morning.
struck her on the forecastle, killing and
boots and shoes. Obas. P. Kimball, of Port4® eii’ort» being made to raise money to shell
wounding a number of men, seven of whom
build a Church at the Pool, in Rlddeford.
land, for improvement iu carriages.
died on the instant.
_

22nd-

CITY

Roor8 °Pen

6 o’clock.

SO*

twelfth annual course of Lectures, the second
ture will be delivered by

CHAS. H.

FLING,
J.

mon to good Extra do 9 65@10 25;
Southern firmer;
sales 650bbls; Mixed to good 10 25@1125; Fancy
and extra 11 30@15 09; Canada 15c higher; sales 325
bbls; common Extra9 65®9 86; extra good toohoice
990S12 75.
Wheat—2@3c better and very quiet; sales 72,000
busbelB; Amber Michigan 2 40.
Corn—excited and 2@3c better; sales 49.000 bnshe;
mixed Western 1 81@182 j in star, and 186$ declined
Yellow Jersey new 1 70.
Oats—quiet; sales Canadt 9'; Western95e.
Beef—firm; sales 950 bbls; Country mess 7 09 0*12;
repacked Chicago 14 00@22 00.
Pork—opened firm nut closed heavy; sales 5700
bbls; also 500 new mess for Dec. seller,’ option, a’
39 75; 1250 do for Dec. buyers’option, at 40 60; mess
38 25^39 00; new mess 3987;.oil1) 12j cash and reguway, closing at 89 871 ca h; prime mess 39 (K)@

and

Q.

mitigate

the

wounded soldiers

Cut Meat*—steady; sales 740pkgs; shoulders 17®
19; Hams atl8@21c.
Lard—firmer with mo:e doing; sales 1660 bbls at

nutter—rather firmer j Obio88@46c; State 42J®65
sales 500 bbls at 17J i@l 78.
Kice—dull aud unchanged
Sugar—quiet; sales 149 hhds Muscovado at 181®
201; 400 boxes Havana on private terms.
Cofl'e*— dull.
Molasses—dull.

Whiskey—heavy;

Jacob McLellan
Israel Washburn

N A Foster
Geo F Talbot
Oliver Gerrish

25 Oi @28 00.

Iron—unchanged; sales Scotch pig at 60 00@62 00.
Leather—quiet.
Fish—steady.
OilB—dull; Linseed 142@143; Petroleum—dull:

a

Hides—quiet.

Charles Holden

Lead—quiet; Spaulahl6.
Tobacco—dull; Kentucky 11J@60.

Geo E Davis
John T Gilman
St John Smith
Wm W Woodbury
D W Fessenden

Tallow—active and firmer; *aief 283,000 lbs at 171
@184c, cbiefiy at 18o ior prime.

Wool—steady.
Freights to Liverpool—dull

Gov. John A.

Union street.

Geo. Wm.

vicinity, but
before they

Oollege,

Oouoord, N-H.

most thorough and extensive Commeroia
College in New England, presents unequalled
iaoilitiea lor imparting to young men and ladies a
complete business education.
The Course oi Instruction embraces both theory
and practice.

THE

Andrew,

en-

of Mass.

correspondence

is

to the

capacity of the

Committee,

BLANCHARD,

, ,

(torn New York with a
of ths BEST Goode In the

L

O

a

Fancy

NEW!”'

Hats,

I Skates I

And otheroelebrated Makers.

article is

so arranged as to, bo adjusted tQ
which it easv tc
safe, and prevents alt grease or dirt
oroppiug.
One
can
ilium, ate the
person
J side of a bui
whole
ding in a very few minutes, with,
out any danger of soiling furniture, carpets, wiedowTCSsinga or the glass. The cost is ve’y much
less than any other method and will admit of no
uompetitjon wherever theseare introduced.
1

—*ndo— by a clasp-spring,
CT.i,
adjusted,

1

FteftM call and examine before;purchasing.
Hot. 1—Ovdtf CUAS. DAT, Jr., 114 Middle St.

Coal for Sale.
one wishing to
purchase ten ton—more or
If**-—Of Lehigh coal, etoro size, for (813 60) thir.

AHY

dollars and

nit^hy

a

half per ton, can And an oppor.nF.” at the Press office.

addressing "F.

oanylng

on

the retail bualnsm of

GROCERIES AND PROVISIONS,
rsepsetfhlly solicit the ptronage of former customers, and others.
UP" Good, delivered at all parts ol tbs elty free.
B*«j. F. Bbocb.
G»°- «• H“«'
Portland, Nor. 1—novSdlm

FRIO 3D S

Machinists and Iron
T. H. Ricker Sc
BAKOVACTCanna

Stave

THIS

Machines, Saw Arbors, Shifting,
Castings for Mills and Machinery,
Plows, Bucklin's Patent Harrows,
Door Rolls qf various
styles

STORE!

and sines.

IRON
PLANING.
Alterations and Repairs
Dime in'the moat approved manner on reaeonable
*• H. RICKER k SONS.

Harrison, Nor 19,1864.—eat tlfw

ENTIRE STOCK
—

OF

REMOVAL I
DR. IF. If. DEMI A &

Medical

—

STHLET,
Itirij Opfoiite the Ciited StiUi Hotel, Vkeie ke

use.

profound exports to

NEW

GOODS

W0f2&£P2£$l£Srtarta^VSSSK.??

S
l0°V*fln. **»!» oity. During
have

the two year, we
been in this elty, we have eared tome of
the wont form, of disease In person, who have tried
other form, of treatment la
vain, and earing patienta in so short a time that the
question 1. often
d° thev stay oared f To aaewer this
queetioa
we will say tuat all that do not stay oared we will
*
doctor the sooond time for nothing:
Dr. D. hu been n praotioai .Jeotrioian for t wan tv

chine,

PRESENT LOW RATES,

In the form of nervous or sick headache; neural n
in the bead, naek.or eztremltlee:
consumption, win n
in the acute stage, or where the
an not tally
Involved; unto or ehronlo rheumatism, sorotula, hiu

SATISFY

WILL

Clapp'. Block to

174 HIIDDJLE

EXAMINATION

Ma

4

Electrician,

Hu removed his offloe from

Uu boon pnrohaaed at the

AN

Sons,

ov

Woodworth Planing Machines, Shingle and

Machine ?

mott

Founders,

HARRISON, ME.

To meet their view, at

THE EMPIRE!

lung,

PERSON
Giving tu

an

^jsrs&tsunsShi

opportunity to

SUPERIORITY.

them

Using

are

Daily

SELL

LOWER

eotrloity
tha lazy
agility and elaatn.
-TOled; the ftoet

lame and

IN OUB

CLOTHING

—--■

Than thooo who boaght

Uimp DEPARTMENT!
And know they

ore

the thing

«o

on a

strength,

high market.

STOKER &

CO.,

dntormltte#

Tl8°r'

rt-

weakness to

LEDIX8

1

Manufactory.

~

-7-

blind made to see, the deaf to bear and

Who bay* oold bands and {Set; weak stossaeas,
lame and weak backs; nerrou and si ok headache i
dlastaessand swlmmliuiB the bead, with indfgeetlon and oonetipatlaa or the bowels; pain la the side
•ad baok; leuaorrhaa, (or whites); tailing of the
womb with Internal cancers, tumors, polypus, and
all that long train of discuss will Ond in XieotrioIty a sure menu of ours. For palatal menstruation,
too profuse moutruation, and all of those long linn
Of troubles with youag lsdtai iaeotriolty Is a certain
spooUo, and will, In a short ttme. restore the sufferer
to the rigor of boaith.]

Case Plain Thibet*, $1.50,

General State Agents.

S£3£ Carriage

the

long sought lor.

Not 17—dim

Former Price, $9.80.

TEETH! TEETH! TEETH!

F. BE.

Dr. D. still ooatinues to Extract, Teeth by RUrtrie
Ug without Pain. Perrons having deoayed teeth
or stumps they wish to have removed tor
resetting
he would give a polita invitation *o

Randall,

Suscasaor to J/r. Libby.

ONE

Manufacturer of

eSll

CA8E

Dr. D ran accommodate a lew
with
patients
v
board and treatment at his house.
Offloe hoars from 8 *'.)s.t *
«
t,
B
1*-. *** 1*0 tin the
Consultation Free
novltf

AND

Evening"-'

BUCK AND COL O ALPACCAS,

SLEIGHS,
The latest styles of carriages end sleighs constantly on hand, and made to order.
The new and elegant'*M n'tor” sleighs ore now
on exhibition, and those wishing to purchase are in.
rited to oell and examine.
Repairing done with neatness and dispatch,
novtdtf
I

Copartnership Notice.
undersigned have this day formed
under the name
WEpartnership
ond”™e of
the

a

co-

NEW

tend

d“i£

“P’

Preblsstreet, wb.re they

In-

87 oti. to $1.25.

Homo Shoeing

business, and will giee satisfaction to oil who may
ftror them with a call, if the work is not sitisfhel.H. Knnr,
tory no charge will be made.
Not

14,1864—dlw*_

untied.

Published

uevJ9d8t

by

MASON BROTHERS.

Hew York.

Coal for Sale.
RGO of 8ebooaor Franoei Barrie ft, now h inf
oft Smith'* Wharf, a surerior article lor Blacksmith use. Apply to

Oou$ress Street.
[

Let.
Press Office.

Books
cur den,

ua ffs, g BnannUBT’e Nnw Book for Singing Soho's and Choirs; 'Jhe heg-h ote, a new colPrice S1.B0.
lection of Church Music
No ommendetion reoms necessary of new books
by musical authors of such wlds reputstieu, whoso
departments have been very
previous works is these
muob more successtal and popular than thou ol any
other ait hors.
Specimen copies by mail post raid (or «bs prices

BLOCKj

C.B.Fsrrwwi*.

TWBBP»K4aSaj?!!Kffar*
oorUdtf
Athiton V,

BOOHS.

Book, price BO ots. The Song Harden, Second
Book, prico iB ots. Each complete in Itself. To be
ioUowed by The Song Harden, Third Book, u soon
sstready.

CYRUS K. BABB,
9 CLAPP'S

music

LOWELL MASON’S Nnw lfcsio
lor 3choo a are now
DR.
ready; Th* Song (
First

KXMP

t PXTTIXUILL,
ln‘h««»4 shop formerly oooupied

mettin*

klectro Magnetie Machine,' for sal# to,
Super.or
use wuh thoroagh instructions
fhmily

CARRIAGES,

Straps,

of SKATES, gnd at aa A OIF PKICSS, to bo
found in the city.

teen

copart*

a

and

CALL AND EXAMINE

THE LAHQE8T A88ORTMEKT

1

1H Mlddie street.

Sk»teB» Gents. Skates, Boys’ Skates,
Norwich Clipper Skates, Blondin Skates,

Sltate

Rolls,

Samuel

rAia?«Tw5saustt} x.

Mo. 20 Preble Street, Portland, Me.

Pat. Ankle Support Skates,
WILLIAM’S 4 MOUSE SKATES,

be

novHdtf

Sewing

&c.

Douglas’i

IlluminatiDg Purposes!

Byron Greenough,
Joseph Libby.

BROCK & HERSEY,

OUR

58 and 60 Middle St. Portland, Me.,

Invoioe of

Cloth.

Skates

Charles Holden,
Harris C. Barnes,
Ebon Steele,

Copartnership Notice.

DESCRIPTION

THE PEST !

L.

Oct. 27—lmd

Street,

DAY, JR.,

Nathaniel F. Deer lug,
Martin Gore,
Nathaniel Ellsworth,
William Wlilia,
Oliver P. luckerman,
Charlea Staples,
Nov 18—eodSw

Co.y

ARE YOUIJY WAJYT OF A

COE <fc McCALLAR, No. 95 Middle St.

XJ

CHAS.

TaosTBaa:

GOODS

*.

FOR YOUNG MEN’S WEAR.

ILLYMIY* TIKk LAMP
TP

#273,488 68
BENJ. KINGSBURY, J*., President.
CHARLES BaKER, Treasurer.

—or—

Whose Sewing Machines have been so long and favorably'known, have just brought out a new and Improved Machine, embracing all <he advantages of
all others with improvements which render it invaluable for manufacturing purposes. it ia simple in
construction, runs with but little noise or friction,
and has greater capacity than any other machine.
The subscriber baa received the 8rat that has been
brought into the 8tate. end invites Manufkctarers,
Tailors and all others having use for suoh a machine
to eall and examine.
Be has also avarietv of Grover k Baker's Manufacturing and Family Sewing Machines, together
with a good assortment of needles, twist and cottons of all numbers, on hand. Also, Pure Maohine
Oil.
Machines repaired to order.

,

MAINE.

Of Qa^dle Stand

BUTxma

EVERY

& Far Store,

A new

nevlSdtf

SOMETHING

Bank Stocks at par;
First National,.#11*400
Caw,.
1,200
Maaalact'rs A Traders,
3,100
Merobanta.
0,076
Bank of Cumberland,..
8,880
-#26.466 00
Cash on deposit,
« 884 38

—OF—

Just received at the New

at, Cap

#378,488 68

real eetato,.#83,186 47
Uniteu States Securities,. 83,180 00
At. f St Law. B. K. Bonds,..
3,8u000
Mane Centr 1
do.
7 000 00
Portland Ga* Light Co. Stock,
860 00
State of Maine Bonds,. 13,600 00
Loans on Collaterals,. 83,483 88

EXTREME HIGH PRICES.

DRESS

HATS! HATS!

DENTIST,

|

S

VESTS,

* JOSIAH HEM

For

H

Parches dors
declining market and will be manufactured to order in the best possible manner at so
low a figure that those about to
purchase should giro
him a call.
novKdlm

er better in the market. The best
]\FON*< cheaperthfl
meet skillful workmen chari., m*,ejW9an^
1 uoker’s Establishment
acterize
Hiram
li7 and 119 Court st.,
Tucker,
Address

.

14,7*4 64

Mortgagee on

Manufacturers and Tailors.

We

PANTS,

ALL KINDS OF IRON RROSTRADS.

PORTLAND,

was

ixvustmxvt*.

FOB

GET

St*.,

Deposit..

Sewing MaeVine,

COATS,

OOTS.

M idol a

aid

mat the ohes*. ana all itam* of ferns ,

OVERCOATS,

-AND

Plum

Balance of proflt,.*

Grand

Of the Best Stylet, Shades and Finish.

Bottoms!

ov

dubiko aoaiaaM hoob*.

lowe

market,

Also, a prime lot of Fanojr Cloths of the right
styles for

TO furniture dealers !

dit

1864.

per oent. per annua, without deduction of the
Government tar.
The state of the Bank, Ootober J, 1864, waa aa fol-

?

AN ENTIRE NEW

ITS

T

novl4d2m

Oct 7-dtf

*

The Winter Term of this Institution will eommenoe
on TUESDAY, the 29th of November,
novlfi eodtf

and SCOTCH

C

for October,

THAN

NEW GLOUCESTER Me.

-A-IST Y

FRENCH,
ENGLISH,

Greenoogh Block, Middle St.

Temple

-IJA-

Bank!

Eleventh Semi-Annual Dividend
declarTHE
ed the third Wednesday ef October, at the rate
or »ix

HOME SCHOOL FOR GIRLS*

This

GERMAN,

James Bailey & Co.’s,

of

1

THE MISSES BAILEY’S

It ie prononneed by the

FROST,

just returned
HASassortment

this Fash-

SKATES!

corner

FIFTY PER CENT*. LESS

Winter Term will ormmenoe Nor. 28. Board
bo had with the Teachers at ‘‘Russell Hail
A. M. Principal, or
Nov 14,1884—eod3w
Jab. uates, Sec’y.

kinds of work ef any now In

91 Exchange Street.

Large Assortment

Congress Street,

ornn xvaar

ADDly to.E 8. HOYT,

MeroUant Tailor,
f

AT

So. 256

Exhibit

MAINE.

Savings’

CHARTERED IN 1859.

s. 8. GARDINER,

Lecture

HO Mlddie street.

BoBton_

-AT

No. 63 MIDDLE BTEJQET, opp. Post Office.
Nov. 14,1844.
dim

LYNCH,

riai—

Spring-Bed

Academy,

Grover A Baker S. Ilf.

BENJ. KINGSAURY, jr.,

ERMINE I

AND FOLDING

Five Cents

C. K. BABB’S

tend

of N. Y.

United

F. B.

OCt28tf

Tucker’s Patent

Term will Begin Nov. 28.
fflHIS School is for both Misses and Masters, wtth-L
out regard to age or attainments.
Pupils may be admitted at any time in the term.
For farther partienlars apply to
J. U. BANbON,
novl6d6m
S71 Congress street.

or

AT WHOLESALE AN® RETAIL,
CHEAP PQB LCWH,

102

PORTLAND

!

The Winter

NEW GOODS!

lew than Yew York Prices.

-A

Academy

implicit? & Perfection Combined

Except on Monday Mornings and Saturday Nights,
further Notioe.
if. H. CUSHMAN, Supt.

SKATES,

Portland

I

-At-

Which has proved itself to be the hart suited to all

M. A.

until

6-dfw3m

WU1 receive consignments of Me' ihaadiM Cl
every deccription, for public or privet* calc. Bales
°f Ee*l Estate, Veasels,
Cargoes, Stocks and.Motohandise solicited.
Cash advaaoes made, with
prompt sales and returns.
mehll dly

Will now lid

JACOB MCLELLAN
ISRAEL WASHBURN, jr.,

Tuesday, Nov. 1st,

Oct

In addition to. the ueuel branches of
instruction, there will be a class in Vocal Music
under the ears of Prof. D. G. Harriman.
For particulars send for Cironlar.
S. ALLEN. Secretary
Kent’s HUl, Nor 10.18M.
novl2dkw3w

on

JOHN

Tbe Morning and Evening Trains
AUGUSTA at 5.80 A. M-. and
8.15 p. M .will be discontinued on and

BYRON GREENOUGH ft CO.,

Has removed to the spaoloua (tore II
■xohauge Street, lbur doors below
Merchant's Exchange.

**“1

w

name

Hall.

ttfiW—^P**Heaving

of

RECEIVED

ie-

undersigned have this day formed
THE
nerabip under the
andatyJe of

Special 1ST otic©!

more

f

weeks.

the siok and
have perilled

JohnB Brown
T C Hersey
Albert Marwick

Curiis,

Sale of tickets

R.

EDWARD H. PATTEN,
Commission Merchant A Auctioneer

can

store.

Scholarships for full course, time unlimited, $85,00
Blanks lor full cours, (wholesale price)
6,60
For Circular, Samples of Penmanship, Ac., address
WORTHINGTON A WARNER,
Aug 9—dAw6m
Principals.

a

a“jLd T«

wtll&
InarmHr"

■A-TJOTION sales

THE

OOUNTBY.

with distinguished gentlemen from
whom replies have net thus far been received.
The course will consist ot not less than ten lectures, to commence early in December, 1864, and
continue thereafter weekly.
Tickets for the Course, $1 25.
Evening tickets, 25 cents.
For sale at the Bookstores, Messrs. Lowell &
Center’s, Crossman & Co.’s and Paine’s MusiQ

MEW HAMPSHIRE

have

It'Ki*'!?,"’

Winter Term of this Institution will comTHE
mence Uondey, Nor. 28th. end continue thirteen

YARMOUTH,

Byron Greenough

In addition to the above,

going

beautiful stta
WEionable few
For, which \re pan »e$

und/r^“SSid'*£££•5°""“t’en^Mla’^Lanlh
wate®.

all
sapplied with good
story house, large barn and otherneceMn ouU
building, all in good repair. Bald ITaim
wld
as above, without reserve, tbe present
owt.r beta,
obliged, from a 1 vane dug. and
U
P
HUGH U. MoLELLilN
it. salivation.
Terms made known at sale.
Auctioneer
Nov Id— td

Orvioa ooaaxa

Hon. Geo. Thompson, of England.
Hon. Alex. H. Bullock, of Mass.
Rev. Dr. R.S. Storrs, Jr., of N. Y.
Rev. Robert Collyer, of 111.
Rev. J. S. C. Abbott, the Historian.

reached the spot.

ROYAL

--VoV.

HALL,

North Yarmouth

Frederic Douglass, Esq., of N. Y.
Miss Ann E. Dickinson, of Penn.
Wm. Lloyd Garrison, Esq., of Mass.

of the panes of
the front window and struck the side window
of the door, breaking that also. The noise

Ootober 26.1864.

Re*!*en

Wesleyan Seminary and Female
College.

of Lectures

Henry Fox
The following named persons have been
gaged to deliver addresses:

Outrage.—Some scoundrel' last night
threw a stone at the large plate glass window

utter

M.

an

Elder Faina, in Gorham,

....

Lewis B Smith
Fred G Messer
Henry P Lord
Eben Steele
Nathan Webb
SW Lurrabee

J H Drummond
Geo W Woodman
M A Blanchard

45; 500 bbls refi aed iu. bond
*571: Sperm 210@216; Whale l 45@l 60

miULiiu)

on

Will commence hie eecond term of Daneing Soheol

Rensellaer Cram

Woodbury Davis
Edward fox

sales 800 bbls crude at

uumumwi

Mr. 1. G. ANTHOINE

ON3!S“*<1,lf
No*»>,18M,ail0o'elook, A.
the premises,
the Harm known
the

Wm Willis
S E Spring
W W Thomas
J T MoCobb
Nath’l F Deering
Joseph B Hall

Benj Kingsbury jr

Stores—quiet
Spirits Turpentine—2 60®2 52.

Kennebec R.

farm at Auction.

JUST

TW1TCHELL,
GERRISH,

sufferings of
of Maine, who

jr

John Lynch

Naval

and

—

and

Y OAK

NEW

the benefit of the “Portland Soldiert’ Home.”
The management of the course will be under
the auspices of the following named citizens:

211@231o.

Portland

-FBOM-

ADANCING_SCHOOL!

their lives that the life of the nation might be
preserved.
The proceeds of the course will be devoted to

lar

Central Hall,

of it, with a goed barn and sbed attached
There is two aeres of prime land, and everything In
about tbe house is in due condition. It la deeirable for reeideuoe or investment.
Boon, without
doubt, to be reached by the Horse Railroad.
HENRY BAILEY A CO., Auot’rs.
Nor, 16—dtd

ance

W H. Colley,
J. W. Mansfield.
to
commence at 8 o’olcck.
Dancing
Clothing oheoked free.
novl7dtd

Maine

CHAS. E. JOBE.
TWITCHELL.

STATE OP THE

bales; middling uplands

Commercial

ON

EDUCATIONAL.

The course of lectures delivered last winter in
the City Hall on the affairs of the Nation, by
distinguished gentlemen from different seotions
of the Union, having been so universally appreciated and sustained by the people; and in accordance with the request of a large number of our
citizens, and also in view of the continued disturbances with which the oountry is afflicted, it
is deemed advisable and useful to institute
another series of like character for the coming
winter.
It is believed that by this method of obtaining
the carefully considered and best thoughts of
able minds from different sections of the Bepublic, not only will the patriotic life of the people
be quickened, instructed and strengthened, but
that something may thereby be done to comfort

Flour—receipts 22 061 bbls; sales 9,000 bbls, ineluding 1000 do Extra state for first haJf Dec 9 76;
Super State 9 15@9 30; Extra do 9 50®9 76; choioe
do 9 8 >@8 90; Hound Hoop Ohio 10 89® 11 00; ohoioe
doll05@ll 76; Superfino Westorn 9 26@9 86: com-

made bis escape

House and Land at Auction.
Tuesday, Nov 83, at 3 o'dock r. n in Went.brook, oeariy opposite the Brewer House, a one
and a balf story wooden house nearly new, well flaished. with a good cellar,excellent water as d at und-

L Prav

Fairfield,

ON THE

l/@12j;

the scouudrel

T. E.
K. P.

Independent Course

New York Market.
Nbw Yoke, Nov. 19
Ashes—dull and nominally unchanged: sales Pots

In the

Wednesday

COMMITTEE.

JOHN C. PROCTER.
GEO. H. SMARDON,

hake Erie._

by the police

Anthoine,

NEW CITY HALL.
on

16.?d«RX

Manager t.
J. G.
H. P.

Tuesday Evening, Nov. 98, 1864,

LECTURE

Buffalo, N. Y., Nov. 19.
The Detroit Free Press estimates that Afty
vessels, with their cargoes worth a million dollars, were destroyed in the recent gale on Lake
Erie.

heard

goods

and at

For new beginnere in Cotillone, Waltzing, Polka,
Schottleehe, Mazourka,Waltz and Polka, Quadrlllee,
Ae. Tho term to oonniet of 12 lemon*.
Ladlee' claee will meet at 7 o’clock. Gentlemen',
at 8 o’clock.
Terma for Ladlee S3, Genta S4.
novUdtf

Destruction of Property by the Decent Gale

was

of the managers

MECHANICS’

Tioketa $2 each for the course of Twelve Lectures (instead of ten as heretofore) to be hal at the
Bookstore, and Paine’s Music Store.
Mambers can rrocnre their ticket, at E. C. Andrews' Mus e Store, 67 Exchange st. Each member is entitled to twoticke sat 91,16cech.
Tioketa for member, will be reserved until Monday Morning, Nov. 14.
The .ale of ticket, will be limited to the capacity
of the hall.

Eire.

on

the door.

Esq,,

John 8. C. Abbott, the Historian,
Dr. J.G. Holland, of Springfield.
Geo. W. Curtis, of N. Y.
Rev. E. H. Chapin.
The remaining Lecturers will be announced in
few days

Philadelphia, Nov. 20.
A Are to-day destroyed the Venetian Blind
Factory of B. J. Williams, on 18th street, and
damaged several other buildings. Total loss
about $230,000. Partially insured.

Knight’s Eating Saloon
The stone went through one

|

Bishop Clark, of R. I.
Rev. Henry Ward Beecher,
Rev. A. A. Willets, of It. Y.

Command.

of

dress

It

street

throughout,

p.rlect
cellar under the
whole houM; abundanoe bard and suit water, with
a good stable and
n very large lot of land—108 feet
f,°,k •*»•••. and extending back about 16 feet
making about 18,000 leet ol land, it is lentrn ly situated in a
go*d.ueigh‘ orhood, and desirable tor laeeetment. Bale positive—title undoubted and terms
easy
***** * 0®** Amtlnwsdfa.
Nov.

Rt. Rev.

Washington, Nov. 20.
The mail boat from City Point brings information that on Thursday night heavy firing
occurred ou Butler’s front at Dutch Gap,
caused by the rebels attempting to force our
picket lines. They were completely repulsed.

ISO.

Tickets, SI ,00 to be had

AT THE

To be followed weekly thereafter
Evening., by

000.

Resin

B. GOUGH,

Lec-

On Tueiday Evening, Nov- 22-

The engine of the freight train leaving
Nashville early Friday morning broke one of
its driving wheels, which at every revolution
broke the rails, damaging the road between
Nashville and Gallatin to the amount of $20,-

Pearls 13 60.
Cots^u—firmer; sales 800

we shall sell home No. 87, York
a three story wooden house, tlnlshed
auu in
It has a
order.

Of Six Pieces,
J. W. RAYMOND, Prompter.

at

association
LECTURES.
Lecture Commitlee of the M. L. A. having
THE
“early completed the arrangements for their

Louisville, Ky., Nov. 19.

at

commences

library

Railroad Accident.

on

Lecture

MERCANTILE

JOHN

ONMe,

QUADRILLE BAND,

new

Anononuu.

Hougc and Land on York Street.
Monday, Nov 88th, at 8 r.
on tht premi-

Huaic by

Ttoketifjr the oourse (12 Lectures) MOO; Erening Tickets. 60 cents.
Per order Committee.
GEO. H. BM6KDON,
novlO td
Cor. Seo’y.

Large arrival of Transports in Mobile Bag.
New Yobk, Nov. 20.
Rebel papers state that an Immense fleet of
transports have arrived in Mobile Bay.
The reported capture of Morganzie by Buckner is again asserted by the rebels, but dates
of the 7th inst.,two weeks after, make no mention of it.

Nov. 24th.

Thursday Evening,

HALL.

Subject—Fact ahd Fiotioh, his celebrated

•

HENRY BAILEY A CO.

le

HALL,

MECHANICS’

SALES.

AUCTION

KAYHOND A DIMOND’8

leotui e.

Attach and Repulse of the Rebels at Strawberry Plains,
Chattanooga, Tenn., Nov. 19.
The rebels attacked our forces at Strawberry Plains, eighteen miles above Knoxville, in
force yesterday morning at daylight. The
lighting continued at intervals all day. Our
forces held their own. The rebels were repulsed in every attack.

away.

Chalmers and

Hovember

—AT—

WKW

,

From Gen. Butler’s

GOODS,

-AT-

JOHN B, SOUGH, Esq.,

New Yobk. Nov. 20.

of Gen. Newton.

DRY

mTlaTjlectures. & THAnKmTbALL!
-BY-

From

cent encounter with

and

periodical store of A. Robinson, No. 51
change street.

now

entertainments

The .eooud Lecture of the course will te dellrered on

__

to-day

Congress

before.

Pine Street Methodist.fieej Perkins.
New Jerusalem.Wm Senter.
Fred .street Batiit.H. B Hart.
State Street....T. R. Hayes.
(jongres* Street Metliodiat.8. B. Leavitt.
Bethel.
W. Ryan.
Rt. Domidiek.-.M. Doherty.
Immac date Conception.Hugh Dolan.
Central Church.F. E. Pray.
Soiritu«liat.
N.A.Fos*er.
Preble Street Chapel..... .0. P. Tuokerman.
St. Lawrence street.Robert liac-so
was

Daily Press.

Porter at City Point to await trial by court
martial.
Washington, Nov. 20.
The ports of Norfolk, Va.. and Fernandina
and Pensacola, Fla, having for some time past
been in the military possession of the United
States, it is deemed advisable that they should
be opened to domestic and foreige commerce.
Therefore the President of the United States
has issued a proclamation making known that
pursuant to authority vested in him by act of

then went into

Cunningham is an old offender, and has been
hauled up by the police two or three times

streot.“,ker-

West

Kentucky,

Perry’s shop where they
stole the cap. They then went into a dry
goods store on Middle street, and the proprietor suspecting they had stolen something from
him watched their movements after they
left,
and witnessed their theft of the
peice of goods
bowl;

at Marts’.

1st Universalist.John Barbour.
Park
.G. E. B Jackson.
fit Lukes
t:a co street...Thomas lobb.

It

BY TELEGRAPH

Wisconsin Election.

—

■

COMMITTEE FROM

The Martha Wabhingtoh Society.—
A meeting was holden last evening at the
Second Parish for the benefit of this charita- j
ble Institution of our city. Quite a full audiTO THE
Dr. Carruthers gave an
ence assembled, and
hla
for
theme
Our
Saviour’s
addreas, choosing
Golden Rule, and treating It in his usually
terse and logical style. In closing his dis- i
course he made a strong and pathetic appeal
JWorn Washington.
in behalf of this society, and a contribution
From the appearances of the
was taken.
Washington, Nov. 19.
President Lincoln, it is understood, has diboxes and the piles of currency in them, we
rected the unconditional release of the peabe
judge the coutributlon was a generous one. commissioners and
agents of election.
Rev. Mr. Carpenter, former
It is said here by prominent friends of the
pastor of State
ol peace comstreet Church, made a fervent and
appropriate Admluetration that the sending
missioners to Richmond is not contemplated,
prayer on the occasion, and the Choir disand President Lincoln will iully indicate his
coursed excellent music. One piece was adpolicy with regard to pacification in his forthmirably perfoimed, and the soprano and alto coming annual message.
The Charleston Courier of the 9th inst., in
voices blended sweetly and harmoniously
of peace, says:
the
Miss Starbird has made fine progress in music. an editorial on dealsubject
less talk about peace at
“There is a great
Her voice is sympathetic, flexible and well the
present time than there was a month since.
cultivated, and she may now be reckoned This is gratifying. The prefer of peace must
come from our enemies. It is they who forced
among our best vocalists. We were much
us to take up arms, and we must continue to
with
this
exhibition
of
her
vocal
gratified
tight until we oblige them to acknowledge
their inability to conquor and enslave us. We
powers.
can only extort thqlr confession by maintainShoplifting.
Ellen Cunningham and ing our position, by
thwarting and frustrating
Mary J. Kirk were arrested Saturday evening their well laid plans, by beating back their
by policeman Akers for stealing a sugar bowl powerful armies, by wrestling our country
from their grasp, and if need be, carry the war
from the shop of S. B. Waite, a cap from tho
into their border.”
meshop of E. N. Pterry, and a piece of plaid
The Commissary of Subsistence in Washrino, worth $2 a yard, from the shop of Marr ington awarded a contaact for corn meal at $7
Brothers. The women went into Waite’s shop per barrel to-day.
To bounty jumpers who deserted and went
to get a lamp that he had been repairing for
over to the rebels, but who were recaptured
oue of them, and while there stole the sugar
sent in irons to Gen.
in
were

Portland

The anuual meeting of this Society was
held, by adjournment, last Thursday evening.
The Treasurer's report was presented and
the
accepted. The amount received during

amounts to about $7000.
The officers of the Society for the

]

dlw

THOMAS PADDOCK,

99 Commercial Street.

To Let without Board.
tbs bouse of a privste ftsaJl ’, tndeentraPy located, two pleasant single room*. Further particulars obtained by app ying
to p. o.

IN

rortUnd.XoT;

«**»

immediately

MISCELLANY.

STEAMBOATS.

Contests of the “Kegs.”—Lawyer—
Mr. Sargent were you ever in Benjamin Kim-

Portland and Penobscot River.

ball

nar room

s

Fall and Winter Arrangement, 1864.

?

WLueas—Xes sir.
L.—Did you ever see anything containing liquors mere ?
W.—Not as i know of.
L.—Weil, urd you ever see any barrels or
YV.—Fes I Beed

some

Will commence ter Fall and Winerrangemeut on MONDAY
«■'! mi M MOENlNO, October 17th leaving
Bung r every Monday and sh-irauay Morning *‘6
o’clock.
Returning, will leave EaUreal wharf, foot of
State .treat, roitland, eveiy Tuesday and Friday
Evening, at Oo'clock, for tango or as fkr ss toe
loe will permit,
oonneotiagwuu it* E"*?™;
ir—pe

did then.
L.—Ah, yes,
Now,art, led me jury wnat was in those kegs.
W.—i didn’t know, 1 didn’t look in.
L.— Yes, sir, but were mere uo marks on
or printing of
the outside V—tickets or

labels,

klud?

YV.— Yes, well there was, I remember it
now, though i should uave lorgotten it if you
liadu’t reminded me.
L.— O, yes, you do then; just state then sir,
belore you lorget what was tuere printed or

S1^.'

°ro^.^^^^ut<ornsJrtlSv%KB^.

what it said

on

Depot Mashr» of the P. 8. fc P
Ablel Somerby,

one

A M. Railroads;
B
E^W'^ind
{rtiLnd- i-ang a Delsno, Bos’on,

Montreal Ocean Steamship Co,

next one.

On© of the following first-class
steamers of thia Line, viz:— Peruvian,
•
Hibernia, Nortu Aiaoiioan Jura,B‘lrfgian, Nova Sootian, Moravian. Dawn* aail from Quebec xvkry ijaidrday
Mobsino, for Liverpool via Vcndoncerrv.
Also tue steamers St. David, St. Gxorqb, St
Avdrbw, St. Patrick. tri monthly irom Quebec
for Glasgow. Prepai and re urn ticktts issued at
reduced rates. Fcr passage spply to U. If A. ALJ. L. KaKUcR
LAN, Montreal, or to
No. 10 Exchange Street, Fortland.
mayl dti

W.—Well, on the next one It said BenJ.
Kimball, but 1 didn’t suppose Ben Kim bail
was iuside me
keg.

passing along

the street in Cleveland me other day, had
their attention attracted to three little boys in
earnest conversation on politics. They caught

d

me

following:
First boy—“Who do you vote for l
Second boy—“1 dou’t know yet.
First boy—“I’m lor Little Mac, for they are
going to give us boys three shillings apiece
lor carry big torch lights Saturday night.”
Second boy—“Oh, I’m lor Mac, ot course I
Will tuey give me a torch light to earam.

International Steamship Company.

GRAND

and after Monday, March 38th,
Ic^asK^i'the superior sea-gi in* steamer NEW
■HWMUMjWlCK, capt. E B. Winches’er, will leave Bailroad Wharf, foot of ^tate
street, every Monday, at 6 o’olock P. M and the
steamer NEW E ULaND, Capt E. Field, every
at6o’elook P. M.. for Eaetport and Bt.

Thursday,

Joho.N. B .connecting at Eastport with st

am. r

_

A worthy old farmer, residing in the vicini- the
eT* N. A. Ba.lroad for Shediac and all a ay etaty of Lake Mahopac, was worried to death tioos.
last summer by boarders. They found fault'
Peturning, will Pave St. John every Monday and
Portland
with his table, and said he had nothing fit to Thursday, at 8 o'clock A. M., for Eastport,
and Boston.
eat.
Through tickets procured of the Agents and Clerk
“Darn it” said old Isaac, one day, “what a on board Steamers.
fuss you’re making. I can eat anything.”
Freight received till 4 o'clock P. M. Mondays aid
“Can you eat a crow?” said oue of the Thur aays.
iC. C. JEATOST, Agent.
irayS dtf j
boarders.
“Yes, I kin eat a crow.”
Portland and Boston Line.
“Bet you a hat,” said the guest.
Tue bet was made, the crow caught and
THE STEAMERS
nicely roasted, but. before serving up, they
contrived to reason it with a good dose of
Forest
City, Lewiston and Montreal,
Scotch snuff. Isaac sat down to the crow, he
took a good bite, and began to chew away.
dam
Will, until further notloe, run as
“Yes I kin eat crow (another bite and an
"fi
<aHHn>
Leave Atlantio Wharf, Po’tlaud,
awtui face) I kin eat crow; but I be darned it
every Monday, Tuesday, Wednesday, Thursday and
I banker alter It.”
P. M ,ai d Iodi t Wharf, Boston,
o’olcca
at7
j Fr.day,
•vory Monday, Tuesday, Wednesday, Thunday and
P.fit.
at6
o'clock
Jones and Brown were talking lately of a Friday,
Fare in Cabin.*3.00.
young clergyman whose preaching they had
Fr ight taken ae usual.
heard that day. The sermon was like a cerThe Company are not responsible for baggage to
am unt exceeolng (60 in vains, and t .at pertain mau mentioned in a certain
biography, any
so al, unless notice is given and pa d for st the late
“very poor and very plons.” “What do you of one passenger for every (6 0 additional valne
think of him?” inquired Brown. “I think,”
utr
L. BiLLINUS, Agent.
Fee. 18,1888.
said Jones, “he did much better two
years
ago.” “Why, he didn’t preach at all then,” New
Screw
Co
said Brown. “True,” replied
Jones, “that is
what I mean.”
SEMI-WEEKLY LINE.
—

Steamship

England

A person complained to Dr. Franklin of having been insulted by oue who called him a
scoundrel. “Ah” replied the doctor, “and
what did you call him?” “Why” said he, “I
called him a scoundrel too.” “Well” resumed
Franklin, “I presume you both told the

truth.”

pupil in

the nonreBistant school of
was once elected to the
legisla-

ture, of course from one of the interior counties. True to his principles, he drew
up a
bill abolishing all punishment for crime and
then prepared another,
forbidding people to
commit crimts.

The

lendid and fast Steamships
CHESAPEAKE,Cant Wu.LAa»,and
Capt. Shkawood, will.
■■■■■^■ua’ll lurtber no Ice, run as -oliows:
LeavuB own’s Wharf, Port and,every WEDNE8DA1' and 8 ATUBDAY, at 4 P. M., and leave Pier
9 No th Aiver. New York, every WEDNESDAY
and SATUBDAY, at 8 o’clock V. M.
These ves els ore fitted up w th fine accommodations lor passengers, maki. g this the most speedy,
safe and comfortable route for travellers between
New York and Maine. Passage *7.00, including
Far afid State Booms.
Goods lores ded by th'slice to and from Montreal, Quebec, Bangor, Bath, Augusta, Eastport and
s

St.Jo.n.

Shippers

steameis

requested to send the’r treigh’ to the
early as 3 P. M. on the day that they

are

»s

leave Portland.

JUST

For f eight or pas :age applv to
KMEKY A FOX, Brown’s Wharf, Portland.
H. B. CROMWELL A CO., No. 18 West Street,
New York.
Deo. 6, 1882.
dtf

OPENEDj

And will

be sold atthe

Auction Room of C. £. Cotton,
No. CO Exchange Street,
formerly occupied by Stewart fc fierce, a

DEY AND
Consisting

FANCY

stock ol

GOODS,

Sales

pi.

advance

ir

ce
use.

any ott er Machine

01

Every Evening.

large amount of labor and carital has been
expend d iu perft c ing the Weed, which we unhesita ingly claim to be the best Sewi g Machine in the
mand

CHAS. E. COTTON, Auctioneer.

a

world

Ootai-dtf

Warrant every Machine to Give Per-

ana we

fect Satisfaction, for ih >v have been tri< d and io>
p-oved by eleven years of practical experience and
constructed upon true mechanical principle? by skillful workmen, and every part i- made of the best

catahbhT

as

TRUNK

aasaaaitn

will

run

Windham, or
Sept 6—d&wtf

iuiui

GBEENOUGU ft MOUSE,
20 Market Square

East.

A

novl2 d3.*

Wanted.

daily, (Sundays exoept-

at E. B. LEMONT’S Carriage Faotory, Preble Street, Portland.
Nov 10—dlw «

APAINTEB

iu,

1

---—--

Wanted.
Wife
BYold, Gentleman,
good suit of
a

a

kinds repaired in the best
manner by experienced workmen.
Instructions given on all kinds .. f Machines. All
kinds of Machines taken in exchange for the Weed.
Also Mao Lines to let by the week or month.
on

CATARRH REMEDY,
AID

MODE

Tue Acme

09

hand.

Maehi

of all

.es

Weed Sewing Machine Co.,
No. 187 1*8 Middle Street, Portland.
O. W. ROBINSON, Agent.
octMdtf

TREATMENT IS

of Perfection!

It Cores

Hay, Rose,and Periodic Cat a uh

It Cores Catarrh in all its types aod stage*
It Cores Catarrh and averts consumption.

Ho Violent

Syringing;

of the Head!

THE SENSE OF TASTE AND SMELL
RESTORED.
centuries Catarrh
■pSOR
eietsns and

has defied the skill of physurgeon*. No medical work contains a prescription that will eradicate it. Nothi. g
aave Ur. Uoodale's
Remedy will break tt np, radioaily destroying the principle of the dieeaso, and
proolndtng the possibility of relapse.
No form of Catarrh can withstand its
searching
power and no mode of treatment ever afforded such
immed ate relief, or gave such universal satisfaction
It penetrates to the very seat of this terrible disease and exterminate! it, root and
branch, forever.
[From the Commeicisl Advertiser, Now York.l
X

Bey, Bose, and Periodic Catarrh —Vr. B. GoodRemedy, ana mode ot treatment, not
,*
only affords the greatest relief in every variety ot
but it

extinguishes
^Atarrl1,
types and stages.

ail Its

•

the dhea-e forever, in

Every one speaks well of it
L. Beebee, New
London, Ct.]

[From J hn
ortoa { Co.
Messrs,
Ouo'lemen—The bottle of Goodale's Catarrh Bemsent
me has cure t mu of the
edy you
Catarrh of tetyears stand ng. I gave a few doses of it to three ot
my neighbors, and they my It has cur6d them j
have now half a bo.tlo left and would not takes
th nsand dollars for it if I could not procure more
lir Goo tale has surely discovered the true cause o'
Catarrh, and an unihiling remedy to cure it
J hn l. Banna
Y-urs truly,
New London, Conn., June 9,1863.
Price SI. Send a stamp for Dr. B. Goodale’s New
Pamphlet on Catarrh—its perfect mode of treatment
and rapid cate.
Dr R. GOuDALE’S Office and Depot, 75 Sleeker
•treet. ono door west ot Broadway. Now York.
NORTON k Co., Solo Agents.
for Portland.
June 9 1888

U. H. HAY, Agent

Not. 10,1854.
MILL KB, Collector ot Tnteipjd
, Revenue for tho eirst Collection District o
Muine, hereby give notice to all persons concerned,
that I have received lor collection, tbe assessment
1st committed to me by tbe Assessor tbe oof, in accordance with the provisions of a Joint Resolution
imposing a special income duty, passed by tbe Congress of tbe Uni td States and approved July 4th,
1864, and ttat I will in person or n/ deputy, attend
to collec ina and receiving said income duties, assessed 'and payable witbin the county of (nmterlaud,
in said dLtrct, at my office, trrm the lOtn day of
November. 1864, to the ad day of December 1864,
bo h daj s inclusive j that I will, ia-like manner, atatteud to collecting and receiving said duties a erased and payable within tbe county of York, in sail
Distriot. at tbe following designated times and
places, to wit: at the

IFortlah®,
NATH’K -8.

Baco Bouse, Saco, Monday, Nov. 28, 1864, from
A M. to 4 P. M

1864, from

Hotel kept by IT. A Ra'l, Kexvkbtjkk, Wednesday, Nov. 80, 1864, from 11 A. M. to 2J P. M.

Nevtichautani'k House. South Berwick, Friday,
Dec 2.1864, from 9 A. M. to 4 P M.
And I furlber give notice that ail persons wl o
aha: I fait to nay said duties, assessed upon them as
atoresa d, to me or my deputy, witmu tbe timet
eprcitled. wilt be liable to pay ton per centum aodi~
tiona wbten will be exacted in all ca-es.
Persons in York oounty, desirous of so doing, can
pay said special ino.me duties at m« flics in Poitlaud, at anv time prior to Nov. 28,1864.
N. B.—Payment must be made in Treasury Nolcs
or Bilie of National Bunks.
NAiil’L J. MILLER, Collector.
Nov 10—dtdetfl

day

this

HAVING
qutahed

our

baled
bi Is must be accompanied
by an oath of a’leei.
anoa, lan es* the bidd r has one on file in this
and the usual guarantee, signed by not leas th.,
two responsible persons, whose
solvency must
shown by toe official certificate ottbe
the
nearest District Court or the the United States At

ofll4

«mr“Sf

torney
I he
hay must be securely baled, and deliver.,!
Washington or A exandrla. irte ot all expense tf,
Dep.r ment, as may be required It will be rigid v
inspected bef re it is accepted, and none but eocd
*
moicban able hay will hi received.
Parties to whom awards may be trade must at
onto enter i to contract, and give bonds, equal in
amount to one half of the sum to bo received on tht
contact, Signed by the contractor and both of hit
guarantors
tn*de to any person who bar
t,
T'11 notbe
’° ,uWU bl" contracts with tts GovJP1? proposals of islo al parties be
^ pr0po'“1* Ure8e"ed
the

£.«!»'.£“19

tortip "dTtu SVESSf “th9 °;tain*

sold oar interest and
trade to Messrs.

b“*

CROCKETT A NEVENS,
We would tender our
grateful thanks to our former
Pit'otJ|', and cheerfully recommend them to continue

™Sjpatronage
Oct. 1,1864.

at the

old stand.
DRAKE A DAVIS.

the
Oot. 1,

10

merit alibtiral

1864._

j./,4Va

K,

bs completed by the
d« of
186J. Upou the completion or ,be contract the hsv
wii be p.ll for In soch lands as the
UovemmeM

may turaiah.

Bidamuat beeadoraed
addreoged to

JttfMII

"Ffopowla tor

oct7 dt)

Deceased Soldiers at New Orleans.
8 or friends 'n this Slue, haring deTJELAllVr
oeaBed Soldi! s W.ed in
theWoinity

addteasing

J. SI. WINSLOW, Undertaker,
No 178 HaraaUe street. New Orleans, can
have
'hat bndorss carefully and properlv attenued to on
the mo t reasonable terms, at
Winslow was formerly of this 8 ate, and can givesatisfac ory neier-

eno»o.

The friends can have the bhdirs carefully taken up
euctosod (wit tout removing rom the original
QotpnUh Wood or Metallic Burial Claes, and lorE°r* bj *®T r™neat steamer.

and

AtSda^*CW

DANFORTH & CLIFFORD,
BOcotaBoaa to

Hatch,

Produce

CLIFFORD & CO.

Cum mission

Hav * "and

BUTTER,

CHEESE,

Hams, Beans,
NO.
septus

3

Merchants,
lit

EGGS,

LARD,

Dried Apples, Ac.

LIME

STREET,

PORTLAND, HE.

dtf

young

a

man

Declared annu-

while the total amounts paid for claims by death

ex-

$8,400,000.00
Policies issued

the non-jorfeittng ten year plan
as well
other ucutu oinu.
Avery Oousideraie mau wjuo am apply to Lift Insurance tbe sums principles that would guide uimiu
inaaiug other luvostmeixts, or in tne management oi
his owm. business, w.il assuredly investigate the advantages of the Juuiual x eneju tsysitm, as ibu trated in lue history ol this Company, beioro
insuraig
his nl'e in any otuer.
liy neyiectmg tv do so ne win
probably pay iroui 10 to 26 uoiiars on every glQO as
tne price oi msianure to inioriu hiume«l.
Aoinember tue iiiviaeuds aid 60 per cent, Tbe
first one is paid you just jour years ftom \ he oaie
of sour poncy; a ixiviuend is paid you eyxey year
thereafter, wnue the Undivtued burpius iroui winch
an diviuenas are made is nearly *»i,uuu,uuo larger
than that ox any other Company iu America.
ueltabie mjurmatwn in xeiercuce to ail the companies will oe freely given at ihis oihoe, from commissioners Reports lorsuwoesrive years.

ITIIIE Rejuvenating Elixir is the result ot modern
discoveries in the vegetable kingdom, being au
entirely new and abstract method of cure, irrespective of all the old and worn-out systems.
This medicine has been tested by the most eminent medical men of the
day, and by tUempronounced to be one of the greatest medical discoveries ol
the a
On
ottle will cure General Debility.
A few doses cure Hysterics in females.
One bottle cures Palpitation of the Heart.
A few doses restore the organs of generation.
From ono to three bottles restores the manlincs
and full vigor of youth.
A few doses restore the, appetite.
Three bottles cure the worst case of Impotenoy.
A lew doses oure the low-spirited.
One bottle restores mental power.
A few doses bring the rose to the cheek.
This medicine restoresto manly vigor and robn
health the poor, debiUtated, worn-down, and ds
pairing devotee of sensual pleasure.
The listless, enervated youth, the overtasked men
of business, the viotim of nervous depression, th
ndivldual suffering from general debility, or from
weakness of a tinge organ, will all find Immediate
and permanent relief by the use of this Elixir or Essence of Life.
Prioe t‘l per bottle, or three bottles for S6, and
forwarded by Express, on reoeipt of money, to any
address.
Bold by all Druggists everywhere.

OW

Ho. 59 Liberty-et.,Hew York.

CHEROKEE

PILLS

8UGAB COATED,

Company,

Central wharf,

ON

Portland for Bath, Augusta, WaterviUe, Kendall's
Mill, ana Skowhegan. at i.10 P. M.
Portland for Bath and Augusta 8.16 P. M.

around

st?ee“

Passengers for atatious on the Androscoggin Railroad will change oars at Bru> swick.
The 110 P. M. traiu from Portland connects at
Kendall's Mills with the Maine Central Railroad lor

Lost.

BatrgOr, Ac., arriving same evening.
stages leave Bath lor Rockland at 9 A. M. and 3
P. M.
Stages leaves Augusta for Belfast at 4 P M.
Stages leave skowhegan at 8.10 P. M. for Anson,
Solon, Ac.
Through Tickets for all the stations on this and
the Androscoggin Railroad, can be proourred in Boston at the Eastern, or Boston and Maine eta.ions.
B. H. CUSHMAN, Superintendent.
April 18,1887.
ap 13-tf >

from the pasture of Mr. Frauds Roberts. Westbrook, last month, a three year old
gray Colt, small also; whoever will return him or
give information wnore he may be found, will be
suitably rewarded, by calling at No. 89 Spring St.

STRAYED

FRANCIS E. EMEBY.

Portland, July 13,1864—dtf.

Board.
Rooms, with board,
be obtained by
SUITS
applying immediately at 80 Danforth street.
of

MAINE CENTRAL RAILROAD.

san

May 11th.

mayiadtf
Rare Chance.

SUMMER ARRANGEMENT.

stock of Millinery, »-Slh rent of
TOofpnrohase
tbe best stands In the oity. Address through
P.
a

Z&SUSBS3B3 Trains leave Portland, Grand Trunk
SBE—WiStation, for Lewiston and Auburn, at
For Bangor and intermediate stations at 1.26 P. M.
BiTUBMxa—Leavo Lewiston at 6 20 A. M and
arrive in Portland at 8.36 A. M. Leave Bangor at
7.80 A. M
and arrive in Portland at 2.16 P. M.
Both these trains connect at Portland with trains for

HOTELS.
CAPI SIC POND

Freight train leaves Portland at 8 A. M., and re
turnir: g is due in Portland at 1 P M.
Stages connect with trains at principal stations,
daily lor most of the towns North and East of this
line.
C. M. MORSE, Supt.
WatervUle, November, 1868.
deol4

N TER

The pnblie are respectfully informed tba*
the Intention of the Proprietor that
House shall be kept a trtt-olaee road
House.
_hi choicest Support terved.
Oct. 19—3m
GEO. W. MURCH.
_

is
[It
■this

FOREST AVENUE HOUSE

ARRANGEMENTS

VOBHEELT

THE

McClellan bouse,

^-Grave

The public are respeotfully informed
that this tpadous, couvenien. and well
known House, situated at

Leave Boston Icr Portland at 7.80 A. M. and 2.30

P. M.
Leave Portsmouth for Portland, at 10.00 A. M. and
б. 00 P. M
These trains will take and leave passengers at way
stations.
Freight trains leave Portland and Boston dally.
FRANCIS CHA-E, Supt.
oc81 edtf
Portland, Nov. 4,1864.

Dyspepsia is

digest the food,

THE

on.

all diseases,

HOTEL,

janolGddm

S. G.

For Sale.

DENNIS, Proprietor.

guestt.

block of land, of about 73,000 acres
A8QU4RE
of wood land,
the south side of the river St
on

tbe comfort of

STABIilNa,

the ntaai conveniences ef a popular hotel
are amply provided.
Hallowell, Feb. 1 1864.
pieh2£ eodtf
and all

INIERMTIOAIiLL

Fire Insurance Company I

"COES DYSPEPSIA CORE"
and

WM. E. WARREN, President.

GEORGE W. SAVAGE, Seoretary.
Portland Board of References;
Johh B. Brown ft Son, Hersey, Fletcher ft Co.
H. J. Libby ft Co.
Jobn Lynch ft Co.
The undersigned haring been appointed Agent
and ^npaiy ior this Company, is now prepared
tois-uePoiipief on Insu.able Property at current

rates.

t3TPortland Office, 146 Fore Street.

JOHN W.MUNG£K,Agent,
June 8,1864.—dti.

PARTICIPATION.

—

good.

__

on

two adjoining lote containing about oight
thousand square feet. Enquire of 8. bTEVENg,
47 Portland street.
Jnnc9dtf

No.

To Lei.
Offices, single or in suites, over 8toresNos.
162 and 164 Exohange
Street, opposite the International House. Apply on the premises to
Jj*&<
A. L. BROWN.

To Let.
now occupied by ns.
Possession given
immediately.
Also, a Front Office in Hanson Block.

STORE

Jaa8 dtf

H.

J. LIB BEY & CO.

Wood for Sale.
eight acres of Pine Wood on the stump
Graves Hill, Westbrook, will be sold at a

bargain.
Enquire of FRANCIS B. HANSON,
Babcook’s, Federal Street,
Berlin Wharf.

head of

or

of

at

Goo. H.

ASA HANSON,
octe dtf

Billiard Table for Sale.
FIRST rate Billiard table, with marble bed;
also two s«t» ivory balls and a so of points, and
everything pertaining tj a well furnished table.
Will be sold on liberal terms. Apply tn
WM. J. MCDONALD.
No. 126 Federal Street, under U. 8. Hotel,
septal dtf

Loan to tho State of Maine.
TBiaetmun’e Omos,
1
Augusta, Do 27 1864.)
Conformity with a re>otve of tne Legislature
approved ilaroh 19, 1864, authorizing a loan el
three million dollars, proposals will be received at
this office until five o’clock P. U ,tho twenty-first
day of November next lor a loan of four hundred
thousand dollars, being the balance of said loan
unsol 1. reimbursable In twenty-live years, for which
bonds o< the State will be Issued in sums of live huudred dollars, and ons thousand dollars, bearing Interest at the rate ot six per pent, j **rly, and payable semi annually
The bonds will be issued dated June 1,1864. and
delivered December 1, with coupons attached for
the semi-annual int-rest, payable, loth principal
and interest, at the Suflolk Sank, Poston.
The money on said loan wlllie noticed it this
office Suffolk Bank, Boston, or either of ts.e banks
in Bangor, Portland, Bath or Rockland.
Peraons desirous ot taking the loan, or any part of
it not less than live hundrel dollars, are requested
the Treasurer of State, at
to send their proposals to
No
Augusta, specifying the amount and terms.
tLan
less
par
receivtd
bids
Those persons whose proposals may be acoepted,
will be immediately notified.
NATHAN DAN E, Treasurer.
Oot 29—dtnoygl

IN

undersigned have this day formed

a

Any inquiries regarding friends at or near City
Poirt. Va. mav be addie-sed
5 C. Hough ron, Agent, Ind. Relief Dept.,
U. a. t Arts (inn < <m City toint, Va.
i Prompt answers will be siven to all inquiries directed as above.
TUOS. A. RAJ AS,
Chairman Army Com., P. F. U. C. A.
novOdfm

occupied by Hep y Fling, No. 91 Commeroisl street,
theyinlend fiolnga Commission and Wholesale business in Teas, I'obacoo, W. I. Goods, Groceries and
FLIKG
STEPHEN WHIITEMOBE.
dtf
Portland, J nly 8,1864

S£?ete

Far of Prisoners.
wives or nearest of kin, dependent

on
pay

soldiers in Southern Prisons, can obtain
THE
dun tne
the latter,
application ipperson, Or by letter,
due
on

Nov.

8—6weod daw

eMEUtTpoetlaxO, Mx.

Notice.
N

DOW has been almittel as a

FREDERICK
partner to the firm of J. DOW & SON.
noil! 2a*8w
1884.
Nov
1«,

es.

103 Middle Slreet.
CHARLES HOLDEN, Pres.
»HA W, *«,.
Feb. 18—dfcwtf

To Wood Dealers

andLumbermen.

10,000 Cords Wood and Logs Wanted.
dnired for cargoes of the folPROPOSALS
lowing wooes, Tiz:-White
Canadian Pop.
are

or

Hemloea, Baeweod, or American Linden,
Yellow Birch, and While or Red Ktai and Beach,
Whi e
Spruoe—s i to be sound and merchantable
Offers may be made 10 furnish by the o'ord, or in
the log of 8 Of li or
font long, from 6 inches in dicin'tor upward, to be deiiveed on
navigable water
for vessels drawing when loaded nine t&t. Pin i s
please slate the kind ol wood, and the amou' t thov
can lurniab, where they wish to deliver lor
shipment,
apd when it will he delivered <here, and tke lowest
cash price per cord or loot) feet, ae they de ire to
lar,

contract.

addre*a*rtber partio1*"’or ,endlnK proposals, please
B

BUFFUM,

Treasurer American Wood Paper Company,

Pr.vidcnoe, R.

Hall’s

SICILIAN

I.

Vegetable

HAIR

BESSEWER.

The best Preparation for the. Hair.
will Immediately free the head from dandruff
restore the hair to its natural oolor, and
produce
a new growth where it has fallen off.
it will ston
'ho falling out o the hair. In a few
days iffal hfull«
and it will turn Gnag tlatato

IT

iti ordinal

apphed,

inO“i,bJiW.udes5?ih80"1“
ltt

A^ntiroiVstiL8’
ftr tlw State.
Agent

FURS Repaired
wot, 37—lmd

*Dd

pledge our reputation upon

we

our

say it will

statement

Cure the Worst of You,

roar—not in a month—nor in a week—trut
you shall see its beneficial influence at once, immediately, and the day you take it. To you who have
lived tor years upon Graham Bread and plain diet,
who dare not eat any thing the least-wise hearty—
first, because the Doctor nas ordered the plainest
food, and secondly for fear the distress it causerrising and souring on your stomach, we say sit down
to your dinner, eat as hearty a m»al as you wish,
and as soon as the food begins to distress you, follow it by a single teas pooafal of
a

5

Temple

Gfn

OOE’S DYSPEPSIA CURE I
Sickness

the

at

Stomach, Constipation, Heartburn,Colic Pains
in Stomach or Bowels,
Dysentery, Vomit, mg’, a fetliuq of Faintness and Lassitude, Want of Appetite,
will not and oannot exist where the care Is used
It removes the disease uy removing the cause, nu1
like Alcoholio Bitters wbioh rover up your bod feel
inga for a lew moments by their exhilarating effect
Beware ofsaoh remedies or beverages,
their
nse a remedy that will restore the diseased
funetioss to their normal condition, and set In motion the entire human mechanism in perfect her
mony, end upon nrinoiplee synonymous with well
defined phytelogioal laws. Thatsuob will be the effeot of

place

as men

CURE,

and instantaneously, we pledge our
of honor—our reputation asPharmace-

utists—our favorable acquaintance withfthe people a#
proprietors of the World-renowned “Coe’s Cough
Bottom” if it is used according to our directions,
which may be found with each bottle.
We add below some Testimonials from our
neighbora and townsmen, to which we ask your careiu)
! attention.

TESTIMONIALS,
ison, Conn.

he can be consulted privately, and with
the utmost confidence by the afflicted, at all
hoars daily, and from 8 A X. to 9 p. x.
Dr. U. addresses those who are suffering under the
affliction of private disease, whether arising from
impure eenmetion or the terrible vice ofseif-abase.
Devoting his entire time to that pa1 tioular branch of
the mediotl profession, he feels warranted in GuaBANTBBINO A CUBB IN ALL CaSIB, whether OI long
standing cr reoently contracted, entirely removing
ths dregs oi disease from the system, ana making a
perfeotand RjiRMAHkUT CURB.
He would call the attention of the afflicted to the
fset of his long standing and well earnea reputation,
furnishing suffioient assurance of his skill and suc-

WHERE

I have
and oan

rued Coe’s Dyspepsia Core in my family,

willingly testily

to its value

as a

medicine.

Hasav Uidmaud, Faster M. E. Church.
Madison, Conn., June80th, 1864.
A

CAUTION 10 THE PUBLIC.
Every intelligent and thinking person most know
that remedies handed oat lor general use should
have their efficacy established by well tested experience in tbs hands of a regularly educated physician, who e pre.ar-tory stuuiee fits him tor ail the
duties he must ttultill; ye the oouairy is flooded with
poor nostrums and cure-alls, purpor ing to be the
best in the world, whieh are not only useless, but always injurious The unfortunate should be pabtioulak in selecting his physician, ai it is a lamentable
yet lncontrovertable fact, that many syphilitic
are

made miserable with ruiued constitutions

Katien's
y maltreatment from inexperienced phye clans in
practice; for it is point generally conceded
foneral
y the best sypbilograpbers, that the study and
should
of these
the
a

man-

complaints
engross
agement
whole time of thoee wno would b- competent and
successful in their treatment and oure. The inexperienced general ptaotitioner, having neither opportunity nor time to make himseli acquainted with
their pathology, oommonly pursues one system of
treatment, in most oases making an indiscriminate
use of that aatiquated and dangerous weapon, Mercury.
All who have committed an oacMaofanyUnd,
whether it be the solitary vice of tooth, or the stinging rebuke of misplaced confidence in maturer years.
SERE FOR AS ANTIDOTE IN SBASON.
The Pains and Ashes, find Lassitude and Nervous
Prostration that may follow Impnre Coition, are
the Barometer to the whole system.
Do not wait for the consummation that is sure to follow. do not wait for Unsightly Ulcers, for
Disabled Limbs, for Loss of beauty
and Complexion.

BOW MANY THOUSANDS CAN TESTIFY TO
THIS B Y UNHAPPY EXPERIENCE.

You-g men troubled with emissions in aleep, a
complaint gen rally the te.-ult of a bad habit in
youth, tr, ated scientific illy, and a perfeot core warranted or no charge made.
Hardly a day peases but we are oonsnlted by one

or'mvre young men with the above disease, some of
whom are as wetk and emaciated as though they
had the consumption, and by their friend; suppoat d
to have it. All such ta es yield to the proper and
only correot starve of treatment and in a abort time
are made to rejoice in perieoi health.

M*dW"

Middto 8trwt' Wholesale
octfil evd2m

and Made to Order, at
COB fe McCALLAR’8,
Ko. 86 Middle It.

There are many men at fjje age of thirty who are
troubled with tco freqi ant evacuations from the
bladder, often Accompanied by a slight smarting or
burning sensation, and weakening the system in a
manner the patient cannot account for. Un examining cricary deposits a ropy at dimeat will often oe
found, and sometimes small particles of semen or
albumen will appear, or the eolor will be of a thin
mi kisb hue, again changing to a dark and turbid
There are mauy men who cie of this
appea-anoe
difficulty, ignorant ol the cause, which is the

SKCONP STAGE OF SEMINAL WEAKNESS.
I can warrant a perfect cure In such cases, and a
toll a'd healthy restoration of the nrinary organs.
Persons who oanuot personally consult the Pr
can do so by writing in a plain manner a description
of their disease, and the appropriate remedies will
be forwarded immtdlafely
All correspondei.ee strictly confidential and will
be returned if desired.
DB. 3. P. HUGHES,
Address,
No. 8. Temple St., [corner of Middle] Portland,
ty Send Stamp lor oircnlar,

Klee tic Medical

Infirmary,

TO THE LADIES.

PS HUGHES particularly invites all Ladles who
need a medioal adviser, to call at his
rooms, No. 6
Temple Street, which they will find arranged for
their eupecial accommodation.
Ur- H '• Bleolio
Benovating Medicines are unrivaled in efficacy and
superior virtue in regaining all
* emale
Irregularities. Thtir action is specific and
oe. £ o< producing reliel In a short time.
LADIES wiil Audit invaluable In all cisea of obstructions after all other rtmedles have teen tried in
vain. It la purely vegetable, containing nothing in
the least injurious to the healih, and may bo taken
with perfect safety at all ilmee.
Sent to any part of the eon utry with fhll directions
DB HUGHES.
by addrois'ng
No. 6 Temple Street, corner ef Middle, Portland.
N. B.—Ladies deriri-g may consult one of their
.A lady of experience In constant attendJail dfcw y
I' ■■
I

own sex.

Dentistry.
the practice of
umee lately roeupied
17 Free street.

““dated themselves for
and will continue the
Drs Bacon fc Breslin, No
Elbbibob Bacom,
Hsxai Kimball.

Dentistry,

___

Portland,

by

Oct 19,1864.
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City Papers,

Mew Haven, Conn., June 18, IS64.
Messrs. Editors .—Alio w me, through year columns, to acknowledge my gratitude tor the benefit 1
have received from the use of Coe’s Dyspepsia Cure.
Although I wee a great sufferer lrom Dyspepsia,
the first dose gave instant relief, and one ounce bar
enabled me to eat anything 1 please, without pain.
I have now-stopped using the medicine, ee 1 no
Faunas Lyalab.
longer need It.

when poring over some
oat eeme Islet hint into
it* legitimate and log.cal result*. You era tond of
the taantPul and the new, and are inclined to make
combinations of wo ds, ideas and thing*, ar.il not
easily puzsied witu complications. Yon have a Inanity ior unravelling causes. Your 8pl itua'ity la
large, « hioh elevate* ycur mind into the uns en and
unknown. Yon promise yourself only so unch happiness or sncoe*s aa yon really w. rk oat; lor the rest
yon trust to Providence.
Your love of apt robation is to large that yon wish
the good will and favorable opinion ot everybody;
you » ant air to give you a hear* y and generous rebear a Irown; aamilo la surihl-e te
a frown is, to yon, a blight, a storm

a sorrow.

Yen have strong social feelings—are capable of
loving as a friend, wileand mother; and if prt pa ly
m;t,a, socially, would feel at bomu la the uomeeuo

circle.
In character and dUpoeh'on 3 on are pre-rmrentlv womanly. In sronr intellect an-'tende cy to reason a~d plan* yon are decided y ma-co ino—when

among into lec nal men. y a aieh you were a man ;
when your lite fa Is back into the domestic chaanel,
y a are contented a* a womau; but bare ever gelt a
de-ire f r more intellectual elbow room.
You hare a reol memory of last* and prirc'pioa
but 1 ho strength or your Intellect lies in tbe reas nrngceoartmtut; and vtur reaacn ng power remit
from Casualty, I'eality. Co sir ctiven »*, Mezaphysioal power, Imitation an I Mirthfulncu.

In giving the above rxtraet* from my Phro ologiChart, I do so having a two fold objeet in viow.
First, Be ante I do no' wl h to bo classed with
Quacks or Humbug*, who have exper montod on tna
sullering mass * • ill tbe blood of those slain bv
Quackery, pouring M*ui ine down the th oat, and
Instruments, would dost all the navies in the world.
See ptlv, I with to appear btf.r 1 the world in my
tru- colors, 'or If rightly undeistood, I may be enacal

bled thtough m
Met,physical Discovery to save
thousands of valuablell.ee from au untimely grave,
and prevent dl ease from being left as an Inheritance
to unborn generations.
There are many wan do no* believe In Phrenology
because they are not abstruse thinkers. Phr noiogv
is begotten, born, and aastaiued by immutable latce.

READ THE FOLLOWING REMARKABLE CEB.
TIFICATKS.

Catarrh—Scrqfula.
I, Mrs William Ellery, ct 'b Central Avenue,
Chelsea, do certify that 1 have b en a great sufferer
alt my life frm Catarrh an' Surofua oft* worat
kind. At the og of two ye re. tbe disease began ts
assume a vio.aut form.
All my life it hat kept me
in hondagv. I have had hundreds of ulcerated
throats; 1 wo rid have reven In a winter 1 bed great
pain ana dizziness in my head, w Ih many other ai
wants. Last win ir tbe bcrolula broke oat under
my chin end inn to >nch an exti at that 1 the ught
my life won d rnn out, as no doctor con'd* care me.
One tola me it would take three yesrs to s o. the
running. Ioann tt 11 tbe suffering endn-ed In body
and mind. Mwt
1 was edvi-ed to go
and s?e Mrs. M G. Brown. I did so. Iu the beginleaf, 1 obtain d her M'topkysitai Liening of
covery, ana need it bi'h uliy. Tbe hap, ya d glorious le-nlt* are, that lam d 'leered fr. malm’ die•-sts.
My Ca'arrb is g no, my dizziness azd headache are gone
I'eel as ir.u trom Bcrofula and Its
eff'ct* as any being in the world, in two weeks 1 fter I b gan 'o nee the Medicine the running sore ancnio had ceased; In least aessioe h I found
myself a cor. d woman It is now nearly six months
since, and 1 t>a chad no return ofoleea*-. My tbroat,
whl h always trt nbled me with ulcerations. Is entirely cured Every exposure ueed to give me cold;
now I do rot take cold at all.
I feel strorger snd
hot er than at any period oi my life. I had wind
on my stomach; that is all gone.
I oan leel the Piecovery searching throngh my «ysem. My circulation was advfsva bad; now it is good. I am gttting
I am rixty-tlve years
muoh heavierand stronger
o'd. I want ail the world to know ot my great deliverance from Catarrh snd Sorotula, and also from
the grave where I exp.o'ed soon to go.
Mrs. WILLIAM K-.i EKY, "0, Central Avenue,
Chelsea, where i can be seen.

providentially

Hay

dermy

Remarkable Cure of Deafness qf Twenty
Years Standing.
Jane 13th, 1ST.
I, John A. Nxwcomb, of Quincy, do oei'ily tbet

I havebecuentlrel. deaflnmyhfl ear tor tweaty
yean, and for the paat six years my light e*r baa
oeen so deat that I ooald not hear oenver- atlon or
public speaking of any kind. lecald not hear the
churoh Dells ting, while I was sit iug in the churoi.
1 have also be-n troubled tor a number of years wl h
a very sore throat, so that 1 wee oh Iged n>
fSy* »»
siug ng in church, lor 1 had lcet my voice 1 bad
great trouble in my heed—terr hie noiee* almost 10
oiaxlneea. My head reft numb aud stupid, aad was

Mr. Coe:—The bottle ot Coe's Dyspepsia Cure
you
gave me has baeked up your statement concerning
1 have
seed half a Dottle, sad can eat pine
apple short oake or
ebe, without trouble.
It sets like a charm. The relief it afford! is tnstantsaeous.
Jam a. Lovssi.

anything

a

Mew Haven, June 18,1864.

Those who know my constitution, what my condition has been lor the last thirty years, wilf believe
with me that a medicine that will reach
my esse.will
reach almost any one.
Coe’s Dyspepsia Cure has
enabled me to eat anything I please, and it is very
seldom I now have to use the medioine. It relieved
ma in an Instant when I wee in
great pain. My
whole system is being strengthened by iu use.
An E. Baooott.
Mew Haven, June 38,1864.
Im ortant to Travelers.
While Journeying on the cars, my stomach beoame badly deranged, causing severe pain in my
head. Had it been on the water it would have
been called

sea-eiokness.

A

lady sitting by

me,

knowing my condition, reached out s bott.e saying,
“take a swallow.’’ I did so. and in leu than five
minutesmy trouble was ended. The medioine was
’’Coe’s Dyspepsia Cure," and from the effect it had
upon the Stomach, and whet 1 hare tearsed or it
since, 1 think it must be an eaceilent remedy foi
Sea-sieknou and Dyspepsia.
HUS. SAMUEL FIELD.
Madison, June 80th, 1864.
Mow Havon, June 38th, 1864.
Moure. C. U. Clark A Co.—Gentlemen-.—I desire
the almost instantaneous efleets oi
Dyspepsia Cure/’ in eases of cholera morbus
I had beau for twenty four hours parsing at the
stomach and bowels, every fifteen minutes. I weui
into your drug store to procure some brandy, sj 1
had always been told that it was a good remedy lor
Dysentery. My pallid face and my weakness at
onoe attracted tne attention of the elerk In charge,
and he asked me at once “what is the matter f” 1
replied: "I hare been Ibrtwentry-four hours vomit,
ing and purging, and 1 am unable to stand or walk,
from weakness and th;s deadly sickness at
my atom
ach completely prostrates me." He produced a bottle of Coe’s Dyspepsia Cure, saying, "take a large
swallow of that; it is now 11 o’eloek; taken another
after dinner."
to make known

From the moment I took that first dose of the

medioine my sickness at stomach was gone—its effect
wu instantaneous. In an hour I oat my dinner with
u good a relish u ever hungry man partook, (as I
was well cleared out of food.) and followed by a
teaspoonful of cure. 1 have not suffered a particle
of lnoonvenienoe sinoe I took the remedy.
Its notion was to wonderlhl and so immediate
that I could hardly believe the evidonors of my own
senses, and I desire to pnblioly make known these
foots, that the whole world may avail themselves of
its use. Like bread, it thould find a place in every
one’s honae, and I believe that no one should go
away from home without a bottle of it in his pooket,
or where it ceuld be quickly made available.
QEO. L. DRAKE.
Truly yours,
tke ifteenf y-jtve. •
New Haven, July Uth, 1884.
Mb. Cob—Str.—Having been troubled with the
Dyspepsia for some eight or twelve months. 1 have
taken the usual kinds of medicines, which have done
I saw your advertisement of a medime no good.
cine to oure tbg Dyspepsig. I have tried it, and
fonnd it to be Tan medioine. The llrat U drops (tbe
7th of June,) that 1 took, relieved me in one minute
I have taken it three or four times, but hare had nc
distressing feeling in my stomach since taking the
first 16 drops; although before, I could not eat >
meal, and sometimes no mere then three or few
moutlifulls without distressing me.
J. T. WOODED FF.
Kespeottnlly,

medicine.until!

years. Iuow oonslder myself cured, end by using
only one bottle of medioine In the space of twe
months. The does was a teaspoon fhl,
Kuna 8. Annua.
Bold by Druggists
WlMft.

ln'oity

and country, every

Price $1.00 per Bottle.
Orders by mull, from either dealers er oonnunert

promptly attended

to.

C. 6. CLARK A CO.
Wholesale Drag gists, Nets Haven, Comm.,
Proprietors.
Sold ia Portland by W. ff. Phillips, H. H. .Hay
maroWeodly44
sad all other desists.

thought of—
to use Inst awith th m

—

Mrs. Hrfiwn’1

Metaphysical D s.oveiy, aad used it according to
theuireotions ontbebo.t’ai. Aud tber.su! is,-hat
the tearing of both tars is perfectly restored, sr
■bat 1 can nears* well a* any man. Tim great trouble
in my head 1*entirely gone. My head feels perieotly easv and at rest. Mr throat, wt I h wa- so ciaetsed, ii *atiroiy cured; and I hare recovered my vtlee
(gain. I would not tale one thousand doll •re lor
the benoflt f have received iu the uteof Mr*. M. G.
Brown's Metaphysical Discovery.

Neuralgia.
J, i\ Ditch, of-Charlratown.—
March 18, 18C4.
ThUla to oartify that n!no monha rgo I war attacked with Neuralgia la thi moat rio.un' form
Several phyaiciana w. re applied to. » ho did ail taey
could to relievo me but to no purpose.
Every pin
tent midiciueand lemedy thatooalu be lout a were
applied without effeot lly tao waa poul.iee aad
baudagedln order tofind.ielicf. Since the Neur.lgiaat ack d me Iloat twenty-aeven pound- of florh.
In tliia state a friend ol mm# n oommcidtd ms to
try Mrs. M. G Brown’sMstsphysie.1
ncove.j, ss
it had ourads friend of his ot very bad e os, which
Certificate of Mra.

—

bsd baffled the skill ol the most eminent pin ski ms.
I went to Mra. M. G. brown’s tkts

Consequently

and obtained hsr metaphysical Discovery, on Saturday the ldth Inst. 1 npp'led 1 at lour o'c.ock in
the nlternoon
The tesnit waa that Neuralgia subsided—a most immediately 1 l'elt relief. 1 si pt sell
without any pouliices. as betoro, a.d at tbs tin s of
giving ibis oertifieatt, 'he'd 1st inat.. 1 consider myself delivered of my ditcose, and lecomueud the

Me’aphyslcal Discovery to ad who are suffering.
Curt gf Catarrh of Ten Yeart' Standing.

1. Mb. Willis < Iionxeliy oorrer of D-xter
sweets, Bento Uo tots, do cer ifv that my
has beeu sulbrirg fr. m t atarib for the
past tea years. She lust-the sens of smell, snd had
and D

daughter
no

passage

-hroigh

Every remedy

her nostrils

during

that time—

re ortod to. without receiving
Seeing Mrs. M. ti-Brown’s Me sphysical Discovery cdvortisi d I coso tided to try if- Af-

a-iv

was

rsiief.

ter doing so. I must acknowledge my gratitude to
God
me to t lag sat remedy fur that
dreadful disease— t star h. 1 be lore my daughter
uever would have been cured had I not found C is
medicine. It must have been -out of God to the
people to rid them of t:.e horrible dive sea that taka
nolu of them. My daughter’s Catarrh is ei Italy
broken BP, her sense ol smell hss retained, the pissage to her head it ols.tr. 1 cheerfully recommend
the Me aphysieal Discovery to all who suffer from

forTnclInng

Catarrh.

Sound
tacks of disease,

.Au&vice!

MUat,
a hex of

or

the

Metaphysical
ia

unexpected at-

Discovery

Quicktr and Safer than tba Bttt Phytiria* i"
C^Lotthe Wice always keeps Bex ia

their house

MRS. 31. a. BROWN’S

_

New Haven, June 11th, 1864
Mb. Cob—Dear Wr;—The bottle of Dyspepsia
Medioine I received from you, gave instantaneous
relief. I only used it when my food distressed me
It was about like taking two doses to-day, one tomorrow, then every other day. Increasing the quantity oi lood and decreasing tne
was
enabled to eat without taking anything at nil. My
ease was an extreme one, having suffered for seven

scarce oi constant troable tome.

1 tried every remedy that could bv
auriats; but as they wa ted
would have no ning to do
About one montn since I obtained
I went to
meuts, 1

Out

_

Wu.u, September 1, IMS.

sever better eaiished ttian
new problem, ci lot owing

Madison, Conn., Jane 80,1864.
From the benefit derived by the use of Coe’s Dysto say that
it and advise all who
are afflicted with Dyspepsia to try ft.
Fulandsb Lawn

only

chart.

strong constitution, large brain, and
vitality enough to sustain it. You ate organized ior
health, and loug lire, having descended trom a substantial, healthy, vigoron. and long tiVid slock; In
many ie*pects you have the rrga izstion of your
lather, your ntel.eet eapec atly. There Is not more
than one person in ton theneand of ti her kz so
•trongly mcl tin to reason logto illy, feu are willing to stand by logical facta and to follow out the
plan or purpose to its eglimate conclusion, Judging
or its moil s or dement- accordingly.
Yon appreciate Ph-losopay, and such persons aa
have a philosophical turn of mind.
You rei-sh wit, and readily perceive th. ridiculous;
and it yon cannot oarry the argument by direct logic yon use the
Keductio ad Absurdum,
and show
the noaon-dneae ot the opposite propoastion by discloting it* weakness.
You are capable o making great discoveries; you
have the power of invention. You could not follow in the footsteps ot other*, although with \our
large imi atlon you are capable e- adapting yourself
to the fOims and w-apes of
soc;ety. Yon are not inclined to adopt o her people,' ih ughts.
You hare large ideality aud Couatiuotivere*#,
which g vea imagination aud
oiUinshty ; yon are

Cure iu my family, 1 am prepared
pepsia
1 never intend to be without

ft.

BROWN’S

G.

a

bufin

From the Paitor of the Methodist X. Church, Mad-

Street.

H.

phrenological

and

and the ue ol
otter each meal, (u often oe the food dietreeeee yon, or sours on your •tomaoh.lyou will get
in a very few daye eo that yon can do without the
mediolne, except
and by the time the
first bottle is need up, we will guarantee you tree
from Dyspepsia, and able to eat, digest and enjoy
os hearty a breakiast as you ever sit down to in j our
healthiest hours, and wo will forfeit to you the price
of the bottle, apon your shewing that our statement
D not oorrect.
The medioine is powerful bnt harmless, and whilst
a single teasooonlul will at once relieve the
dysioptio sufferer, the whole bottle would not materially
injure him, as it is entirely vegetable and eon tains
no opiates
All olasaes ol disease that havethelr arla disordered stomach and bowels, ere
dispelin the some instantaneous way, by the use of

Sick-Hcadache,

Yeti.

yonr real, wnlle

Instantaneously.

enabling yon, by hearty eating,

Fever and Ague,

MRS.

ception.
You cannot

care

ROOMS,

HUDDLE AGED MEN.

Office No.

same

Trovjiioe^NKY

A NY one may obtain lnf-rmatlon in regard to
x3L triends supposed to be in Horpita'a at or near
Washln ton, by addressing
Aoiitr Isd! SiLiitDtrr.,
U. S. Christian tom., Washington, O. C.

Compan

copart-

and atyle of FLING *
THEnership under the
W HiTTEMoBK, and hare taken the store formerly

Insurance

rrtHJS Company will iesoe Policies to be free aftor
A tse payment of six, eight or ten Premiums at
tbe op.tiou or the insured, and at rales as low as any
other Company
Tbe issue of Free Policies renders
it at leas equal if not superior to the participation

aug23 d8m

Ik of ice.

No.

Company.

_

Copartnership

A

SPECIAL NOTICE.

Portland Mutual fire

we

when

word

HAYS CONFIDENCE.

CASH CAPITAL $1,000,000,

GOLDING,
Physician and Surgeon,

Those who are in the first ctpges of Consumption
should give the Dr a oall, who no doubt will be of
special good to them.
OfflM Hours—9 to 12; 2 to 6, 7 to 10.
QJ/i -c US Cumberland Street, near Wilmot,
Oot lig-dtf

PRIVATE MEDICAL

<V KtW York, Office 118 Broadway.

HAMILTON BRUCE, Vice President.

gy*Cousultalion

Po tA
land street, with 8table and other outbu ldi> gs.
Also

Oril Policies

procured by
JOHN W. HUNGER, Agent,
No. 186 Foie street, head of Xiong Wharf,
PORTLAND, MX.
June* -w3wfceodtoJan39

I

TNROM London .has opened an Office at No. 123
P Cum&eWond Sfreef, nearJVilmot .street, whore
he can he consulted daily, lrom 9 to 13 oopn. and
from 2 to 6 p. m, and 7 to 10 o'clock, upon all atecsses ot the human system.
Those laboring under any disease will do well to
consult Dr. U,as his practical experience and tong
Mi
for
Sale.
Apothecary
tip
Curriculum In College, make bint fully competent
riTHK unders gned wishing to change hie place
to glvea correct decision, and pteactJbe suitably.
A
r sidenoa, will sell his
Fee *2 00.
ShOD. Furni u e,
Ht- ck, Ac
ifce took is new ana o
vetetate and other caseB which the Dr. ament
mpiete in all its 1
department*. Tin *>tard is ne ol the beet in Portcure, he will act sulotly honest, informing the paland, beiau suited t© Family s.ad Country Tra >e
tient thtt be can do nothing to reatore health—he
will not take money when he oannot do the sick
Apply at 145 Congress et)»et.
cot24

For Sale.
TWO story House and Lot, situated

Berj Babcock,
Fle'eber Westray,
K. B Minturn, Jr.,
W. Burnbam,
8red. Cbauncpy.

and

have prepared

at his

BB FOUND

!

OO.

EXTRACTS FROM

cess.

W.

DR.

eodtf

Dennis Perkins.
Jos Gaiilard Jr.,
J, Henry Burgy,
Cornelius GrinneU,
O A. Hand,
Watts 8 her man,
E. E. Morgan,
B. J. How and,

Hr*Applic»t:eojl9r^ardcd

t^^Tfco pnblie are tpooially informed that the
spaciont, convenient and well-known Hallowell
House, in the centre of Hallowell, two milee from
Angutta, and frnr milee from Togut Spring, has
been lofnrnished, and it open for the reoeption of

oompany and permauentsboardert.
Every attention will be given to

Portland, Not. 4,1864.

U. K. Bogart,
A. A. Low,
Wm. E Dodge,

JONES, Prosiden*.
CHARLES DEN MS, Vice President,
H. H. MOORE, 2d Vice President.

HALLOWELL HOUSE
HEW FUBBITTJRE ft FIXTURES!

OAW

86,263,670

JOHN D.

117 Commercial 8t.

To he Let.
TTALF of agenteet, Modern built house In the
AA, upper part of the < Iiv, Will be let to a small
family who oaa give good reierenens. For p rticulars apply by real name to Box No. 17, Portland P.

11,690,210

Lane,
James Brye»,
Wm Sturgis, Jr.,

L wii Curtis,
Chas. H Bussell,
Lowell Holbrook,
1*. A. Hargous
K W. Weston,
Boval Phelps,
Caleb JJsrsiow,
A P. t Blot.
Leroy M. Willey,
Daniel S. Miller,
8. T. Nhioil.
Joshua J Henre,
freo. G. Hob-on,
James Low.

we

COE'S DYSPEPSIA

DJU. J. B. HUGHES

Far, Catarrh,

Pcmi'ertna Square. Boston.

118

attendants,

distress, and oftentimes complete promtraSjoniaing
To meet the terrible
ravagee of tnis worst vl

immediately

SOLE FBOPB1ETORS,

630,0

Dav'd

Henry Colt,
W.C. Hokers&lll,

Lithe

tice.
Also ior Lease the eastern half said house on Ion
time; this lot is 19 by 110 feet, all in good order.
For farther information apply to
C. M.. DAVI8.

FOR SALE.

2

and has tor its

refusing its subjects a particle of nourishment or
hearty food, without paying the penalty in the most

Dr. W. B. MEEWLN ft Co.,

816.968,880

trustees:
John D. Jones,
Charles D'nnis,
W. U. H Moore,
Thos. Tiles,on,

—

REOPENED!

accompany each box.
Prioe <1 per box, or six boxes for S6.
Sent by mail, free of postage, on reoeipt of price
Sold by all respectable Druggists.
Fall directions

814 328.830

By order of the Board.
W. TOWNSEND JONES, Secretary.

Thlt House it tltnated directly opposite
brand frank Railroad Depot, and head
of Boston and Portland Steamers’ Wharf,
Connected with this House is a first olass
ftOy eter and Dicing Ha l.
JAMES BRADLEY; Jr-, A C0„ PrODrietors.
J. Bradley; Jr.
P. H. Bradley.

So. 47 Pleasant St,
House in gool order,
with 10 finish, d rooms, plenty of soft and hard water. Term, easy; possession given on 30 days no-

They oure Green Sloknets (Chlorosis).
They oure Nervous and Spinal Aflbetions, pains la
the back and lower parts of the body, Heaviness,
Fatigue on slight exertion, Palpitation oi the Heart
Lowness of Spirits, Hysteria, 8ick Headache, Giddiness, etc., eto. In a word, by removing the Irregularity, they remove the oause, and with it all the
effects that spring from it.
Composed of simple vegetable extracts, they oontain nothing deleterlont to any constitution, however delioate—their Amotion being to enbetitnte
strength for weakness, whieh, when properly need,
they never fkil to do.
All letters seeking information or advioe will be
promptly, freely and discreetly answered.

Ho.(9 Liberty-si., New York.

earnings remaining wiih tbs
Company on 1st Jan 1864

Cor. of Commercial ft India Sts.

western
house
lot SlbyllOle t.
THEwith

struation.

Net

American and European Plans.

FOR SALE,

CLIFF COTTAGE, containing over 20
rooms large stable aud sheds.—situated two
i
aud one-half miles from Portland and the
finest situation in Cape Elizabeth for a wa'-,-Itering place aud summer boarders. For
particulars enquire of
GF.O. OWEN,
101 Commercial Street, Portland.
ap7 dtf

56
04
48

They cure or obviatethoee numerous diseases tba*
spring from irregularity, by removing the rregular
tty tt sell.
They euro Suppressed, Exoeesive and painful Men-

PRICE ««

the sure forerunner of death

occasionally,

febdcodfeeowlv

Total profits for 21} years,
The Certificate- previous to 1862 have
been redeemed by cash,

only

Headache, Heartburn, Constipation, Nausea
at Stomach, and General Debility
of the whole System,

thus

For the removal of Obstructions, and the Insnrame
of Regularity in the Recurrence of the
Monthly Period).

next.

The profits of the Company, ascertained irom the 1st of Ju y, 1842, to
the 1st of Jan., 1863, for wh:ch Certificates were issued, amount to
Ad' i ional from 1st Jan., 1863, to 1st
January, 1864,

(W-The Cart front Portland overy half hour.
WINSLOW A THAYER.
Weatbrook, Oct. 10-dtf

O*

17

Total amount of Assets;
89 266,466 32
Sx per oent. in Vest on the outstanding oertifl
cates of profits will be paid to the holders thereof,
or their legal representatives, on and alter Tuesday,
the 2d of February next.
After rate' ving Three and One half Million Dollars
of profits the outstanding certificates of the issue ol
1862 will be redeemed and paid to the holdets thereof, or their legal representatives, on and alter Tuesday, the Second oi February text, from which date
all interns thereon will cease. The certificates to be
produced* the time of ayment, and cared ed.
A Dividend of Fcrty Per Cent, is declared on the
net earned premiums of * be Con pany, for the year
erdi g 31st Dooember, 1m 8, for which cer lfi< ates
will be issued, cn and after Tuesday, the Filth of

fort of guestt

BRABLE Y'S

1,706,602 24

The Comp*ay has the following assets, viz:
United States and Siate of New York
Slock, City, Bank and other Stocks,
83,492,631 80
Loans secured by Stocks ana otherwise,
1,460 700 00
Beal Estate and Bonds and Mortgages
198,760 00
Dividends on Stocks. Interest on
Bonds and Mortgages and other
Loans, suadrv Notes, re-insurance
and other daunt due the Company,
estimated at
104,9*4 61
3 278.676 63
Premium Notes and Bills, Beceivable
Ca.hln Bank,
744,818 88

April

not

but the companion of a miserable life. It has well,
been called the Nation's scourge; for more persons,
both old and young, male and lemale, suffer from its
ravages, than from all other ailments combined. It
robs the whole system of its vigor and energy, gives
weariness and total indisposition to those once
strong and aotive; renders toe stomach powerless to

the

#8.2!4,388 93

the

410 Arch Street, Philadelphia,
46 Bond it reel, Bets

Believe You

CERTAIN AND 8AFK,

Total amount of Marine Premiums,
#10,005.0ul
&o no ices have bee’' issued upon Life
Risks; nor upon Fire Bisks disoonnecied with Marine Risks.
Premiums marked off <rom 1st Jan.,
1863, to Slat December, 1868,
#7,597,666
Losses raid during the same period,
3,f0o 651
Returns of Premiums a.d Expenses,
1,082,967

MORRILL’S CORNER,
Portland, has been re-furnished and Is
a^uUn^'rom
open for the reception of Company and PleasnreFanies. Every attention will bo given to the com-

Hotel for Sale.

Lawrence, in Canada East. It is interoeeded by two
considerable rivers with eligible Mill sites.
Well
wooded with eveiy description of timber, snob as
pine and spruce in large quantities, and maple,
birch, fetch, tamarao and bass word to any amount.
H. T. MACU1N. Portland.
Enquire of
Portland, Feb. 1864.
feb25 eodtf

Premiums received on Manne Risks,
f. om 1st January, 18.8, to 81st December, 1863.
Premiums on Policies not marked off
Jst January, 1868,

■MM

The “Caledonian House," situated on
Green Street, with a front on the street of
86 feet, aud running through to Canton St
together with the buildings and lot on east_lerly side of Canton Street. Also the stable
and 46 by UiO on ihe wcaterlv side of Green Street.
The lots contains abont 11,000 feet; all the unoccupied laudinis suseeptablet) improretnen's The buildgood order, and now rent for 8600 per
ings are
annum.
For terms inquire of
JOHN C. PROCTOR,
sept29 dtfLime Street.

_

Known AS

Re-opened with New Furniture A Fixtures,
WINSLOW & THAYER, Proprietors.

xuvp.ed) as follows:
Portland for Boston, at 8.46 A.M. and 2.30

Nor 16,1864 -edtf

HOUSE,

THREE MILES FROM PORTLAND.

Commencing Nov. 7th, 1864.
LMHfSSfn Passenger trains will leave the Stan|Hg M*wwtion. foot ot Canal street daily, (Sun-

u*.c

MlT.I.mF.R, Portland.

~

Boston.

7

one

O,.

following
December, 1863;

on

the Grand Trunk
Depot and yarc; a Calf Skin Wallet oontaiumg a considerable Bum of money, and papers of no
value to any one tint the loosi r. The Under will be
rewarded as above on returning the same lo No 8
Central Wharf, or T2 Brackett
Portland, Aug 81,1864.
augSIdtf
or

m

G. BROWN’S

Mrs. M.

Balsam.”

▲HD IT WILL

HEALTH PRESERVER,

statement ol

fr<

Metaphysical Discovery!!

FEMALE REGULATOR,

NEW YOKE, January 26, 1864.

Discharge*

Neuralgia. Kheurna urn, Asthma,
STOfuia, Consumption, Branch al
Affection*, Throat D lh ul ies, Diraaeu
low
of the Hair, Dy*p-psla. Enlargement of the Liver,
Diets* sof tbt Kidneys,Conetipatiou.firsTrl,piles,
Paralyt-'s. with all and every debase which lnfesu
the human body, cored effectually by

Prepared by the Proprietors qf" Coe’s Cough

DYSPEPSIA CURE

ATLANTIC

Hotel,Room No. a.

None* in the Head,

STOMACH AND BOWELS

not in

SOLE PROPRIETORS,

TAB

OOE’S

OFFICE OF THE

BROWN,

hit™

Diseases

Positively
DR. W. H. MJCfiWIN A Co..

Mutual Benefit Life Insurance Co.

s

Indigestion!

MOST DXLIOATX.

Central Offlc No. 80 Exchange St,
Sept 17—dtf
Portland, Me.

THE
Company, .bum the
the 31st
iu affairs

and

•

DEAFNESS,

Bemedy

asx> ALL

WARRJSN SPARROW,State Agt,

of

$300 REWARD.

A. M.

o^liew ABOUT
at

Orioaes, and are deai iou* of having their r=mains
taken up and sent h .n-e this fail, by

£• X. BHIDukg

C»*t,C.g.V.

of

Cent,

Mutual Insurance

Salesman by

OORT AIMING MOTHIKG INJURIOUS TO TH1

Trustee., iu conformity to the Charter of the

FOUK

Notice.
♦ NEVENS hope by etrlct

Ann DBALKSS
and

reiln-

Per

ooeas

™

Wanted.
aa

Dyspepsia
•

dividend is declared and paid upon each and
xvkey payment made, whether the party mliv*tig or
not. ZJ^-tootner company in tne United Mates
does tuts.
lis assets on the 31st of December last, as shown
b> tbe We w Yoik insurance Commissioners Report,
were suihcitut to pruvide lor its
Competed premium reserve,” cue payment of "All its dividends
and every other iwoLity, contingent or absolute,
and leave a ci ear net smplus of

a

SITUATION

A

The World’* Great

PUPAKSS FROM PURX V»GBTABLR EXTRACTS

Company

a

a

ARRANGEMENT.

Oft, E88EHCEOF LIFE.

now

and have been for several years.
ally, and paid after two ykaes.

Boots, lhe Under will be suitably rewarded
by leaving them with JOHN E. DOW k SONcor°er°f Exchange and Milk Sts.
oct20tf

"BSiSSSBn Passenger trains leave 8kowhegan tor
i|llgnl>lil. Portland and Boston, at 8.46 A. M„ Anueis, ii.uo A. M., and Bath 12 10 P.M. Augusta
for Portland and Boston at 6.30 A. M. Batn 6.30

A Card.

puSlVc pa?ronag.U‘i0eM

223 «’G” Street,

M.

9 A. M. to 4 P.

ME^,i8,iC.E?CkKEn

wAsnisaToit, D. C., November 16, re*.

l6

Biddeford Bouse, Biddeford, Tu-iday, Nov. 23.

juno2-dly

8ffi:e, Depot Commissary of Ssksisttnw,

by

j

No, 22 Exchange Street.

with board. Booms
which liberal compenG. J., box2304
oot27tf

s

half of

First Collection District of State of Heine.

Fifty

United States

Commencing Monday, April 26,1864.

Office of Collector of Internal Heveuue.

years

Cost.

—

DR. R. GOODALE S

are

Wednesday afternoon, out of carriage, beONtween
Exchange St. and Emery St., pair of
Gent

■aWBSSMKSiW-■ FOR SALE & TO LET.

Sales Room, 137 1-2 Middle SlM
Where Machine Findings of all kinds «r« constantly

Daughter, 8

rooms

PORTLAND A KENNEBEC R. R.
SUMMER

and

rurnished or unfurnished, for
sation will be paid. Address
Portland, Go.. 26th.

The Company are not responsible for baggage to
any amount exceeding 860 in value, and that personal. unless notice is given, and paid for at the rate
of one passenger for every 8600 additional value.
C. J. BitYDGEs, Managing Director.
H. BAILEY, Superintendent.
Portland, Nov. 7,1864.nov7

SPRING AND

Its own history after 20 years’ experience is the
best evidence ol it* superior management, aim of the
great advantages ii allures to mose who insuie
special attention is asked to the folio wing facts:
The Annual Dividends ol this

MRS. M. G.
AT TU

0.

on
as at all the

STONE Martin Collar, on Willow street, between tbe Commercial House and Middle
Street. Tee Under will be su tabiy reworded by returning it to the Commercia, House.

RAILWAY,

iher notice, as follows:
CP TRAINS.
Leave Portland for8outh Paris and Lewiston at 7.40
A. M. Alto Island Pond,
connecting there with
trains for Montreal and the West, at l.»6 P. M.
DOWN TRAINS.
Leave South Paris at 6.40 A. M., and Island Pond
а. 6.60A. M.

vuj

THIS

$600,000.0

MIIOHI

TU

Mk

dr. WKIGHT'S

most successful of all Life Assuranoe Companies has now a net accumulation of over

$2,350,000.00,

"W" aaited.!
Elderberries and Cherries.
rat HE highest prioe paid for ripe Elderberries, picks
X clean, and also Black Cnerries, by W. a. Mams.

fiuxir

MEDICAL.

REJUVENATING ELIXIR!

$1,807,650.17.

On and after Monday, Hoy. 7,1864,

%IC9IZtralni

Immediately.

Charter Perpetual

\ EN who w sh to engage in a legitimate business.
Act in which parlies have made ir..m r6 to <26 a
day by a small investment et from #ix> to 4200, are
invited to an examination of some of the most im
This surplus is nearly % 1,0j0,00u.00 larger than
portaut new inventions oi the age; u.e of which that ol auy other Lile Compauy in the UuKod Btates
nave never before b en int.oduj d in the New
Eng- and 81, oa>,000 larger than any other, with two exland States. A rare opp jrt-n.ty is here offered for
ceptions.
Parties now insuring in this Company participate
enterpri-ing men with email or large capital. Cir-e
in tne benefits of this large and increasing surplus.
E. CHAPMAN, JK.,
cnlaresentrroe.
nov 16d2w
This Company has p&iu to theassured in Dividends
929 Congress st.

6.30 and 9.40

WINTER ARRANGEMENT.

W

While many other good Machines have
been offered to the public, we have Ion,* foil the necessity ot a Sewing Machine more perfectly adapted
to all kinds of family Sewing, as well as
Heavy
Tailoring ^nd Leather Wora ; and to meet this dein

for Portland,

Wanted

SACO A PORTSMOUTH
RAILROAD.

New Weed Sewing Machine,
all the recent improvements, possesses
WITH
points of excellence and acknowledged merit
which
it f in
now

1st, 1864,
follows, until fur-

November

Of Canada.

THE

following viz:—DDeskins, Caseiii>ere*. Satinets, all wool Shirting. I nd-r Shirts and
Drawers, DeLains, Shirting, Linens. Table Linens,
Embossed a 1 wool Table Covers, Sontags. Hoods'
Scarfs, Neck-Ties, Hoop Skirts, Cotton and Linen
Threads.
Ar.eo. A Larsre Lot of Silver-Plated Ware, Table
and Pocket tutlery, Tranks, Valises, Ac.

—

PORTLAND,

NOTICE.

of the

Auction

Havana, uct. ?tb. His effects can be bad bv applying to COF* La ft WOOUEUKY, 89 Commercial
sue t, Portland, or on board
barque a. L. Bryant,
Boston.
F. B We are informed his mother and sister left
Baltimore and came nortti when the rehellion broke
out—nay be in this viomity.
Nov 16—dlw*
COFFIN ft WOODBDBY.

§)e,

On

Bn*

Inf rmation Wanted.
Charles Billings shipped as Urst officer on
board barque S. A Bryant, in August and died

MB.

Leave Portland for Saco River, at 8.00 A. M. and
2.00 and 6.30 P. 41.
The 2.00 P. M. train out and the 9.40 A. H. train
into Portland, will be freight trains with passenger
oars attached.
Stages counect at Gorham for West Gorham,
Standish, Steep Falls, Baldwin, Donmarfc, Sebago,
Brldgton, Lovell, Diram, Brownfield, Fryeburg,
Cunway. Bartlett, Jackson, Limiugton, Cornish,
Porter, Freedom, Madison, and Eaton, N. H.
At Button Center, tor West Buxton, Bonney EaSouth L'm ngton, Limington, Limerick, Neweld, PareonsUeld, and Ossipee
At Saecarappa, for south Windham, East Standish, Sebago, Denmark and Bridgton,
Tuesdays,
fhursday and Saturdays.
DAN. CARPENTER, Supt.
Portland, Oct 31.1864
dtf

TWO TRIPS PER WEEK.

Hurrah lor Little Mac. ?
Third boy—'“So am I for Mike Lellan. I’ll
carry a torch, and I can holler like everything, If they’ll give me three shillings.”
Tnereiore the trio set up
cheering for Little Mac and Mike Lellan, so as to be in voice
for the Democratic procession on
Saturday

philosophy

ther not,os:
Leave baoo River
A. M., and 3 40 P. M.

novl9dl.*

lcat

in

YORK & CUMBERLAND RAIL ROAD.

as

Pr.is Office.

IMS.

noVi7d.f

—

& St. John.

Eastport, Calais

ly 1

A young

ing

W. D. LilT'A'liMi, Agent,

after

as

Under will meet wi n a liberal reward bv leavLO WELL ft oENTEK'S,
Exchange street.

Tne

Passages tor California, by the Old Line Mail
Steamers and Panama Railroad, may be secured by
early application at this office.
maySod&wtf

will leave

situation

a

(DP STAIRS.)

trams

a

the evening of the 16th between DeeHng Hall
ONand
uamortn street, large Gold Cross ona-ed.

Ticket Office, 31 Exchange St.,

..'3n On and

of age,

y ears

LOST.

from Portland to all the principal cities and towns in
the loyal States and Canadas, at the lowest ra-es of
hare, and all need<ul information cheerfully granted.
Travellers will find it greatly to their uuvaniage to
procure their tickets at the

Union

24

and Flour or
on. Address "J. B.”

WINTER ARRANGEMENT.

_

find out

what tuere was in those kegs, ii you did not
in.
Now, sir, tell us wnat it said on me

night

the great leading routes to ChicaAgent
go, Cincinnati, Cleveland, Detroit, Milwaukie,
8t
Paul, Lacrosse, Green Buy,
Oskosn,
Ualena.
Quincy, St Louis, Louisville, Indianapolis, Cairo,
is
and
ete.,
ste.,
prepared to furnish Through Tickets

IS

man
or

Incorporated

MEDICAL.

Elixir I

LIFE INSURANCE COMPANY.

book-keeper in a wholesale Corn
Grocery Store. Best of reference air-

for all

or

0HAS, 8PaA*, Ueneral Agent.
Ootober 17.—dtr-

look

In

«

B

Portland,

lieve it said Gm on me lust un.

Political.—Two ladies,

a

young
BT salesman

more

W.—Well I mostly forget it now, but I bewe can

>

SSStr^dSy^
to J. O.
extended inlormation, apply
BFor
K..°e -St R^aor- tie loral agents at iho various

you saw.

L.—Gm! Tnen, sir, I guess

W

SXn

\V.—it was different on all oi ’em none had

it auke.
us

Bu ;k-nort

fa t.

Written'/

L.—Well, sir, tell

KocU.nd, Camden, Bel-'
ootn
terport and Hampden,
,I0“

^The Boat will *toocii at

Wanted.

LITTLE

W D

CAPf. WILLIAM R. ROIX,

TH*

West, Forth West and South West.

Built expresaly for this rente,

kegs.
(exultantly) you

some

TO

STEAMER LAOV L&1R,

AT

_JW-EDICAL.

BENEFIT

MUTUAL

Found.
tbs Boston and Maine Ballroad Station a sum
of money.
JOHN BAILEY,
B« ^l»"*• °- ^rtUnd, Bo.
Not 19—dlw

TRAVELERS

USPOBTANT

INSURANCE.

WANTS,LOST,FOUND

RATES!

HBB REDUCED

THE NEW, STAUNCH AND COMMODIOUS

mere 'i

kegs

RAILROADS.

CELEBRATED

Poor

Biohard’a

Eye

Water!

Will mall, the weakeet evee etrong,—rttroviar all
icflamatlon and humor. Every one ahea d use it, aa
proves the prevention of disease

it

NO

DIPHTHERIA

where it la naed; bs wise, and educate you
Can
children 10 bath" their eyee dai.y with -Poor Kioharu’eiSya Water.'1
Price per Pottle, large,.$1.00
'•
<■
••
email..
gg
come

■re. 91. G. Brown’a

“Scalp Renovator."

Wtl! known for renewing the

atrengtheuing

the hair.

Pries per

aealp, Increasing

Bottle,

and

Si.

ofWf-TheabovecelebratedMadidnea
ait Drugglata.

are’. behaS
novlidiir

